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  Pref ace   

 Dual energy CT is an innovative imaging technique which has recently entered 
clinical practice. Despite its recent introduction, the number of CT scanners with 
dual energy capabilities is growing rapidly, and new clinical applications are already 
available or under investigation. With rising clinical interest and an established base 
of scanner technology, DECT will increasingly fi gure into clinical routine as radi-
ologists further integrate DECT in their daily practice. 

 As detailed in this book, DECT acquisition allows the simultaneous generation 
of multiple datasets including iodine density map, virtual monochromatic or virtual 
unenhanced images, and elemental decomposition analyses which aid the radiolo-
gist in addressing various diagnostic problems using a multiparametric approach. 
When routinely applied, these applications of DECT may be particularly useful in 
oncologic imaging, providing clear advantages in tumor detection, lesion character-
ization, and evaluation of response to therapy. 

 A growing body of evidence demonstrating the value of DECT applications in 
different oncological fi elds is rapidly accumulating, and we strongly believe that 
DECT represents a signifi cant step forward in the continued quest to improve our 
diagnostic capabilities. 

 This book is intended for radiologists as well as specialists who are currently 
using DECT or intend to start using this new fascinating diagnostic technique in their 
clinical practice. The fi rst section of the book outlines the technical basis of dual 
energy imaging, investigating the different approaches present in the current market 
and describing existing post-processing techniques. The second section focuses on 
the clinical use and interpretation of DECT and its impact on clinical decision mak-
ing in a variety of oncological settings, including tumors of the head and neck, lung, 
liver, pancreas, gastrointestinal system, kidney, and musculoskeletal system. 

 It is our sincere hope that readers will fi nd this book useful in their clinical prac-
tice and that our efforts will contribute to the growing investigation and application 
of this exciting technique.  

  Charleston, SC, USA        Carlo     N.     De     Cecco   
 Rome, Italy      Andrea     Laghi   
 Charleston, SC, USA     U.     Joseph     Schoepf    
 Munich, Germany     Felix     G.     Meinel    
 May 2015                   
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1Dual Energy CT: Basic Principles

Luca Saba, Michele Porcu, Bernhard Schmidt, 
and Thomas Flohr

1.1  Introduction

Computed tomography (CT), since its introduction in the 1970s, has not only revo-
lutionized radiology, but made all diagnostic algorithms faster and more accurate:
for example, the presence of a subdural hematoma in a trauma patient before the
invention of CT could be just suspected after an accurate neurological examination
and by the presence of a fracture of the skull on a conventional x-ray. Nowadays, a
CT scan performed in few seconds clearly shows the presence and the characteris-
tics of the lesion.
Dual Energy Computed Tomography (DECT) is a new promising technology,

already available in clinical practice, which can offer new advantages for radiologists
and clinicians, thanks to its intrinsic ability to characterize tissue composition.

1.2  Basic Principles of Single Energy Computed 
Tomography

Single energy CT (SECT) scanners provide cross-sectional images of the human
body through the use of x-rays. The measurement system of a SECT comprises an
x-ray tube and an opposing detection system (DS) which rotate around the patient.
The DS consists of an array of small detectors. Typically, 700–900 individual
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detector elements are placed next to each other to cover the scan field of view
(SFOV) of 50 cm diameter. The detectors record the intensities of the x-rays after
passing through the patient and convert them into electrical currents that are digi-
tized by the Data Acquisition System (DAS). During a CT scan, about 700–900
measurement values are recorded at about 1000 angular positions per rotation.
These so-called CT raw data undergo mathematical operations in the image recon-
struction process to transform them into a CT image.
When crossing the human body, the x-rays interact with the molecules that con-

stitute the human tissues. They are attenuated and reach the DS with a lower inten-
sity (I) than the primary intensity (I0), according to Eq. 1.1:

 I I e

L

x,y,z ds

=
∫− ( )

0
0

m

(1.1)

Here μ is the linear attenuation coefficient of the x-rays at point (x, y, z), L is the
thickness of the tissue crossed by the x-ray beam, and s is the coordinate along the
path of the x-ray beam.
According to Eq. 1.2 (derived from Eq. 1.1),

 0

L

∫ ( ) =−
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(1.2)

is the line integral of the x-ray attenuation coefficient μ. The line integrals, recorded
at different angular position of the measurement system, are the basic measurement
parameters in CT. In the image reconstruction process, the local x-ray attenuation
coefficients μ are extracted and stored in the image matrix constituted by voxels
(pixels in the CT image) with specific coordinates (x, y, z).
The value μ is characteristic for every voxel of the image matrix, and in SECT it

is converted to the Hounsfield Units (HU) value scale according Eq. 1.3:

 

CTnumber HU
water

water

( ) = ×
( ) − ( )

( )
1000

m m

m

x, y, z

 

(1.3)

Here, μ(water) is the x-ray attenuation coefficient of water.
In a single energy CT scan, the technician can adjust different scan parameters in

order to obtain an optimal examination, in particular modifying the intensity and the
energy of the x-rays.
The intensity of the x-rays depends directly on the tube current of the x-ray tube.
The energy of the x-rays is directly proportional to the differential in potential

(ΔV) between the cathode and the anode of the x-ray tube (or in other words it
depends on the applied tube voltage). The value of ΔV is expressed in kV.

• For high tube voltage, the x-ray beam will be absorbed less in the human body
and have higher penetration, and a relatively large amount of x-ray quanta will
reach the DS. At a given primary x-ray intensity I0, image noise will be low. On
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the other hand, the contrast resolution of the image will be reduced, in particular
for CT examinations obtained after intravenous administration of iodine-based
contrast agent.

• For low tube voltage, the x-rays beam will show higher absorption and less pen-
etration in the human body. The x-rays will interact more with the structures of
the human body, and at a given primary x-ray intensity I0, a smaller amount of
x-ray quanta will reach the DS, increasing image noise on the one hand but
improving the contrast resolution of the image on the other.

1.3  X-Ray Spectrum and K-Shell Binding Energy

The generation of x-rays in the x-ray tube is a probabilistic process that produces a
spectrum of x-rays at different energies. The energy of the x-rays is expressed in
keV. The maximum energy of the x-ray spectrum corresponds to the applied tube
voltage, its mean energy is directly proportional to it. The spectrum is superimposed
by peaks characteristic for the anode material.
A typical x-ray spectrum is shown in Fig. 1.1, and the shape of the curve (and so

the x-ray intensity at a certain energy) changes with the applied tube voltage.
In clinical practice, x-ray tube voltages between 70 and 140 kV are used in

CT. For these values, the energy spectrum comprises a range between 30 and
140 keV [1], with amean energy of about 52 keV for 80 kV tube voltage and 69 keV
for 140 kV tube voltage (directly behind the bowtie filter and depending on the pre-
filtration of the spectrum) [2].
In this energy range, there are basically two interaction mechanisms of the x-rays

with the atoms and molecules of the human body [1, 3, 4]:

• Compton scattering: When an x-ray photon hits an electron of the external orbit-
als (or shells) having a low binding energy, it loses a part of its energy and its
trajectory is deflected before reaching the DS, while the electron is knocked out
from its orbital. Compton scattering is responsible for a loss of contrast resolu-
tion of the images [3]. It predominates in areas of the human body rich in atoms
with low atomic number (see below) [5], and it mainly depends on the density of
the material [6].

• Photoelectric absorption: When an x-ray photon hits an electron of the inner-
most orbital (noted as K-shell), it loses all its energy, the electron is knocked out
from its orbital, and the x-ray photon does not reach the DS [3]. This phenome-
non prevails in tissues rich in atoms with high atomic number (see below) [5],
and it depends strongly on the x-ray energy and on the atomic number of the
material.

The K-shell binding energy is directly proportioned to the atomic number of the
respective elements [3]. Elements such as hydrogen (Z=1), carbon (Z=6), nitrogen
(Z=7) and oxygen (Z=8) have a small K-shell binding energy between 0.01 and

1 Dual Energy CT: Basic Principles
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0.53 keV, in comparison with calcium (Z=20, K-shell binding energy 4.0 keV) and
iodine (Z=53, K-shell binding energy 33.2 keV) [2, 3].
The probability of photoelectric absorption is larger if the x-ray energy is similar

to the K-shell binding energy [3, 5] and for low values of the x-ray tube voltage [4]. 
For x-ray energies just above the K-shell binding energy, there is a sudden increase
in attenuation, because then the x-ray quantum will lose all its energy to the K-shell
electron and will no longer reach the DS. This increase in x-ray attenuation trans-
lates into an increase in the HU values of the image [3].

1.4  From Single Energy Computed Tomography to Dual 
Energy Computed Tomography

In SECT, the scan is performed with a specific x-ray tube voltage according to the
characteristics of the patient and the examination type.
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Fig. 1.1 Typical x-ray spectra used in medical CT. The spectra at 70, 80, 100, 120, and 140 kV
are obtained after standard pre-filtration. Their mean energies range between 47 and 69 keV. The
Sn 140 kV spectrum is obtained after pre-filtration with 0.4 mm Sn (tin) to remove lower energy
x-ray quanta and shift the mean energy of the spectrum to higher values
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For different values of the x-ray tube voltage, the energy spectrum of the x-rays
will be different, and x-ray quanta will interact with matter in different ways:

• For tissues rich in elements with high atomic number (for example calcium and
the iodine of the contrast medium), the mean energy of the x-ray spectrum will
be closer to the K-shell binding energy if low tube voltages are chosen. The pho-
toelectric effect predominates, and the HU values will be higher compared with
scans at high tube voltage [3–5].

• For tissues mainly containing elements with low atomic number, such as hydro-
gen, carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen (for example fat, or muscles), the K-shell bind-
ing energy values are very low and do not differ significantly (from 0.01 keV for
hydrogen to 0.53 keV for oxygen). As a consequence, there will be no great dif-
ference in attenuation of the x-rays when high or low tube voltages are used [4].

To summarize, the x-ray attenuation μ mainly depends on three parameters:

• The elements that constitute the region of interest
• The density of the region of interest
• The x-ray spectrum for the specific tube voltage ΔV

The x-ray attenuation μ at a specific x-ray energy E can be decomposed into
attenuation caused by Compton scattering and attenuation caused by the photoelec-
tric effect, see Eq. 1.4 [7]:

 
m m mx,y,z( ) ( ) = ( ) + ( )E E ECompton photoelectric  (1.4)

Here μ(x, y, z) (E) is the x-ray attenuation at a specific point (x, y, z).
Using a single x-ray spectrum, two different object regions can have the same

attenuation μ even if they differ in chemical composition and material density. As an
example, calcified plaques in a vessel can often not be differentiated from the sur-
rounding lumen in the presence of iodinated contrast agent.
Using two different x-ray spectra with two different mean energies E1 and E2 in a

dual energy CT (DECT) scan can help characterize the material composition of the
tissues, because Eq. 1.4 can then be resolved for both μCompton (E) and μphotoelectric (E).
Moreover, μ(x, y, z) (E) of any material can be decomposed into a linear combination of

the attenuation of two base materials 1 and 2, which differ in their photoelectric and
Compton characteristics. The relative contributions of these two base materials to each
voxel of interest can be determined by measurements with two different spectra [1–5].

1.5  Dual Energy CT Scanners Available in Clinical Practice

In clinical practice, there are severalmethods to acquireDECTdata [2].Most commonly,
two different x-ray spectra are used in combination with standard CT detectors. In com-
mercially available solutions, a variety of different techniques has been introduced:

1 Dual Energy CT: Basic Principles
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• Performing two subsequent scans with different x-ray tube voltages with a single
source CT scanner

• Rapidly switching the x-ray tube voltage during the scan
• Introducing a split filter into the tube collimator housing of a single source CT
scanner

• Using dual source CT systems
• Another approach uses a single x-ray spectrum in combination with an energy-
sensitive detector (dual layer detector).

CT systems with photon counting detectors are still in research state. So far, only
pre-clinical prototypes have been available. CT systems with photon counting
detectors will therefore not be discussed in detail here.

1.5.1  Scans with Different X-Ray Tube Voltages with a Single 
Source CT Scanner

This technique has been developed to acquire dual energy data with single source
CT scanners without further system modification, such as rapid kV-switching, use
of dual layer detectors or split filters in the tube collimator housing [3]. It requires
the execution of two consecutive CT scans at different x-ray tube voltages, either in
sequential (axial) or spiral (helical) mode. Most commonly, 80 and 140 kV are used,
because these are typically the lowest and highest kV settings of a CT x-ray tube
which provide best spectral separation, see Fig. 1.2.
Because of the long time delay between the different acquisitions, examinations

with administration of contrast agent are difficult, at least in early arterial phases
when the contrast density changes rapidly [2, 3].
There are different commercial realizations of this DE acquisition principle [2, 3]:

• In the Volume Dual Energy approach (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wis, USA),
alternating sequential scans of the same body region are performed at different
x-ray tube voltages [3]. Because of the relatively long delay between the sequen-
tial acquisitions and the long total scanning time (e.g., 20 s for a single-phase
scan of the liver), the Volume Dual Energy technique has been evaluated in pro-
totypes, but never introduced into the market [3].

• With increasing z-coverage of the detectors (the z-axis is the patient’s longitudi-
nal direction) and faster gantry rotation time, larger anatomical areas can be
covered with one sequential scan, and the delay between subsequent acquisitions
at different x-ray tube voltages becomes shorter. Two different vendors offer
single source CT scanners with 16 cm detector z-coverage (Aquilion One; 
Toshiba, Tochigi, Japan and Revolution, GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wis, USA),
capable of scanning organs such as the heart without table movement. Both
systems acquire dual energy data by performing fast sequential scans with two
different tube voltages at gantry rotation times of 0.27 s or 0.28 s [5].

• Another commercially available technical realization relies on two subsequent
spiral (helical) scans of the same body region (Somatom Definition Edge; 
Siemens Healthcare, Forchheim, Germany), the first one at 80 kV and the second

L. Saba et al.
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one at 140 kV. As in standard CT examinations, radiation dose to the patient can
be optimized by anatomical tube current modulation [3]. Because of the rela-
tively long time delay between the two spiral scans, the use of this technique is
indicated for nondynamic examinations that do not require the administration of
contrast agent, such as characterization of kidney stones or the examination of
tophaceous lesions in patients with gout [3], or for the calculation of mono-
energetic images to reduce metal artifacts at a metal-specific high energy.
Figure 1.3 shows a clinical example.
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Fig. 1.2 Standard 80 and 140 kV spectra (normalized to equal intensity) used to acquire DE data
at two different x-ray tube voltages

Fig. 1.3 Clinical example demonstrating the use of pseudo mono-energetic images to reduce metal
artifacts. The DE scan data were obtained using two consecutive spiral scans at 80 and 140 kV
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1.5.2  Rapid Switching of the X-Ray Tube Voltage  
During the Scan

In a more refined approach, the kV-setting of the x-ray tube is rapidly switched
between consecutive projections of the same axial or spiral scan. The Discovery 
750HD scanner (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wis, USA) is equipped with an x-ray
tube and a corresponding generator capable of switching the ΔV peak values from
80 to 140 kV and vice versa in about 0.25 ms during scan data acquisition [1–5] 
(Fig. 1.4). According to the manufacturer, the CT scanner uses a detection system
(Gemstone detector; GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wis) characterized by a faster
emission of light and shorter afterglow time if compared with standard scintillation
detectors [3, 5, 7].
One advantage of rapid kV-switching is the almost simultaneous acquisition of

low-energy and high-energy projections with a time delay of less than 0.5 ms, which
prevents registration problems due to organ motion or contrast agent dynamics.
Dual energy scan data are acquired in the full SFOV of 50 cm diameter [3, 5].
As a downside, fast switching of the x-ray tube current simultaneously to the fast

switching of the x-ray tube voltage is technically not possible, and at equal x-ray
tube current the x-ray flux at 80 kV is much lower than at 140 kV [2, 3, 5]. To bal-
ance the radiation dose of the low kV and the high kV data, two or more low kV
projections are acquired for every single high kV projection, see Fig. 1.4. As a con-
sequence, however, the total number of high kV projections during one rotation is
reduced, resulting in potential sampling problems and limiting the maximum
achievable spatial resolution. As of today, optimizing the radiation dose to the
patient by using anatomical dose modulation is not possible. The potentially
increased overall radiation dose can at least partially be reduced by combining DE
data acquisitionwith the use of iterative reconstruction (Adaptive Statistical Iterative 
Reconstruction [ASIR]; GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wis) [2, 3, 5]. As another dis-
advantage, spectral separation cannot be improved by introducing separate

140

80

500

Ideal switching curve Realistic curve

1000 1500

Time in µs

2000

kV

Fig. 1.4 Schematic
illustration of rapid
kV-switching between
80 and 140 kV tube
voltage. Note that two
or more low kV
projections are acquired
for each high kV
projection to balance
radiation dose
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pre-filtration of the low kV and the high kV beam (see below). As a practical clini-
cal limitation, the manufacturer provides only images from the 140 kV data set and
not from the 80 kV data set [3]. Figure 1.5 shows a clinical example.

1.5.3  Use of a Split Filter in the Tube Collimator Housing

Recently, a new method was introduced to acquire DECT data with a single source
CT system without kV-switching, but with better temporal registration than by per-
forming two separate consecutive sequential or spiral scans of the examination vol-
ume of interest.
In the Twin Beam dual energy approach (Somatom Definition Edge, Siemens 

Healthcare, Forchheim, Germany), two different pre-filters in the tube collimator
housing are used to split the x-ray beam in the z-axis direction (the z-axis is the
patient’s longitudinal direction), see Fig. 1.6.
The x-ray tube is operated at 120 kV tube voltage. One-half of the multi-slice

detector in the z-axis direction is illuminated by an x-ray beam pre-filtered with
0.6 mm tin – compared to the standard 120 kV spectrum, the mean energy of this
pre-filtered spectrum is shifted to higher energies, see Fig. 1.7. The other half of
the detector in the z-axis direction is pre-filtered with a thin gold filter – because
of the K-edge of gold at 80.7 keV, the mean energy of this spectrum is shifted to
somewhat lower energies, see Fig. 1.7. The total attenuation of the pre-filters is
adjusted such as to balance the radiation dose of the low-energy and the high-
energy beam. The CT system is operated in a spiral (helical) scan mode at fast
gantry rotation speed (0.28 s) and with a maximum spiral pitch of 0.75 (referring
to the full z-width of the detector). Then, each half of the detector acquires a
complete spiral data set, and both low-energy and high-energy images can be
reconstructed at any z-position.

Fig. 1.5 Clinical example of DE data acquisition by means of rapid kV-switching. Left: Pseudo
mono-energetic image at 75 keV reveals a lesion with attenuation 57 HU (arrow). Right: Iodine
density map indicates a lack of iodine enhancement (arrow), which is characteristic for a cyst
(From [8])

1 Dual Energy CT: Basic Principles
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Fig. 1.6 Principle of a DE acquisition technique that makes use of a split filter in the tube collima-
tor housing to split the x-ray beam in the patient’s longitudinal direction into a low-energy and a
high-energy beam
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Fig. 1.7 Low-energy and
high-energy spectra after
pre-filtration of a 120 kV
spectrum with Au (top) and
tin (bottom)
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This technology provides DE data in the full SFOV of 50 cm diameter, and the
radiation dose to the patient can be optimized by means of anatomical tube current
modulation. The temporal registration of both data sets is good and allows acquisi-
tions with contrast agent even in the arterial phase. As a downside, the spectral sepa-
ration is worse than with approaches using two different kV-settings of the x-ray
tube. Furthermore, a powerful x-ray tube is required because the pre-filtration
absorbs a considerable portion of the x-ray flux, and the maximum volume coverage
speed is limited. Fig. 1.8 shows a clinical example acquired with the Twin Beam
technique.

1.5.4  Dual Source CT

Another technical solution developed in the last years in order to acquire DECT scan
data is the Dual Source CT (DSCT) [1–5]. The principle is simple: Two different
x-ray spectra can be obtained by using two independent x-ray tubes, each one with
its proper x-ray tube voltage ΔV and tube current values [1–5]. The x-rays tubes of
DSCT scanners, together with their corresponding detectors, are mounted onto the
same gantry with an angular offset of about 90°, and both measurement systems
acquire scan data simultaneously at the same anatomical level [1–5] (Fig. 1.9).
The first generation of DSCT scanners was introduced into clinical practice in

2006 (Somatom Definition, Siemens Healthcare, Forchheim, Germany, with 2×64

Fig. 1.8 Clinical example acquired with the Twin Beam DE technique: Mixed image correspond-
ing to a standard 120 kV image (left), virtual noncontrast image (top right), and iodine overlay map
(bottom right) (Courtesy of Erlangen University, Germany)

1 Dual Energy CT: Basic Principles
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slices and 0.33 s gantry rotation time), the second generation in 2009 (Somatom 
Definition Flash, Siemens Healthcare, Forchheim, Germany, with 2×128 slices and
0.28 s gantry rotation time), and the third generation in 2014 (Somatom Definition 
Force, Siemens Healthcare, Forchheim, German, with 2×192 slices and 0.25 s gan-
try rotation time).
With the two x-ray tubes of a DSCT, two different x-ray spectra can be generated

simultaneously with independent values of tube current (e.g., 80 and 140 kV) and
tube voltage. It is therefore easily possible to balance the radiation dose of the low
kV and the high kV data, to optimize the radiation dose to the patient by means of
anatomical tube current modulation (CARE Dose4D; Siemens Medical Solution, 
Forchheim, Germany) [4] and to obtain two independent image data sets [2, 3, 5].
As another advantage, the spectral separation can be improved by introducing a

dedicated tin pre-filter into the tube collimator housing of the high kV beam when
needed. The quality of DECT examinations relies on the effective separation of the
energy spectra. More spectral overlap and worse energy separation mean less effi-
cient and less precise tissue differentiation, which has to be compensated by
increased radiation dose. The second-generation DSCT uses an additional tin filter
(Sn) with a thickness of 0.4 mm to shift the mean energy of the 140 kV spectrum
from 69 to 89 keV, see Fig. 1.10. The mean energy of the 80 kV spectrum is 52 keV.
The tin filter has several benefits. It increases the spectral separation between the

low- and the high-energy spectrum, it narrows the 140 kV spectrum (which results in
better dose efficiency and less beam hardening artifacts) and it reduces cross-
scattering. The third-generation DSCT SOMATOM Force further improves spectral
separation by providing 150 kV x-ray tube voltage with more aggressive tin pre-
filtration (0.6 mm) to acquire the high-energy CT data. 70, 80 and 90 kV x-ray tube
voltage are available to acquire the low-energy CT data, with sufficient power
reserves to scan adults and larger patients [9]. The final result is an improved tissue
contrast between two materials in the CT images [2, 3]. It has been demonstrated that
the DE iodine ratio, i.e., the CT number of iodine at low kV divided by the CT num-
ber at high kV is a good indicator for spectral separation and the quality of a DE CT
scan [9]. The DE ratio increases from about 1.9 to 2 at the standard 80 kV/140 kV

Fig. 1.9 Principle of dual source CT. (a) First generation. (b) Second generation. The third gen-
eration has a further enlarged SFOV of detector B (35.6 cm)
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x-ray tube voltage combination to about 3.4 if 80 kV is combined with 150 kV and
0.6 mm tin pre-filtration. Spectral pre-filtration of the high kV beam is beneficial for
DE CT at low radiation dose. Several authors have meanwhile demonstrated dual
source DE CT scanning with no dose penalty compared with standard single energy
CT [10, 11]. A comprehensive overview on radiation dose in DE CT is given in [12].
Image noise and radiation dose in dual source DE CT can be further reduced by

iterative reconstruction methods (SAFIRE or ADMIRE; Siemens Healthcare, 
Forchheim, Germany) [3]. To reduce the image noise in particular in the low kV
images, a CT detector with significantly reduced electronics noise was introduced
(Stellar Detector; Siemens Healthcare, Forchheim, Germany). This detector mini-
mizes electronics noise and cross-talk by direct integration of Si photodiodes and
analog-digital converters in the same Si substrate [3, 7].
As a downside, scan data in dual source DE imaging are acquired with a 90° offset

of both measurement systems. Unlike with other approaches, such as rapid kV switch-
ing, high-energy projections and the corresponding low-energy projections are not
simultaneously measured at the same projection angle, and raw data-based DE
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algorithms are difficult to realize. DE algorithms are therefore image-based.
Furthermore, images ofmoving objects may show different motion artifacts, which can
result in registration problems and affect the material decomposition of the DE images.
In practice, however, this problem is mitigated by the good temporal resolution of
DSCT and by nonrigid registration of low kV and high kV images [3, 4]. Another dis-
advantage is the smaller SFOV of the second measurement system in a DSCT scanner.
While the first measurement system covers the full SFOV of 50 cm diameter, the diam-
eter of the second measurement system is limited to 26 cm (first-generation DSCT),
33 cm (second-generation DSCT) or 35.6 cm (third-generation DSCT) because of
space limitations on the gantry ring. While images can be reconstructed in the full
50 cm SFOV, DE information is only available in the smaller SFOV. This can be prob-
lematic for bigger and obese patients [2, 3, 5]. A third challenge is cross-scattered
radiation, i.e., scattered radiation originating from x-ray tube A and detected by detec-
tor B and vice versa. Cross-scattered radiation may cause cupping and streaking arti-
facts, and it can reduce image contrasts. In DSCT systems, it is corrected for by means
of measurement-based or model-based correction algorithms.
Fig. 1.11 shows a clinical example of a DE CT scan acquired with a third-

generation DSCT system.

1.5.5  CT Systems with Dual Layer Detector

Single source CT systems with dual layer detector technology were commercially
introduced in 2013 (IQon; Philips Healthcare, Eindhoven, The Netherlands).
A dual layer detector consists of two conventional scintillation detectors, one placed
on top of the other. The x-ray tube is operated at a tube voltage of 120 or 140 kV. The
top layer of the detector predominantly absorbs lower energy x-ray photons, while
the bottom layer detects the remaining higher energy x-ray photons. Therefore, the
signals of the two detector layers correspond to different effective x-ray spectra with
different mean energies [2–5, 7]. To improve energy separation, both detector layers
can consist of different scintillation materials.

Fig. 1.11 DE CT scan acquired with a third-generation DSCT scanner at 90 kV/Sn
150 kV. CTDIvol =12.85 mGy. Left: mixed image. Center: virtual noncontrast image. Right: iodine
overlay map. A large kidney cyst is characterized by a lack of iodine enhancement (arrow)
(Courtesy of University of Mannheim, Germany)
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Dual layer detectors enable acquisition of DE data with standard CT systems
within full SFOV. Radiation dose can be adapted to the planned examination and
the patient’s body habitus by using anatomical x-ray tube current modulation.
DE data can be acquired at short gantry rotation times which are a prerequisite
for the examination of moving organs such as the heart. Raw data-based evalua-
tion methods are feasible, and there are no registration problems or problems
with motion artifacts because of the simultaneous acquisition of low-energy and
high-energy data.
As a downside, the spectral separation is inferior to dual energy approaches rely-

ing on two different kV settings (e.g., 80 and 140 kV). With different kV settings,
there is no spectral overlap in the keV range between low and high tube voltage
(between 80 and 140 keV in case of 80 and 140 kV tube voltage). The top layer of
a dual layer detector primarily absorbs low-energy x-ray quanta; it does, however,
also absorb higher energy photons. Therefore, low-energy and high-energy spectra
overlap in the entire spectral range, see Fig. 1.12.
Furthermore, it is not easily possible to apply strategies such as low kV imaging

(at 70 or 80 kV) to reduce radiation dose in pediatric CT or in CT angiographic
examinations, because the quantum efficiency of a dual layer detector is optimized
for 120 or 140 kV.
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Fig. 1.12 Low-energy and high-energy spectra registered by a dual layer detector with a 1 mm
thick ZnSe top layer and a GOS bottom layer, as an example for the spectral separation achievable
with the dual layer approach. A primary 140 kV x-ray spectrum was used
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1.6  Applications of Dual Energy CT

The processing of DE data to generate material selective or pseudo-monoenergetic
images, can either be performed in the raw data space or in the image data space.
Then, low-energy and high-energy images are reconstructed as a first step, and the
DE processing is applied to these images. Raw data–based evaluation is often con-
sidered superior to image data–based evaluation, because image-based methods are
claimed to be limited by beam hardening problems. However, under conditions that
are typically fulfilled in modern CT systems image-based methods are practically
equivalent.
One prerequisite for image-based material decomposition is the validity of the

so-called thin absorber model. If we use water and iodine as the base materials for
image-based DE evaluation, the maximum iodine attenuation is expected to be so
small that it is valid to assume a linear contribution to the total attenuation. The thin
absorber model holds for iodine samples up to 5000 HU cm in water, which corre-
sponds to the clinical situation of an object with 200 HU iodine enhancement and
25 cm diameter.
In addition, neither the CT value of water nor the CT value of a small iodine

sample shall depend on the position within the scanned object. This is typically
achieved if the scanner is equipped with an appropriate bowtie filter and if the
patient is centered within the SFOV.
In practice, electronics noise, scanner calibration, stability of emitted spectra,

cone beam effects, and scattered radiation can have a larger impact on the obtained
results than the analysis method.
In the following, we mainly describe image-based techniques for DE processing

and focus on applications relevant for oncological imaging.

1.6.1  Pseudo Mono-energetic Images

To obtain pseudo mono-energetic images at arbitrary energies from the polychro-
matic low-energy and high-energy images, we assume the object to consist of only
two materials in variable concentrations. Typically, water and iodine are used as
base materials. The concentrations of both materials in each image pixel are calcu-
lated by a two-material decomposition, multiplied with predicted CT numbers per
concentration at the desired x-ray energy, and summed up to the final mono-
energetic image. Other materials will contribute to both base material images, their
CT numbers may therefore not reflect the actual enhancement of the respective
material at the desired energy.
In a simple application, pseudo mono-energetic images are computed in an

energy range (e.g, from 40 to 150 keV in steps of 1 keV), and the CT number of a
region of interest is displayed as a function of the keV. This leads to material spe-
cific curves on a Cartesian graph, see Fig. 1.13.
Object regions composed of materials with high atomic number, such as calcium

and tissues containing iodinated contrast agent, will show a significant increase of
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the CT number at lower keV. Object regions containing materials with low atomic
number, on the other hand, will show only small variations of the CT number as a
function of the keV. The CT number of fat will decrease with decreasing keV. In
several clinical studies, the investigators have meanwhile tried to characterize
lesions by their specific curves in the CT-number versus keV diagram [13].
Pseudo mono-energetic images may be used in oncological studies to benefit

from the increased iodine contrast at lower keV, to increase the conspicuity of cer-
tain lesions. Unfortunately, using traditional two-material decomposition tech-
niques, the image noise increases significantly for energies far away from the mean
energy of the respective polychromatic input images (about 60–70 keV). Recently
an algorithm (Mono+, Siemens Healthcare, Forchheim, Germany) was introduced
that reduces image noise in pseudo mono-energetic images at low and high keV
[15]. Using this approach, the lower spatial frequencies of images at the target keV
and the higher spatial frequencies of images at optimal keV from a noise perspective
are combined. As a result, the object information (which is contained in the lower
spatial frequencies) at the target keV is combined with low image noise.
It has been shown [15] that it may be more efficient to perform DE scans and

compute pseudo mono-energetic images at 40 keV using Mono+ to optimize iodine
CNR than to perform scans at 80 or 100 kV, which has been the established and
recommended method to improve iodine CNR to date. Figure 1.14 shows a clinical
example for the application of mono-energetic imaging at low keV.
Mono-energetic images at the other end of the keV-spectrum, at very high keV,

may be used to efficiently reduce metal artifacts, as long as they are caused by beam
hardening and not by photon starvation. This has been demonstrated for hip replace-
ments [16] and posterior spinal fusion implants [17].

Fig. 1.13 Image obtained from a DE acquisition using rapid kV-switching in a patient with hepa-
tocellular carcinoma (left). The CT numbers in two regions of interest (normal tissue, red circle 
and hepatocellular carcinoma, yellow circle) are displayed as a function of the energy keV of
pseudo mono-energetic images (right). Regions containing iodinated contrast agent show a signifi-
cant increase of the CT number with decreasing keV (From [14])
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1.6.2  Virtual Nonenhanced Images and Iodine Maps

Using the polychromatic low kV and high kV images, iodine can be subtracted from
a contrast-enhanced CT scan. As a result, both virtual nonenhanced CT images and
iodine maps quantifying and visualizing the iodine content per image pixel are
obtained. The underlying technique is a modified three-material decomposition, see
the diagram in Fig. 1.15 which shows the CT number of each image pixel at low kV
as a function of its CT number at high kV. If the three-material decomposition is
applied to liver imaging, fat, soft tissue and iodine are used as base materials. Image
pixels containing mixtures of fat and soft tissue are located along a line between
pure fat and pure soft tissue. If iodinated contrast agent is added, the respective data
points in the CT-number diagram move in the direction of the iodine enhancement
vector. To extract the iodine, each pixel in the CT-number diagram is projected onto
the line between fat and soft tissue along the direction of the iodine enhancement
vector. The length of the displacement vector represents the enhancement attributed
to iodine in that pixel (see the example in Fig. 1.15).
The iodine enhancement values for all pixels (“iodine content”) are displayed in

the iodine map. It can be subtracted from the contrast-enhanced image to provide a
virtual nonenhanced image. The iodine map can provide quantitative information
about the iodine content in mg/ml. If the three-material decomposition is applied to
other abdominal imaging tasks, e.g., kidney imaging where characterization of cysts
may play a role, water, soft tissue, and iodine are used as base materials. This way,
a water value of 0 HU in the virtual nonenhanced image is ensured.
Virtual noncontrast images calculated from DE scans may in some cases replace

true noncontrast CT images. Avoiding additional CT scans without contrast agent
may reduce the radiation dose to the patient. The use of virtual noncontrast images
in oncology has been described for the differentiation of liver and kidney tumors

Fig. 1.14 DE image acquired on a third-generation DSCT scanner at 100 kV/Sn 150 kV. Left:
Mixed image, corresponding to a standard 120 kV acquisition. Right: Pseudo mono-energetic
image using the Mono+ technique at 40 keV. Note the significantly increased iodine CNR
(Courtesy of University Hospital Zurich, Switzerland)
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and adrenal masses. Iodine maps have been used to characterize the local blood sup-
ply of tumors with the goal of an earlier assessment of the response to anti-
angiogenesis therapies (for an overview, refer to [5, 6, 18–21]).
A variant of the three-material decomposition method with air, soft tissue, and

iodine as base materials has been used to compute iodine maps of the lung paren-
chyma as a surrogate parameter for the local blood volume. Most commonly, this
technique is used to visualize the extent of perfusion defects caused by pulmonary
embolism. DE CT of the lung, however, has also other applications. It has been
shown to improve the diagnosis of acute and chronic PEs, other vascular disorders,
lung malignancies, and parenchymal diseases [22, 23].
To summarize, DE CT is an innovative technology, readily available in clinical

practice, which may significantly affect the management of oncologic patients.
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2Dual Energy CT Postprocessing 
and Images Analysis Strategies 
in Oncologic Imaging

Hua-Dan Xue and Liang Zhu

2.1  Introduction

Multiple detector CT (MDCT) has been the first-choice imaging modality for many
oncologic applications, including lesion detection, classification, radiological stag-
ing, follow-up, and treatment effect monitoring. However, in some special clinical 
settings, MDCT remains problematic, or inconclusive. A classic example is high-
density cystic-appearing renal lesions. Could it be a hemorrhagic or high protein-
content cyst, or an enhancing tumor? Another problem we have, for instance, is
Lipiodol treated hepatic cell carcinoma. The high-density iodine-containing
Lipiodol masked the enhancing portion of the residual lesion, making it extremely
difficult to evaluate treatment effect. DECT material decomposition capability
would be a potential solution for these clinical dilemmas.
With single-energy CT, differentiation and quantification of different tissue types

is difficult, since CT number measured in a voxel is not specific for any given mate-
rial, but a function of the material composition, the photon energy used for scanning
and the density of each material. In dual-energy CT, images are acquired with two
distinguished photon energies. This unique feature enables several sets of postpro-
cessed images, which provide additional information with clinical significance.
With DECT, the exact content of each voxel could be calculated, assuming that it is
composed of 2 or 3 known materials. A linear-attenuation coefficient map of each
voxel could also be generated, with which virtual monochromatic spectral images
(VMS) could be created in a wide range of photon energies.
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2.2  Additional Information from Dual-Energy Image 
Acquisition

2.2.1  Linear and Nonlinear Blended Images

With dual-energy CT scanning, both high-energy and low-energy images are
acquired, which could directly be used for radiologic diagnosis. However, low-
energy images (i.e. 80 kVp) have higher “graininess” and a more compromised
overall image quality, although iodine contrast is more prominent. High-energy
images are smoother and of less noise; however, the contrast between different tis-
sues is reduced, making some lesions less conspicuous. To achieve a better balance
between image quality and lesion contrast, images could be blended utilizing infor-
mation from both low energy and high energy (Figs. 2.1 and 2.2). The “mixed”
images could be used for routine clinical diagnosis [5, 24].
Linear blending is simply combining the high- and low-energy imaging set with

a given linear ratio (e.g. λ=0.3 means 30 % image information was derived from the
low-energy data set whereas the rest 70 % was from the high-energy set). It could
be done within minutes on the console [10]. The blending ratio could be set up
according to the preference of radiologists in practice but usually is not changed on
a case-by-case basis [24].

a

c

b

Fig. 2.1 80 kVp (a), Sn140 kVp (b) and weighted average (WA) 120 kVp (c) portal venous phase
images of the upper abdomen, demonstrating a low attenuation cystic mass in the uncinate process
of the pancreas. Surgical pathology proved intraductal papillary mucinous neoplasm (IPMN). Note
that liver parenchyma and liver cortex appear much brighter and sharper on low-energy images.
Weighted average images achieved a better balance between contrast and image “softness”
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Another more sophisticated method is to blend the two image sets in a nonlinear
fashion. A comparison of several different nonlinear image blending algorithms has
shown that moidal blending provides the optimal image characteristics [9]. This
approach adopts low-energy data for those areas that show more iodine enhance-
ment, and utilize high-energy data for those image regions that show less or no
iodine enhancement. Nonlinear blending is based on a more complicated algorithm
and is available only on dedicate postprocessing workstations.

2.2.2  Material Decomposition

Different algorithms were adopted by different vendors for material decomposition
with dual-energy CT. With dual-source dual-energy CT (Siemens), a three-material
decomposition (default set: iodine, soft tissue, and fat) algorithm was applied, pro-
cessing data in the image space. The numerical stability of three-material decompo-
sition is partly based on dual-energy ratio of the material composition [11]. For
materials with similar dual-energy ratios, this algorithm becomes much less stable
[14]. However, it has been proved to work well only when one of the assumed three
materials has a very different dual-energy ratio compared to others, such as iodine.
To decrease the photon energy overlap at two tube potentials could also increase the
stability of material decomposition capability. The second generation dual-source

a

c

b

Fig. 2.2 Same case of Fig. 2.1. The dilated main pancreatic duct surrounded by atrophic pancre-
atic parenchyma is better displayed on the weighted average (WA) 120 kVp (c) compared with the
80 kVp (a) and Sn140 Vp (b) data sets
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dual-energy CT (Siemens Definition Flash) has accomplished this by adding an
extra tin filter to the high energy tube [26].
Single-source fast-kilovoltage switching DECT (GE) adopted a two-material

decomposition algorithm in the projection domain. It assumes that the scanned object
is composed of two base materials (water and iodine as the default pair). Images
acquired at high- and low-energy is postprocessed to generate iodine-based and
water-based images, similar to virtual noncontrast (VNC) images and iodine map in
its dual-source DECT counterpart (Fig. 2.3). Theoretically, projection-domain
decomposition has its unique advantage in that beam-hardening effects could be
avoided. However, motion artifact, which may destroy the data consistency between
the low- and high-energy data, could degrade image quality with this algorithm.

2.2.3  Virtual Monochromatic Images

With dual-energy acquisition, the material composition of each voxel of the scanned
object could be calculated. With two (or three) known material bases each in a spe-
cific fraction, a linear-attenuation coefficient map of each voxel could be generated,

a

b

c

d

Fig. 2.3 Liver VNC postprocessing software displays virtual noncontrast (VNC) and iodine map
side by side. VNC may replace real noncontrast acquisition (a), and attenuation values can be
directly measured (b). Iodine map can be used to directly visualize iodine content in the lesion (c), 
and measure it with a ROI (d). In the iodine map, the details of the lesion can be appreciated more
clearly. The low attenuation content within the lesion is iodine free, but the enhancing septa clearly
contain iodine on the map (e), well depicting a complex cystic mass with multiple thin septa
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at any energy within the diagnostic energy range. Therefore, a dual-energy data set
could be postprocessed into a range of virtual monochromatic (VMC) images, with
an automatically generated spectral attenuation curve, allowing for selection of the
“optimum contrast” or “lowest noise” set for clinical diagnosis.
The most commonly used DECT postprocessing software in oncologic image,

which are currently commercially available are summarized in Table. 2.1.

2.3  Objective Evaluation of Postprocessed Images

2.3.1  Image Noise, SNR, and CNR

One of the major concerns with DECT images is the image noise and lesion-to-
background contrast, compared to images acquired with single-energy CT (SECT)
at comparable radiation dose.
Image noise, which could be subjectively perceived by radiologists as the image

“graininess,” could also be objectively measured and compared in parallel in images
acquiredwith different scanning procedures. Generally it is defined as the standard devi-
ation of attenuation in the retroperitoneal fat or subcutaneous fat in the abdominal wall,
measuredwith a standardized regionof interest (ROI) of 1 cm2 area [6, 8, 23]. Sometimes 
it is also measured in the muscle [20] or air adjacent to the scanned object [30].
Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) could also be evaluated in each organ of interest.

With a standardized ROI, SNR is calculated by dividing the mean attenuation num-
ber by the corresponding standard deviation [1, 32].
Contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) is a quantitative parameter with even greater clini-

cal significance. Images with higher CNR are always desired since lesions are more
readily detectable when they appear in higher contrast with the background normal
tissue. CNR in the same object scanned with DECT and SECT has been investi-
gated in several phantom studies [15] as well as in many clinical oncologic 
researches [16, 20, 28, 30, 31]. First, ROIs are selected in an area representing the

Table 2.1 Commercially available DECT software used in clinical oncologic radiology

Image types Dual-source dual-energy CT
Single-source  
dual-energy CT

Image blending

Linear blending (console automatic reconstruction)
Weighted average (WA) images

–

Nonlinear blending Syngo Optimum contrast –

Material decomposition

  Pair of virtual noncontrast 
(VNC) image and iodine
map

Syngo Liver VNC (default or
modified), with or without 3D
volumetric application

Iodine-based and
water-based images

VNC, iodine overlay
together with bone removal

Syngo dual-energy brain
hemorrhage

–

Virtual monochromatic images

40–140 keV energy-selective
image series

Syngo DE-CT monoenergetic Virtual monochromatic
(VMC) images
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lesion, as well as an area representing the “background,” be it liver parenchyma,
pancreatic parenchyma, or renal parenchyma adjacent to but independent from the
lesion. Then CNR is calculated as follows:

 
CNR ROI ROI ROIlesion background background=( )– /s  

ROIlesion is the attenuation value of the lesion, ROI background is the attenuation value of
the background and σ is the standard deviation.
Such quantitative image evaluations have been widely carried out in various

organs and disease conditions. Zhang et al. compared SNR and CNR of liver lesions
on TNC and VNC acquired in both arterial phase and portal venous phase, in 102
patients with suspected liver disease. They reported that SNR was significantly
higher on VNC, and the highest CNR was achieved with VNCa [32]. Kim et al. 
compared CNR in fused image data using linear blending method and nonlinear
blending method with different weighted factors in a renal phantom and found non-
linear blended image sets the most preferred one [15]. Similar image analysis strat-
egy was adopted with evaluation of hypovascular liver metastasis [28], renal masses 
[8], laryngeal and hypopharyngeal cancer [19] and lung cancer [17].

2.3.2  Lesion Enhancement and Iodine Concentration

Radiological diagnosis or lesion classification is largely based on lesion enhance-
ment. The behavior of a specific lesion after contrast administration is critical for
differential diagnosis. Take renal lesions for example, almost all enhancing lesions
are potentially neoplastic. Lesion enhancement could be measured with SECT;
however, problems exist in some clinical cases. For SECT, ROIs are placed manu-
ally on nonenhanced images as well as enhanced images, and potential misregistra-
tion could lead to a false judgment [4].
With dual-energy acquisition, images could be obtained with iodine content of

each voxel extracted and independently displayed (iodine map). By placing a ROI
on the postprocessed VNC/iodine map images, the iodine distribution within the
lesion could be readily documented.
Validation studies of iodine quantification within lesions have been carried out in

phantom studies [4, 21] as well as clinical cases [17, 22], and its ability to enhance
diagnostic accuracy and confidence has also been evaluated [2, 8, 16].

2.3.3  Spectral HU Curve and Zeff

On fast-kilovoltage switching single-source dual-energy CT, a real-time interac-
tive display of virtual monochromatic (VMC) images could be readily displayed
on an advanced workstation. The readers can place an ROI in the lesion (or the
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chosen “background”), and a spectral HU curve will be automatically generated,
by plotting the mean CT value within the ROI under discrete monochromatic
energies (usually from 40 to 140 keV), and the effective atomic number (Zeff) 
within the ROI is simultaneously displayed. Zeff and the characteristics of spec-
tral HU curve may help to distinguish different lesions and has been investigated
in many clinical settings, including renal stone composition determination [18, 
27], classification of benign and malignant thyroid nodules [22], differentiation 
between benign and malignant pathologies for patients with palpable masses in
the neck [29] and so on. In those published work, the curve characteristics under
investigation included the difference between the highest and lowest attenuation
value, asymptote, decay and the difference in ranges between lesion and tissue
background. And it has been shown that the difference in ranges between lesion
and paraspinal muscle might facilitate clinical diagnosis in neck masses [29], 
and the HU curve slope (λHU) and Zeff are significantly different in benign and
malignant thyroid nodules. However, researches concerning the value of spectral
curve and effective atomic numbers remain limited in oncologic applications.

2.4  Subjective Analysis of Postprocessed Images

2.4.1  Overall Image Quality and Noise

The subjective image quality and noise is often compared between DECT post-
processed images and conventional SECT images, usually with a scoring sys-
tem. The image quality is rated with a 3–5 point scales, from “not interpretable”
to “excellent” [7, 8], while image noise could be rated from “inferior compared
to conventional images” to “superior to conventional images” [3]. For dual-
source dual-energy CT, especially the first-generation scanner, tube B has a
limited field of view (26 cm). This becomes problematic for thoracic and
abdominal scans, especially for larger sized patients. By placing the target organ
in the centre of scanning field could partially fix this problem (i.e. for patients
suspected of liver disease); however, for patients with renal lesions, the contra-
lateral kidney might be excluded. Another problem is that fused image or mate-
rial decomposition images will be incomplete, since the excluded part only has
information from the single energy (higher energy) portion. The second-gener-
ation dual-source DECT has a larger FOV, but incomplete image fusion still
exists in patients with greater body mass index (BMI). Therefore, the exclusion
of important abdominal organs is also an aspect of investigation [6]. Single-
source DECT doesn’t have such FOV limits. It should also be noticed that for
dual-source DECT, when readers were asked to compare image quality and
noise between SECT and DECT images, it is often difficult to mask the origin
of images to them, since the incomplete margin of fused images is easy to tell.
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2.4.2  Lesion Conspicuity

In the evaluation of the potential of virtual noncontrast images (VNC) to replace
true noncontrast images (TNC), or in the selection of optimized images for clinical
interpretation among a range of postprocessed images, lesion conspicuity is one of 
the major considerations. It is usually determined by 2 or more radiologists, who
read those images independently or in consensus, and give out a score for each of
them [15, 20, 28]. With an improved delineation of tumor margins, tumor invasion
depth, or the adjacent organs involvement could be more confidently determined.
Lesion contour delineation could be rated with scales [30]. The presence or absence
of transmural tumor invasion or adjacent organ involvement could be interpreted on
different image sets, including conventional SECT and postprocessed DECT
images, and the diagnostic accuracy could be determined with pathologic confirma-
tion [19, 25]. This provides direct evidence for the clinical value of DECT images.

2.4.3  Visual Lesion Enhancement

Lesion enhancement could be quantitatively determined by measurement with cur-
sors. However, such measurement elongated case interpretation time. To determine
whether postprocessed DECT could facilitate in the direct visualization of iodine-
associated enhancement, a subjective analysis could provide clues. Take renal
lesions for example, radiologists could review SECT images and DECT images
from the same patient in a random order, and assign the lesions as “simple cysts,”
“hyperdense cysts,” and “enhancing masses.” Their diagnostic confidence could be
self-evaluated and recorded. The image interpretation time could be recorded, and
the diagnostic accuracy could be calculated. Several studies have reported a benefit
of direct visual assistance from iodine map or iodine overlay images in differentia-
tion between benign and malignant lesions [12, 13].

2.4.4  Detection of Calcification

For conventional SECT images, iodine and calcium could hardly be distinguished
in a voxel, since they both appear hyperdense. DECT has its unique advantage for
material decomposition and iodine could easily be extracted from the images. In the
evaluation of ground-glass pulmonary nodules, the detection of calcification is
important, since calcified nodules tend to be benign and could be safely monitored,
whereas iodine-containing, enhancing nodules may need further intervention. The
utility of DECT in solitary lung nodules was investigated and visual assessment of
detection of calcification with VNC and TNC was performed. The number of
detected calcifications was scored and the calcification size was compared between
two image sets [3]. The authors found VNC allows most calcifications within a
nodule to be detected.
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 Conclusion
Various postprocessing software for DECT are available, which provide effective
tools for more accurate interpretation of clinical images. Preliminary studies 
have shown their additional benefits in oncologic applications. Further validation
of their diagnostic value in a broader range of diseases is still needed.
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3.1            Introduction 

 Imaging is a cornerstone in the management of head and neck cancer patients. The 
main role of imaging is to evaluate the true extent of disease for treatment planning. 
This includes accurate assessment of the size, location, and infi ltration of surrounding 
structures. The next task of imaging is the assessment of the status of neck lymph 
nodes due to its importance in treatment planning and its prognostic value. In many 
cases, imaging may also enable a defi nitive diagnosis of benign processes, thus unnec-
essary biopsies could be avoided. In other cases, imaging may help in narrowing of 
the differential diagnosis, based on lesion location and other imaging features. 

 The complex anatomy of the head and neck region, with its several anatomic and 
functional subdivisions, in addition to the diversity of pathologic processes, has 
always been challenging for radiologists. Therefore, state-of-the-art imaging tech-
niques should be used for head and neck imaging. Over the past decades, CT has 
maintained its role as the method of choice for examination of the head and neck in 
many institutions, mainly due to the wide availability, high experience, and short 
examination time. Advances in CT technology, with the introduction of multi-slice 
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scanners capable of isotropic imaging, have enabled increased CT resolution and 
multi-planar reformats. More recently, dual energy (DE) scanning became avail-
able, and new potentialities for CT imaging have emerged. Applications based on 
material characterization (iodine mapping), image blending and energy-specifi c 
(monochromatic imaging) applications are developing and gradually being intro-
duced into clinical practice. The use of dual energy CT in head and neck oncology 
imaging aims at improving image quality, increasing lesion delineation, helping 
lesion characterization as well as nodal staging.  

3.2     Virtual Monochromatic Images 

 CT exposures, including DE acquisitions, consist of photons within broad spectrum of 
energies (polychromatic). Using dedicated DE software, the data from the two poly-
chromatic exposures of a DE scan could be reconstructed into a single dataset that 
refl ects the properties of a scan with a monochromatic x-ray beam. This dataset is 
termed “virtual monochromatic or monoenergetic imaging.” Virtual monochromatic 
images are generated using software based on basis material decomposition, which 
may be performed either in the projection (raw data) domain for single source fast-KV 
switching DE acquisitions or in the image domain (after image reconstruction) for 
dual-source DE acquisitions because of the noncoincidence of projection data [ 1 ]. 

 A wider range of monochromatic energies is available for each DE acquisition. 
For example, a DE acquisition at 80 and 140 kV can produce monochromatic 
images from 40 to 190 keV [ 2 ]. Monochromatic images characteristically exhibit 
less beam hardening artifacts than polychromatic images. Virtual images recon-
structed at different monochromatic energy levels result in differences in image 
noise and iodine enhancement characteristics (Fig.  3.1 ), and reconstruction at an 
optimum monochromatic level theoretically improves image quality, tumor 
enhancement, and contrast-to-noise ratio [ 1 ,  3 ]. In a study on head and neck squa-
mous cell carcinoma (SCC), reconstruction of monochromatic virtual images at 
60 keV was found to result in improvement of subjective image quality, higher 
tumor attenuation, and increased tumor contrast-to-noise ratio [ 4 ].   

3.3     Linear Image Blending 

 The low- and high-energy datasets of DE acquisition differ in their image proper-
ties. The low-energy image dataset is characterized by higher attenuation of iodin-
ated contrast material as result of greater photoelectric effect and decreased 
Compton scattering at lower tube voltage. On the other, image noise will also 
increase. The high-energy image dataset is characterized by low image noise but at 
the expense of a lower attenuation of contrast material [ 5 ]. 

 Mixed or blended image datasets could be readily reconstructed from the low- 
and high-energy acquisitions. The weighting factor or the blending ratio determines 
the contribution of low- and high-energy acquisition into the blended image dataset 
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(Fig.  3.2 ). In practice, a single linear blended image dataset is routinely reconstructed 
for clinical use. At tube voltages 80 and 140 kVp, the 0.3 blending ratio (30 % from 
80 kVp data and 70 % from 140 kVp data) is used to reproduce the image quality of 
a conventional single-energy 120-kVp acquisition [ 6 ]. Blended images are poten-
tially superior to conventional single-energy images because the total radiation dose 
of the DECT acquisition is utilized, thus reducing quantum noise.  

a b

c d

  Fig. 3.1    Virtual monochromatic energies .  ( a ) CT image reconstructed at 40 kev. ( b ) CT image 
reconstructed at 60 keV ( c ) CT image reconstructed at 80 keV. ( d ) Average weighted image used for 
routine clinical diagnosis. The lesion delineation ( arrows ) and image quality are optimized at 60 keV       
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  Fig. 3.2    Linear image blending .  ( a ) 140-kVp image. ( b ) 0.3 weighted-average image (30 % from 
80 kVp and 70 % from 140 kVp). ( c ) 0.6 weighted-average image (60 % from 80 kVp). ( d ) 0.8 
weighted-average image (80 % from 80 kVp). ( e ) 80-kVp image. The lesion ( arrow ) and vascular 
contrast enhancement increase gradually as the tube energy is lowered from ( a ) through ( b ). Image 
noise also increases         

a

c

b

d
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 Manual manipulation of the blending ratio may be attempted to generate dif-
ferent datasets with variable high contrast contribution from lower energy dataset 
and low noise level from higher energy dataset, until the best image quality and 
contrast for an individual scan is reached. This method is, unfortunately, time 
consuming and can only be done on dedicated workstation. A more practical 
approach is that a single image dataset with predetermined blending ratio is to be 
reconstructed and sent to the PACS at the time of CT acquisition. A preliminary 
study on SCC of the upper aerodigestive tract has reported improved image qual-
ity, contrast-to-noise ratios, and subjective lesion delineation using a blending 
ratio of 0.6 (60 % from 80 kVp and 40 % from Sn140 kVp) compared to the con-
ventional 0.3 blending ratio [ 7 ].  

3.4     Nonlinear Image Blending 

 Linear blending of low- and high-energy data uses the same mixing ratio across all 
the pixels of the image. Alternatively, another approach, nonlinear blending, was 
developed to increase contrast and minimize noise in the image. Nonlinear blending 
calculates a different mixing ratio for each image pixel according to a specifi c for-
mula, depending on the attenuation value of the pixel as a variable. Several nonlin-
ear blending functions have been developed, including binary blending, slope 
blending, Gaussian, modifi ed sigmoid, and piecewise functions [ 8 ]. With nonlinear 
blending, pixels with attenuation are weighted preferentially towards low-energy 
data to maximize iodine contrast, while pixels with low attenuation are weighted 
towards the high-energy data to minimize image noise. 

e
Fig. 3.2 (continued)
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a b

c d

  Fig. 3.3    Nonlinear image blending. Virtual unenhanced image. Iodine map. ( a ) Axial CT image 
showing an enhancing left tonsillar lesion with central necrosis ( arrows ). ( b ) Nonlinear blended 
image showing high contrast enhancement in the lesion ( arrows ) with low image noise and 
improved image quality. ( c ) Virtual unenhanced image. ( d ) Iodine map with iodine color code 
superimposed on the virtual unenhanced image       
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 Nonlinear blending results in improved contrast-to-noise values and improved 
image quality compared to linear blending methods [ 9 ] (Fig.  3.3 ). A study on the 
use of nonlinear blending in imaging of oral carcinoma reported high contrast and 
low noise and hence high lesion signal-to-noise ratio and potential improvement in 
delineation of oral carcinoma [ 10 ]. Optimization of nonblending methods in DECT 
imaging of different body regions is an interesting subject of research [ 11 ,  12 ].   

3.5     Iodine Distribution Map 

 DE scanning allows material decomposition so that iodine could be differentiated 
from soft tissue in a contrast-enhanced scan. The approach to iodine characteriza-
tion differs slightly between single-source and dual-source DECT. Single-source 
DECT utilizes a two-material decomposition algorithm in the projection (raw data) 
domain. The attenuation values of the two selected base materials (e.g., water and 
iodine) at low and high energies are used to generate iodine images and virtual 
unenhanced images. With dual-source DECT, a three-material decomposition algo-
rithm is utilized in the image domain (after image reconstruction), and is based on 
the differences in attenuation properties of three materials (e.g., iodine, soft tissue, 
and fat) at low and high energies. Iodine images and virtual unenhanced images 
could be then generated [ 13 ]. 

 Iodine images may be displayed as gray-scale images or as color-coded overlay 
maps (Fig.  3.3 ). In head and neck oncologic imaging, the color-coded map is 
thought to increase visual lesion detection. Because color is superimposed on origi-
nal CT images, excellent anatomic details are preserved. Enhanced tumor tissue 
(color-coded because of iodine content) could be differentiated from other nonen-
hanced or noniodine containing tissue, even if the CT attenuation values were simi-
lar. One of the advantages of iodine overlay maps is the improved depiction of 
cartilage invasion by hypopharyngeal and laryngeal SCC. In a study by Kuno et al., 
the addition of color-coded iodine maps to the CT examination of SCC improved 
the accuracy of diagnosis of cartilage invasion. Iodine maps resulted in improved 
visual differentiation between the enhanced color-coded tumor and the unenhanced 
noncalcifi ed thyroid cartilage, thus resulting in higher specifi city and diagnostic 
confi dence [ 14 ]. 

 Virtual unenhanced images enable differentiation of enhanced lesions from cal-
cifi cation or other high attenuation lesions, without the necessity of scanning the 
patient before contrast administration.  

3.6     Iodine Quantification 

 The degree of contrast uptake is calculated on conventional CT imaging by double 
scanning before and after contrast material administration and then subtracting 
unenhanced from enhanced attenuation values. With DECT, virtual unenhanced 
images may be used instead of true unenhanced images, thus eliminating the need 
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for scanning before contrast administration so that the patient’s radiation exposure 
is nearly halved. Another advantage of DE technique is that calculations are per-
formed with single ROI insertion so that misregistration errors in ROI insertion 
between unenhanced and enhanced scans are avoided. 

 The contrast uptake in any given lesion is the difference between its attenuation 
on contrast-enhanced and (virtual) unenhanced images. This net iodine uptake is 
termed the “iodine overlay” (measured in HU). The utility of iodine overlay mea-
surements in assessment of the degree of enhancement was found to be comparable 
to conventional CT measurements [ 15 ,  16 ]. 

 Another new approach offered by DECT for calculation of the degree of contrast 
uptake is termed the “iodine content,” measured in mg/ml (Fig.  3.4 ). Iodine content 
is calculated by detection of the presence of iodine itself and the direct quantifi ca-
tion of iodine in each voxel using the three-material decomposition algorithm [ 17 ]. 
Iodine content quantifi cation was found to be at least as accurate as standard 
enhancement measurements in distinguishing enhancing from nonenhancing 
masses [ 18 ,  19 ].  

 Pathophysiologic changes that affect tissue microvascularity, such as tumor- 
related neoangiogenesis, which leads to increased regional blood volume and capil-
lary hyperpermeability, result in a higher degree of contrast enhancement on CT 
[ 20 ]. Assessment of the degree of contrast uptake by soft tissue tumors may help in 
tumor grading, differentiation between benign and malignant tumors, or between 
tumor recurrence and post-therapeutic changes. 

 Initial experience on the use of iodine content and iodine overlay measurements 
in the head and neck region demonstrated feasibility and simplicity of this method. 

a b

  Fig. 3.4    Iodine quantifi cation. ( a ) Axial CT image in a patient with bilateral enlarged deep cervi-
cal lymph nodes, the largest on the left side ( arrow ). ( b ) Axial iodine map at the same level show-
ing iodine quantifi cation in the enlarged left deep cervical lymph node (iodine overlay 65.1 HU 
and iodine content 3.2 mg/ml)       
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Preliminary results reported a promising role of DE, especially iodine content quan-
tifi cation method, in characterization of cervical lymphadenopathy [ 21 ].  

3.7     Dual Energy CT in Brain Tumors 

 Studies investigating the use of DECT in imaging of primary or metastatic brain 
tumors are limited because MRI, rather than CT, is usually the modality of choice 
for brain imaging. Meanwhile, CT is the modality of choice in imaging of intrace-
rebral hemorrhage. Detection of an underlying tumor as the cause of intracerebral 
hemorrhage is crucial, but sometimes diffi cult; because tumor enhancement may be 
masked by the high attenuation of hemorrhage. DECT can be useful in differentia-
tion of iodine (tumor enhancement) from hemorrhage, and preliminary results on 
the clinical utility of DECT in detection of underlying brain tumors in intracerebral 
hemorrhage reported higher accuracy of DE-derived color-coded iodine images and 
virtual unenhanced images in detection of tumor enhancement compared to conven-
tional post-contrast CT [ 22 ].     
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  4      Dual Energy CT in Chest Tumors 

             Felix     G.     Meinel     ,     Long     Jiang     Zhang     , and     U.     Joseph     Schoepf    

4.1             Introduction 

 The promise of dual energy computed tomography (DECT) of the chest is to add 
functional information to the anatomical depiction of the thoracic organs. This pos-
sibility has been investigated in a variety of oncologic applications (Table  4.1 ). 
Iodine uptake has been used to characterize pulmonary nodules as benign or malig-
nant and to assess the viability and therapy response of thoracic tumors. DECT- 
derived maps of iodine distribution in the pulmonary parenchyma can be used as a 
surrogate for pulmonary perfusion, which may be of particular interest in the preop-
erative evaluation of patients with lung cancer and in the assessment of pulmonary 
embolism as a common complication of malignancies. Noble gases such as Xenon 
can be used to visualize pulmonary ventilation. Finally, the spectral information 
from DECT data enables novel postprocessing algorithms that can improve the 
contrast-to-noise characteristics of chest CT. In this chapter, we aim to provide an 
overview over the possible ways DECT has been used for oncologic imaging of the 
chest and its utility in these applications.
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4.2        Assessment of Lung Nodules and Thoracic Malignancies 

4.2.1     Acquisition Technique 

 DECT of the thorax can be performed using either single-source CT systems 
equipped with a rapid kV switching X-ray tube or dual source CT systems. With 
dual source CT systems, DECT is performed analogous to a conventional contrast- 
enhanced chest CT except that the tube current is distributed over both tubes, which 
are operated at different photon energies. The recommended spectral combination 
differs between the various generations of CT systems with the lower energy spec-
trum ranging from 80 to 100 kVp and the higher energy spectrum ranging from 140 
to 150 kVp. In the more recent generations of dual source CT systems, the higher 
energy spectrum can be hardened by means of a tin fi lter in order to decrease the 
overlap in photon energies between both spectra. If the goal of performing DECT is 
the assessment of lung nodules, masses or lymph nodes, the examination is typically 
acquired in a venous phase to ensure adequate contrast enhancement of these struc-
tures although an arterial phase may be added depending on the clinical indication. 
In the delayed phase, the enhancement of the pulmonary parenchyma is minimal. If 
an assessment of pulmonary perfusion is desired, an additional dual energy CT 
pulmonary angiography (DE-CTPA) needs to be acquired, as described in more 
detail below.  

4.2.2     Characterization of Pulmonary Nodules/Masses 
as Benign or Malignant 

 Pulmonary nodules are frequently detected in chest CT. This includes CT staging 
examinations in patients with extra-thoracic malignancies, incidentally detected 
nodules in patients without an underlying oncologic diagnosis or nodules detected 
at lung cancer screening. The latter two scenarios are particularly challenging, since 
the pre-test probability of malignancy is relatively low. Several clinical risk factors 

  Table 4.1    Oncologic 
applications of dual energy 
chest CT  

 Characterization of lung nodules/masses as benign or 
malignant 

 Imaging in confi rmed lung cancer 

   Assessment of tumor vitality and therapy response 

   Nodal staging 

 Imaging pulmonary embolism in cancer patients 

   Pulmonary perfusion imaging 

   Pulmonary ventilation imaging 

 Optimization of image contrast 

   Monoenergetic extrapolation 

   Nonlinear blending techniques 
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as well as nodule size and characteristics have been shown to predict the likelihood 
of malignancy [ 1 ,  2 ]. Nevertheless, for an individual patient, these clues are often 
not suffi cient to classify a nodule as either clearly benign or malignant. In this con-
text, the ability of DECT to visualize and quantify the iodine uptake of pulmonary 
nodules has been explored as a means to differentiate benign from malignant pul-
monary nodules [ 3 ]. DECT examples of malignant and benign pulmonary masses 
are shown in Figs.  4.1 ,  4.2 ,  4.3 ,  4.4 , and  4.5 , respectively. Chae and colleagues [ 4 ] 
evaluated the clinical utility of DECT for the classifi cation of 45 solitary pulmonary 
nodules, which were confi rmed as benign or malignant on the basis of percutaneous 
needle aspiration histology. In their study, the diagnostic accuracy for malignancy 
by using CT numbers on iodine-enhanced image series with a cutoff of 20 HU was 
comparable to that achieved by using the degree of enhancement. More recently, 
Hou and colleagues [ 5 ] compared the dual energy CT characteristics of 35 patients 
with lung cancers to those of 25 patients with infl ammatory masses using a dual 
phase (arterial and venous phase) CT acquisition protocol. They found signifi cant 
differences in iodine uptake between both groups. The iodine content in the center 
of masses in the venous acquisition phase (normalized to the aorta) had the highest 
discriminatory power with lower central iodine content in lung cancers compared to 
infl ammatory masses. Kawai and colleagues [ 6 ] evaluated the feasibility of measur-
ing iodine uptake of ground glass lesions by DECT. This study provided prelimi-
nary data that iodine uptake may be useful for the characterization of ground glass 
opacities as they found an increased iodine-related attenuation in adenocarcinomas 
compared to pulmonary hemorrhage or infl ammatory changes. The presence and 
pattern of calcifi cations of lung nodules is another important feature that can sug-
gest a benign or malignant entity. Virtual noncontrast images can be reconstructed 
from DECT data and have been found useful in differentiating iodine enhancement 
from calcifi cations in lung nodules (Figs.  4.2  and  4.3 ) [ 7 ].       

4.2.3     Lung Cancer: Assessment of Tumor Perfusion, 
Therapy Response, and Staging 

 The assessment of patients with a confi rmed diagnosis of lung cancer represents a 
very different scenario. Here, the potential utility of DECT could be to assess tumor 
vitality and response to therapy. In addition, visualization of iodine uptake has been 
explored as a tool for the visualization and characterization of mediastinal lymph 
nodes in the nodal staging of lung cancer (Fig.  4.1 ). Schmid-Bindert and colleagues 
[ 8 ] have demonstrated that the iodine uptake of non-small cell lung cancers mea-
sured by DECT correlates with metabolic activity on FDG-PET. The correlation 
between metabolic activity at PET and the iodine-related attenuation at DECT was 
lower for thoracic lymph nodes compared to the primary tumor [ 8 ]. In a pilot study 
of ten patients with non-small cell lung cancer treated with the anti-angiogenic 
agent Bevacizumab, Kim and colleagues used DECT-derived tumor enhancement to 
assess therapy response [ 9 ]. In their study, the spectral information from DECT was 
considered particularly useful to discriminate between tumor enhancement and 
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  Fig. 4.1    Dual energy CT in a 56-year-old male patient with squamous cell lung cancer. Average 
weighted reconstructions in the arterial phase in axial and coronal orientation ( a ,  b ) demonstrate a 
large, left-sided pulmonary mass with infi ltration of the left main pulmonary artery. The iodine overlay 
images from the venous acquisition phase ( c ,  d ) demonstrate strong, relatively homogeneous perfu-
sion of the tumor. Iodine uptake of mediastinal lymph node metastasis is also noted. Iodine distribution 
maps derived from dual energy CT pulmonary angiography ( e ,  f ) demonstrate substantially decreased 
perfusion to the entire left lung due to obstruction of the left main pulmonary artery       
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  Fig. 4.2    Dual energy CT in an 83-year-old male patient with non-small cell lung cancer. Iodine 
overlay images ( a ,  b ) and pure iodine images ( c ,  d ) demonstrate strong perfusion in the periphery 
of the tumor and low perfusion in its necrotic center. Virtual noncontrast images ( e ,  f ) demonstrate 
absence of calcifi cation within the mass       
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  Fig. 4.3    Dual energy CT in a 63-year-old male patient with adenocarcinoma in the right upper 
lobe. Average weighted reconstructions in the venous phase in axial and coronal orientation ( a ,  b ) 
demonstrate a mass in the right upper lobe. Virtual noncontrast reconstructions ( c ,  d ) demonstrate 
a small calcifi cation within the mass. Iodine overlay images ( e ,  f ) demonstrate strong iodine 
uptake, particularly in the periphery of the mass       
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  Fig. 4.4    Dual energy CT in a 52-year-old male patient with tuberculosis. Average weighted 
reconstructions displayed in a lung window in axial and sagittal orientation ( a ,  b ) demonstrate a 
large mass with spiculated margins in the left upper lobe. Iodine overlay images in the arterial 
phase ( c ,  d ) and pure iodine images in the venous phase ( e ,  f ) demonstrate rim-like iodine uptake 
in the periphery of the mass       
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  Fig. 4.5    Dual energy CT in a 61-year-old female patient with a sclerosing hemangioma of the 
lung .  The mass is shown on axial average weighted CTPA reconstructions in noncontrast ( a ), arte-
rial ( b ) and venous phase ( c ). The perfusion of the mass is assessed using dual energy iodine dis-
tribution maps in the venous acquisition phase shown in axial and sagittal orientation ( d ,  e ). The 
corresponding 18 F-FDG-PET/CT image is shown in panel ( f ). Sclerosing hemangioma of the lung 
is an uncommon neoplasm. Although lymph node metastasis has been reported, sclerosing heman-
gioma is generally considered a benign lesion and surgical excision is curative [ 47 ]       
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intratumor hemorrhage. Baxa and colleagues [ 10 ] retrospectively analyzed the 
DECT characteristics of mediastinal lymph nodes in patients with non-small cell 
lung cancer who underwent dual phase (arterial and venous phase) DECT before 
and after chemotherapy. They noticed that enlarged lymph nodes showed a higher 
arterial enhancement fraction compared to nonenlarged lymph nodes. In lymph 
nodes shrinking under chemotherapy, a signifi cant decrease in arterial enhancement 
fraction was observed.  

4.2.4     Lung Cancer: Assessment of Pulmonary Perfusion 
and/or Ventilation 

 In patients with lung cancer, particular those with a centrally located tumor compro-
mising the hilar vessels or bronchi, preoperative DECT has been used to predict 
postoperative pulmonary perfusion and ventilation. Chae and colleagues [ 11 ] found 
that DECT can predict postoperative lung function more accurately than scintigra-
phy. In their study, DECT was superior to scintigraphy for the depiction of perfu-
sion and ventilation defects and assessing collateral ventilation in patients with 
centrally located lung cancers.   

4.3     Lung Perfusion Imaging in Pulmonary Embolism 

 Dual energy CT pulmonary angiography (DE-CTPA) can visualize the iodine distri-
bution within the pulmonary parenchyma as a surrogate for pulmonary perfusion 
[ 12 – 17 ]. The resulting iodine distribution maps have been validated against scintig-
raphy [ 18 ] and SPECT [ 19 ] images in clinical studies and against dynamic CT 
measurements of pulmonary perfusion in animal models [ 20 ]. The main application 
of dual energy lung perfusion imaging has been the diagnosis and assessment of 
pulmonary embolism (Figs.  4.6  and  4.7 ). As such, the technique is highly relevant 
to oncologic imaging, considering that malignancy is one the major risk factors for 
pulmonary embolism [ 21 ].   

4.3.1     Acquisition Technique 

 System-specifi c recommendations for DE-CTPA acquisition parameters have been 
proposed in the literature [ 22 ]. Both test bolus or bolus tracking techniques can be 
used. A slightly longer delay (5–7 s) than for conventional CTPA is typically chosen 
to allow for the contrast material to reach the pulmonary capillary system. An iodine 
delivery rate of approximately 1.6 g I/s has been found to result in optimal image 
quality for both morphological CTPA reconstructions and dual energy perfusion 
maps [ 15 ]. In order to minimize streak artifacts originating from dense contrast 
material in the superior vena cava, some institutions prefer a triphasic injection 
protocol in which the contrast agent bolus is followed by 30 mL of a mixture of 
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  Fig. 4.6    Dual energy CTPA in a 28-year-old male patient with pulmonary embolism .  CTPA in 
axial ( a ) and coronal ( b ) orientation demonstrates a fi lling defect in the left inferior pulmonary 
artery ( arrows ). Iodine overlay images ( c ,  d ) as well as pure iodine distribution maps ( e ,  f ) demon-
strate a corresponding perfusion defect in the left lower lobe       
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  Fig. 4.7    Dual energy CTPA in a 19-year-old female patient with pulmonary embolism .  Average 
weighted CTPA reconstructions in axial ( a ) and sagittal ( b ) orientation do not conclusively dem-
onstrate pulmonary emboli. However, dual energy iodine distribution maps ( c ,  d ) demonstrate 
multiple peripheral wedge-shaped perfusion defects ( arrowheads ) suggesting subsegmental pul-
monary embolism. Xenon distribution maps ( e ,  f ) demonstrate homogeneous ventilation and thus 
mismatch of ventilation and perfusion fi ndings       
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saline and contrast agent, followed by a 50 mL saline chaser [ 23 ]. Choosing a cau-
docranial direction of acquisition further helps minimize artifacts from dense con-
trast material in the superior vena cava. As with conventional CTPA, deep inspiration 
prior to breathhold should be avoided, since the infl ow of nonopacifi ed blood from 
the inferior vena cava during deep inspiration can lead to an interruption of the con-
trast bolus and inadequate opacifi cation of the pulmonary circulation. From the 
acquired low- and high-energy datasets, anatomical image series similar to a con-
ventional CTPA can be reconstructed by mixing the data from both energy levels. In 
addition, specifi c postprocessing software is used to segment the pulmonary paren-
chyma and then display pulmonary iodine content as a color-coded parametric map 
(Figs.  4.6  and  4.7 ). By means of a different postprocessing algorithm, DE-CTPA 
data can also be used to visualize the iodine content within the pulmonary vessels to 
increase the conspicuity of emboli [ 24 ].  

4.3.2     Findings in Acute Pulmonary Embolism 

 Iodine distribution maps of the pulmonary parenchyma in patients with pulmonary 
embolism typically demonstrate wedge-shaped, peripherally located areas of 
decreased iodine content, which follow a segmental or lobar anatomical distribution 
(Figs.  4.6  and  4.7 ) [ 22 ]. Animal studies [ 25 ] have concluded that the use of DECT 
iodine distribution maps may improve the sensitivity of CTPA, in particular for 
peripheral subsegmental emboli, but this has not been conclusively demonstrated in 
clinical studies. If DE-CTPA is routinely performed in patients with suspected pul-
monary embolism, it is not uncommon to see one or more small peripheral perfu-
sion defects with a pattern suggestive of embolic disease in patients in whom no 
intravascular fi ling defects are visualized on the morphological CT reconstructions 
(Fig.  4.7 ) [ 26 ]. There is currently no consensus on how to interpret and manage such 
cases [ 22 ]. If a reader with ample experience in interpreting DE-CTPA cannot 
explain them by artifacts or other pathology, such perfusion defects likely represent 
subsegmental emboli too small to be visualized anatomically and should be men-
tioned in the radiology report as suspicious for small, subsegmental emboli. 
DE-CTPA datasets also enable automated quantifi cation of pulmonary perfused 
blood volume. The values of pulmonary perfused blood volume have been shown to 
inversely correlate with the severity of acute pulmonary embolism [ 27 – 29 ] and may 
carry adverse prognostic signifi cance in this setting [ 28 ,  30 ,  31 ].  

4.3.3     Caveats and Pitfalls in the Interpretation of Dual Energy 
Lung Perfusion Maps 

 The interpretation of DE-CTPA lung perfusion maps can be challenging. In particu-
lar, experience is required to confi dently distinguish artifacts from true perfusion 
defects [ 32 ] and to differentiate between perfusion defects related to pulmonary 
embolism and defects caused by other pathologies [ 33 ]. To minimize 
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misinterpretation errors, the visual analysis of DECT lung perfusion maps should 
be performed in side-by-side correlation with the anatomical reconstruction series. 
This will allow readers to directly correlate perfusion defects with vascular territo-
ries and segmental anatomy and to match anatomical changes of the pulmonary 
parenchyma with alterations in the perfusion maps. 

 In addition, the infl uence of several technical and physiological factors should be 
considered. Pulmonary iodine distribution (perfusion) maps are generated based on 
a single CTPA acquisition and thus visualize the iodine distribution in the pulmo-
nary capillary circulation at this one specifi c time point – which is regarded as a 
surrogate for pulmonary perfusion. Due to the inherent limitations of such a single- 
shot technique, the iodine content within the pulmonary microcirculation is infl u-
enced by a multitude of technical and physiological parameters. The timing of the 
scan relative to the contrast bolus plays an important role [ 34 ]. One should also be 
aware that the CT acquisition is timed to ensure optimal contrast enhancement of 
the pulmonary capillary system. The “perfusion” maps derived from DE-CTPA 
acquisitions thus primarily visualize lung perfusion from the pulmonary circulation 
and neglect contributions from the systemic circulation. The concentration, volume, 
delivery rate of the administered contrast agent, and interindividual physiologic dif-
ferences further infl uence pulmonary parenchymal enhancement at the time of 
image acquisition. Furthermore, lung density physiologically decreases with age 
[ 35 ], leading to a decrease in pulmonary parenchymal iodine uptake on DECT per-
fusion maps with older age even in the absence of pathology [ 34 ].   

4.4     Ventilation Imaging in Pulmonary Embolism 

 Dual energy CT has been explored for imaging pulmonary ventilation. This requires 
the administration of radiopaque noble gases (most commonly, Xenon) as inhalative 
contrast agents. The unique potential of ventilation CT is its ability to visualize the 
spatial distribution of pathologic ventilation patterns, which are not accessible to 
conventional CT imaging or pulmonary function tests. However, Xenon-enhanced 
DECT has never been widely adopted in clinical routine, mostly because the proce-
dure is technically very challenging [ 36 ]. In addition, Xenon is not routinely avail-
able, expensive, and can have potentially severe side effects including respiratory 
depression [ 16 ,  37 ,  38 ]. 

4.4.1     Acquisition Technique 

 Xenon-enhanced ventilation CT requires careful patient preparation and monitor-
ing. Patients are fi tted with ventilation masks, unless they are mechanically venti-
lated. Respiratory rate, oxygen saturation and blood pressure, inspirational and 
expirational concentrations of Xenon are continuously monitored before, during, 
and after the CT examination. After applying a high oxygen fraction (>60 %) for 
approximately 2–3 min, a mixture of 30 % Xenon and 70 % oxygen is administered. 
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During the wash-in phase, which typically lasts around 60–90 s, normally ventilated 
lung areas are saturated with Xenon. When the exhaled Xenon concentration reaches 
approximately 30 %, the patient returns to inhaling highly concentrated oxygen for 
an approximately 2 min wash-out phase until the expiratory Xenon concentration 
approaches zero. CT images are typically acquired at a single time point at the end 
of the wash-in phase when normal lung areas are saturated with Xenon. The pulmo-
nary Xenon distribution at this time point is captured as a surrogate for pulmonary 
ventilation.  

4.4.2     Findings in Pulmonary Embolism 

 In patients with pulmonary embolism, combined ventilation/perfusion CT has been 
performed using intravenous iodine and inhaled Xenon as contrast agents. In this 
setting, CT can demonstrate ventilation/perfusion mismatch (Fig.  4.7 ) [ 39 ,  40 ].   

4.5     Optimization of Image Properties Using Dual 
Energy–based Postprocessing 

 Acquiring data with two different spectra offers additional possibilities for postpro-
cessing (Fig.  4.8 ). Based on the image characteristics with the two different spectra, 
virtual monoenergetic images can be generated, which simulate acquisition at spe-
cifi c photon energies. Extrapolation to high photon energies can reduce beam- 
hardening artifacts from metallic implants [ 41 ]. Virtual extrapolation to low photon 
energies improves iodine contrast and can thus decrease the required volume of 
contrast agent [ 42 ,  43 ]. Nonlinear blending techniques optimize image contrast by 
integrating the higher iodine contrast of the lower energy spectrum with the superior 
noise characteristics of the higher energy spectrum. Without increasing radiation 
dose, this approach can improve contrast-to-noise-ratio in chest CT [ 44 ].   

4.6     Radiation Dose Considerations 

 The dose of dual energy contrast-enhanced chest CT or dual energy CT pulmonary 
angiography typically falls in the range of 2.5–5 mSv with dual source CT systems 
[ 3 ,  26 ,  28 ,  40 ] and is thus comparable to the radiation dose associated with single 
energy CT at 120 kV using state-of-the-art CT equipment [ 7 ,  26 ,  44 ,  45 ]. However, 
dual energy acquisition for CT pulmonary angiography is incommensurable with 
novel dose-lowering techniques such as high-pitch or low kV acquisition. In patients 
suitable for these techniques, dual energy acquisition therefore requires a higher 
radiation dose. The estimated cancer risk associated with a single chest CT exami-
nation, if any, is low [ 46 ]. This is particularly true when imaging patients with a 
confi rmed diagnosis of malignancy, which is much more likely to become 
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life- limiting for the patient. Nevertheless, CT examinations should only be acquired 
in dual energy acquisition mode if additional diagnostic information with a poten-
tial impact on patient management can reasonably be expected from the spectral 
information.  

a b

c d
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  Fig. 4.8    Dual energy CTPA in a 48-year-old male patient with pulmonary embolism. Virtual 
monoenergetic images are shown extrapolated to photon energies of 50 keV ( a ), 60 keV ( b ), 
80 keV ( c ), and 100 keV ( d ). Intravascular attenuation and image noise increase at low virtual 
photon energies. The optimal contrast image ( e ) generated with nonlinear blending techniques 
provides superior contrast-to-noise characteristics compared with the conventional average 
weighted image ( f )       
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    Conclusions 
 Dual energy chest CT has been explored in a variety of oncologic applications. 
Evidence regarding the utility of DECT for the characterization of lung nodules, 
nodal staging, and response assessment of lung cancer is scarce and limited to 
relatively small feasibility studies. The results were mixed and do not clearly 
show an incremental diagnostic value of DECT for these applications. Reliable 
data from well-designed studies on the value of the technique for clinical deci-
sion-making in oncologic patients is missing. Based on the currently available 
evidence, dual energy CT cannot be recommended for lung nodule characteriza-
tion or tumor viability assessment outside of clinical studies. The use of 
DE-CTPA for visualization of pulmonary perfusion is fairly well validated and 
robust enough for clinical use. In cancer patients with pulmonary embolism or in 
the preoperative assessment of patients with lung cancer, DE-CTPA can be used 
to image lung perfusion, if this information carries potential signifi cance for 
patient management. If chest CT is acquired in dual energy mode, dual energy–
based postprocessing algorithms should be explored to enhance image quality.     
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5.1             Introduction 

 Dual energy computed tomography (DECT) is an innovative imaging technique, 
whose basic principle is the application of two separate low- and high-energy tube 
voltages during the CT acquisition enabling the transition from density-based imag-
ing to spectral imaging. 

 DECT applications in liver imaging are based on two distinct capabilities: (1) 
material differentiation and (2) material identifi cation and quantifi cation. The pos-
sibility to obtain different material-specifi c (iodine mapping and virtual unenhanced 
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(VU) images) or energy-specifi c (virtual monoenergetic images) datasets during a 
single scan may provide several advantages in oncological imaging [ 1 ] (Fig.  5.1 ).  

 The calculation of VU images may replace the acquisition of pre-contrast 
images, therefore substantially lowering the radiation burden especially in 
younger patients who are more at risk for radiation-induced consequences or 
patients who undergo repeated follow-up CT examinations. Iodine maps can be 
useful to improve visualization and detection of contrast uptake, potentially 
increasing the diagnostic confi dence for assessment of metastatic lesion con-
trast enhancement or conversely ruling out the presence of any contrast enhance-
ment in small benign cystic lesions. Virtual monoenergetic images at low energy 
levels are benefi cial in increasing image contrast, thus potentially improving the 
visualization and assessment of both hypovascular and hypervascular liver 
lesions. Due to increased image contrast, virtual monoenergetic imaging may 
also allow for a reduction of contrast material administered. These capabilities 
may have benefi cial effects on the detection of cancer- related comorbidities and 
the evaluation of treatment response (Table.  5.1 ) [ 2 ]. All these applications, if 
routinely applied, could improve the safety of CT examinations by reducing the 
radiation dose and contrast medium amount administered, while at the same 
time enhancing the detection and characterization of liver lesions.

a

b

c

d

e

f

  Fig. 5.1    DECT post-processing workfl ow. ( a ) 100 kVp dataset, ( b ) Sn150 kVp dataset, 
( c ) 120 kV mixed image, ( d ) virtual unenhanced image, ( e ) color-coded iodine map, ( f ) virtual 
monoenergetic image (50 keV)       
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5.2        Material-Specific Applications 

5.2.1     Virtual Unenhanced Images 

 Material-specifi c images may be used for determining the presence and quantity of 
materials with unique absorption characteristics, including chemical elements such 
as iodine, iron, calcium, and gadolinium, or compound materials such as fat, uric 
acid, or blood. 

 In particular, detection and computed removal of iodine enables the calculation 
of VU images, which may obviate the need of routine conventional unenhanced 
(CU) scans (Fig.  5.2 ). This may be of special relevance in follow-up liver CT, which 
is commonly performed using biphasic or triphasic scan protocols which result in a 
relatively high radiation dose. VU images may allow for a reduction of approxi-
mately 30 % in clinical practice [ 3 – 6 ].  

 First- and second-generation dual-source DECT abdominal VU datasets, despite 
mostly excellent image quality, were not ready to replace CU images in clinical 
practice due to limitations that could impair diagnostic accuracy such as inhomoge-
neous iodine subtraction and reduction in the attenuation of calcifi cations and 
metallic clips [ 3 – 6 ]. In particular, inhomogeneous iodine subtraction has been 
reported in the presence of high iodine concentration, e.g., in small peripheral liver 
vessels. A lack of contrast subtraction on VU images has also been observed in the 
case of liver metastasis as a ring artifact around the lesion. Furthermore, erroneous 
calcium subtraction was shown and could interfere with characterization of calci-
fi ed liver lesions. While these artifacts do not affect the image quality, they could be 
the source of pitfalls in certain clinical cases. 

 Recently, third-generation dual-source CT has become commercially available 
that provides several technological innovations which may be benefi cial in DECT. A 
preliminary report on VU images reconstructed with this scanner demonstrated 
good quality of VU images and, unlike second generation, a complete subtraction of 
liver iodine has been reported [ 7 ] (Fig.  5.3 ). However, the issue of erroneous 

   Table 5.1    Advantages of DECT datasets in liver imaging   

 DECT of liver tumors 

 Dataset  Advantages 

 Virtual unenhanced  Replacement of conventional unenhanced acquisition 

 Radiation dose reduction 

 Iodine mapping  Intralesional iodine detection 

 Iodine uptake quantifi cation 

 Response to therapy assessment 

 Virtual monoenergetic  Liver lesion detection 

 Liver lesion conspicuity 

 Contrast material reduction 
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a b

c d
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  Fig. 5.2    Comparison of virtual unenhanced images obtained with dual-source dual-energy scanners 
from different generations. ( a ,  c ,  e ) Conventional unenhanced datasets obtained with fi rst, second, and 
third generation dual-source dual-energy CT, respectively; ( b ,  d ,  f ) corresponding virtual unenhanced 
images reconstructed from the venous phase. A signifi cant improvement in image quality and iodine 
subtraction from the liver parenchyma is evident in each generation compared to the last       

CU ADMIRE PVU ADMIREPVU FBP

a b c

  Fig. 5.3    Third-generation conventional ( a ) and virtual unenhanced ( b ,  c ) datasets from the venous 
phase reconstructed with fi ltered back projection (FBP) and advanced modeled iterative recon-
struction algorithm (ADMIRE, strength 3). Virtual unenhanced datasets show similar liver attenu-
ation values as conventional unenhanced images, demonstrating a complete subtraction of contrast 
signal from the liver parenchyma. ADMIRE signifi cantly improved overall image quality       
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subtraction of calcifi ed aortic lesions (Fig.  5.4 ) and metallic clips persists, as it is 
intrinsic to the technique; thus, radiologists should be aware of these limitations 
when incorporating VU datasets into their DECT protocols.   

 Future improvements in DECT post-processing may alleviate these issues to 
transform VU image reconstruction into a routine technique in DECT to reduce 
radiation exposure.  

5.2.2     Iodine Mapping 

 DECT-derived maps of iodine distribution in the liver parenchyma can be used to 
identify iodine uptake in tumors and can act as a surrogate for lesion vasculariza-
tion. In fact, DECT can provide a direct and accurate quantifi cation of the iodine 
uptake in milligrams per milliliters (mg/ml) (Fig.  5.5 ). Besides its diagnostic value 
for lesion characterization (i.e., differential diagnosis of a hepatic lesion too small 
to differentiate between a tiny cyst and a solid metastasis) (Fig.  5.6 ), DECT iodine 
maps may also be benefi cial for the assessment of lesion response after therapy.   

 Recently, the assessment of lesion-specifi c iodine concentration has been used to 
differentiate hepatic hemangiomas from hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) [ 8 ]. 
Atypical hemangiomas, which are frequently observed in patients with liver cirrho-
sis, represent an imaging challenge when attempting to differentiate them from 
HCC [ 9 ]. The capability to employ quantifi cation of iodine concentration to differ-
entiate these two entities may render DECT an important tool in the surveillance of 
cirrhotic liver parenchyma. Furthermore, in patients with colorectal carcinoma, the 
early detection of liver metastasis may positively impact treatment options and out-
come. In the presence of small liver nodules in these patients, the reliable differen-
tiation of small benign cysts from metastasis may not be feasible with CT in cases. 
The accurate detection and assessment of iodine in the lesion may thus improve the 
diagnostic confi dence for lesion characterization [ 1 ].   

a b

  Fig. 5.4    Third-generation conventional unenhanced image ( a ) and virtual unenhanced image 
from the arterial phase ( b ). A reduction in the attenuation of aortic calcifi cations ( arrow ) can be 
observed in the virtual unenhanced dataset       
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a c

b d

  Fig. 5.5    DECT-derived maps of iodine distribution in the liver parenchyma can be used to iden-
tify and quantify iodine uptake of liver lesions. ( a ,  b ) Benign cystic lesion ( arrow ) showing no 
contrast enhancement (iodine density: 0.6 mg/ml) in comparison with the liver parenchyma in the 
venous phase (iodine density: 2.8 mg/ml). ( c ,  d ) HCC nodule with signifi cant iodine uptake (iodine 
density: 3.1 mg/ml) during the arterial phase in comparison with the surrounding liver parenchyma 
(iodine density: 0.4 mg/ml).  HCC  hepatocarcinoma       

a b c d

  Fig. 5.6    The combination of virtual unenhanced images and iodine maps can be used to improve 
diagnostic confi dence in liver lesion characterization. In patients with colorectal cancer, the dis-
crimination of small liver cysts from metastatic disease can represent a diagnostic dilemma ( a , 
 arrow  and  arrowhead ). Virtual unenhanced images ( b ) demonstrate the presence of a small lesion 
with calcifi cation ( arrowhead ). Iodine-based maps ( c ,  d ) show the absence of any intralesional 
contrast uptake, suggesting a diagnosis of benign liver cysts       
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5.3     Energy-Specific Applications 

5.3.1     Low kVp Images 

 A general advantage of DECT in liver imaging is the possibility to simultaneously 
obtain two different image datasets at low (80–100 kVp) and high (140–150 kVp) 
tube voltages and therefore energy spectra. 

 Since in low kV datasets are acquired with energy levels closer to the k-edge of 
iodine, a mean signifi cant increase in attenuation can be observed, in particular in 
contrast-enhanced structures. This represents a well-known advantage in vascular 
studies in which a signifi cant increase in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and contrast-
to- noise ratio (CNR) can be achieved, with better visualization of contrast-enhanced 
vessels, accompanied by a distinct reduction in radiation dose in SE acquisition. 
This approach can also be applied to the detection of hypervascular liver lesions. 
For the evaluation of late arterial phase 80-kVp datasets in comparison to standard 
120-kVp images, several studies demonstrated a signifi cant improvement in HCC 
detection and lesion conspicuity (Fig.  5.7 ). Apparently, the associated increase in 
image noise does not impair detection of small hepatic lesions [ 10 ,  11 ]. However, 
Park et al. did not observe an improvement in HCC detection with 80-kVp images 
despite signifi cantly higher CNR [ 12 ]. Since the increased attenuation of iodine in 
low-kVp images comes at the cost of increased image noise, overall image quality 
and CNR may be lower especially in obese patients. Nevertheless, the recently 
introduced third-generation DSCT system provides higher tube currents in low-kVp 
imaging which may overcome this limitation.  

a b

  Fig. 5.7    Small hypervascular liver lesion best detected on an 80 kV dataset ( b ) in comparison to 
a mixed 120 kV image ( a )       
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 Similar to the results reported for imaging of hypervascular liver lesions, promis-
ing results have also been reported in a small cohort of patients affected by hypovas-
cular hepatic metastases, in whom a signifi cant increase in CNR between metastatic 
lesions and normal liver parenchyma was observed during portal venous phase 
acquisition at 80 kVp [ 13 ]. However, the potential improvement in attenuation and 
thus visualization of hypovascular liver lesions appears limited compared to imag-
ing of hypervascular liver lesions on arterial-phase scans, in whom this approach 
should be preferably used.  

5.3.2     Virtual Monoenergetic Images 

 Dedicated post-processing of DECT datasets also provides the possibility to recon-
struct virtual monoenergetic images (also referred in literature as virtual monochro-
matic) at selected hypothetical x-ray photon energy levels from a standard 
polychromatic examination (Fig.  5.8 ). This approach can be effective to substan-
tially improve CNR and thus lesion detectability but can also be used in the setting 
of tissue characterization by analyzing attenuation curves of different materials at 
distinct energy levels.  

  Fig. 5.8    Virtual monoenergetic datasets. Low energy levels (40–70 keV) are benefi cial in increas-
ing contrast attenuation, potentially improving the visualization and assessment of both hypovas-
cular and hypervascular liver lesions. Mono + signifi cantly improves the image quality of 
monoenergetic datasets at low keV levels by substantially reducing the image noise       
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 Several prior studies investigated the application of this technique in clinical 
practice, demonstrating that with the traditional monoenergetic algorithm the best 
CNR in contrast-enhanced DECT is usually achieved at 70–75 keV. Further lower-
ing of the energy level usually results in excessive image noise which diminishes the 
potential benefi ts of increased iodine attenuation [ 14 ,  15 ]. 

 Recently, a novel monoenergetic algorithm (Mono+) has been released with the 
goal to improve the image quality of monoenergetic datasets at low keV levels 
(40 keV) by substantially reducing the image noise using an advanced image-based 
algorithm [ 16 ]. Promising initial results from clinical studies have been reported 
and their potential to signifi cantly improve the visualization of hypervascular and 
hypovascular liver lesions has been demonstrated [ 17 ,  18 ] (Fig.  5.9 ).  

 Preliminary evidence suggests that the use of reconstructed virtual monoenergetic 
images at lower energy levels (40–70 keV) can signifi cantly improve the conspicuity 

a

c

b

  Fig. 5.9    Patient with lung cancer and multiple liver metastases with central necrosis. In the mono-
chromatic dataset at 50 keV ( b ), lesion conspicuity is signifi cantly enhanced compared to mixed 
120 kV image ( a ), improving the visualization of liver lesions and the detection of nodules ( arrow ) 
usually assessable only with magnetic resonance ( c )       
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and detection rate of small hypervascular liver lesions [ 19 ] (Fig.  5.10 ). Similarly, 
higher CNR between hypovascular liver metastases and adjacent parenchyma was 
demonstrated for low keV reconstructions of portal-venous-phase images compared 
to standard DECT images [ 20 ]. A similarly improved lesion conspicuity and 
increased rate of visible hyperenhancing lesions were noted at lower keV levels in a 
multireader pilot study in a population of patients with liver cirrhosis undergoing 
surveillance DECT for early detection of hepatocellular carcinoma [ 21 ].  

 Finally, low-keV monoenergetic images may also allow for a reduction of the 
amount of contrast material administered while maintaining an adequate parenchy-
mal attenuation and image quality. This approach could be useful to improve safety 
and examination protocols in patients with impaired renal function.   

5.4     Evaluation of Response to Therapy 

 New drugs targeted toward cellular neoangiogenesis and growth molecular mecha-
nisms have substantially changed the requirements for imaging modalities of tumor 
response. The traditional criteria used to assess response to therapy, mainly based 
on lesion number and size (e.g., RECIST) [ 22 ], are insuffi cient to provide reliable 
assessment of tumor response to target drugs. 

 For example, gastrointestinal stromal tumors (GIST) may not show size reduc-
tion following therapy with imatinib, but merely a dramatic change in density. For 
this reason, new criteria based on CT attenuation changes have been proposed [ 23 ]. 
However, the presence of therapy-related intra-tumoral hemorrhage can also affect 

a b

  Fig. 5.10    Virtual monoenergetic imaging at a low energy level (50 keV) ( b ) signifi cantly improves 
the conspicuity and detection of hypervascular liver lesion ( arrow ) in comparison with mixed 
120 kV image ( a ).  HCC  hepatocarcinoma       
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the assessment of post-contrast tumoral density. In a recent study [ 24 ], the possibilty 
to use DECT VU images as baseline reference and iodine-based datasets to accu-
rately assess intratumoral amount of iodinated contrast medium has been consid-
ered to establish surrogate parameters of lesion perfusion and vascularization. 

 In addition, the capability to accurately detect parenchymal iodine distribution 
within an iodine-based image could permit better quantifi cation of subtle tumor 
vascularization and response to antiangiogenic therapy, radiofrequency ablation, or 
selective internal radiation therapy (Fig.  5.11 ).  

 The application of iodine maps for the evaluation of HCC angiogenesis instead 
of perfusion CT has also been recently investigated in animal studies [ 25 ]. 
Preliminary results demonstrated a signifi cant correlation between attenuation 
values of viable tumor tissue measured in iodine maps and the corresponding 
perfusion CT values, indicating the potential of DECT for evaluation of tumor 
response to therapy instead of perfusion CT would allow for signifi cant total radi-
ation exposure savings. 

 Iodine maps and VU images may also possess diagnostic value in the assessment 
of HCC response to radiofrequency ablation [ 26 ] or transarterial chemoemboliza-
tion [ 27 ]. Iodine maps can improve conspicuity of the ablation zone especially 
because of its excellent internal homogeneity and sharp ablative margins. Higher 

a

d

b c

  Fig. 5.11    Tumor recurrence after TACE in HCC. Conventional unenhanced dataset ( a ) shows the 
presence of residual hyperdense material in the treated lesion ( arrow ), limiting the evaluation of 
post-contrast enhancement due to tumor recurrence ( b ,  arrow ). Iodine map helps in detecting 
viable tumor tissue ( c ,  arrow ); iodine uptake is confi rmed by quantitative analysis of the nodule 
( d , iodine density 7.0 mg/ml).  TACE  transarterial chemoembolization,  HCC  hepatocarcinoma       
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lesion-to-liver CNR on iodine maps can also be helpful for detecting residual viable 
tumor tissue. 

 Furthermore, the accurate detection and quantifi cation of iodine concentration 
on iodine-mapping images can be used as a more reliable and reproducible bio-
marker of tumor vascularity and may predict the likelihood of tumor response to 
antiangiogenic therapy [ 28 – 30 ].  

5.5     Cancer-Related Comorbidities 

 In oncologic patients, several complications directly caused by cancer treatment or 
tumor manifestation itself can occur at any time. DECT can also play a crucial role in 
the detection of early cancer-related comorbidities. For example, iodine mapping or 
virtual monoenergetic images can be used in patients with liver tumors to detect vas-
cular invasion and thrombosis associated with HCC or in case of suspected pulmonary 
thromboembolism [ 1 ]. In particular, the improvement in CNR obtained by evaluating 
low-keV monoenergetic datasets could signifi cantly improve the detection of portal 
venous thrombosis caused by vascular invasion from HCC. Similarly, iodine detection 
and quantifi cation has demonstrated advantages in the identifi cation of tumoral throm-
bus in patients with HCC and vena cava invasion, as this technique is particularly 
helpful in the differentiation of malignant from benign thrombosis [ 31 ].  

5.6     Radiation Dose Considerations 

 Concerns about possible additional radiation dose with DE acquisition have been stated 
since two separate datasets are obtained at different tube voltages. However, different 
technical realizations of DECT have also varying impact on radiation exposure. 

 In fast kilovoltage-switching dual-energy CT, tube current modulation and fi l-
tration of the two x-ray energies cannot be independently performed, therefore 
slightly increasing the radiation dose by approximately 15 % in comparison with 
SE acquisition [ 32 ]. 

 Phantom and patient studies performed with fi rst- and second-generation DSCT 
systems with automated attenuation-based dose modulation concluded that DE 
acquisition delivers the same amount of radiation in comparison with traditional 
120 kV SE acquisition [ 33 ,  34 ] or even less with reduced tube current [ 35 ,  36 ]. 
Third-generation DSCT has also been confi rmed to be dose-neutral in comparison 
with SE acquisition [ 7 ]. Thus, DE acquisition can be routinely used on that system, 
in particular when additional diagnostic information with a potential impact on 
patient management can be expected from spectral acquisition and analysis.  

    Conclusion 
 In conclusion, DECT provides several benefi cial applications in liver imaging. 
The possibility to obtain different material-specifi c and energy-specifi c datasets 
during a single scan can improve detection and characterization of liver lesions. 
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This approach can also be auxiliary in the prediction and evaluation of tumor 
response to therapy and in the detection of cancer-related comorbidities and 
complications.     
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6.1             Introduction 

 Since 2010, when Macari et al. [ 1 ] fi rst published a report on initial observations 
using dual energy CT in patients with pancreas adenocarcinoma, the utility of this 
new technology for evaluation of pancreatic neoplasms has been explored not only 
for pancreatic adenocarcinoma, but also for pancreatic neuroendocrine neoplasms 
and cystic pancreatic lesions. This chapter will provide an update of the application 
of dual energy acquisition, image generation, and postprocessing to enhance visual-
ization and characterization of focal pancreatic tumors. Dynamic imaging with dual 
energy CT provides two advantageous categories of images that are not available 
with standard single energy MDCT: Low kVp images and/or simulated monoener-
getic images, and material specifi c images (Fig.  6.1 ). Simulated monoenergetic and 
low kVp imaging are used to improve lesion contrast and conspicuity. Material 
density imaging is important not only for identifi cation of focal lesions within the 
pancreas and other organs, but also potentially for determining the presence and 
quantity of tissue iodine before and during neoadjuvant or adjuvant therapy. In addi-
tion, materials other than iodine: Elements such as iron, calcium, and gadolinium; 
or materials such as fat, uric acid, blood, or even mucin can be evaluated. The pre-
sentation of the dual energy information varies among manufacturers and there is an 
opportunity for practitioners to optimize postprocessing to meet the needs of their 
practices (Fig.  6.2 ).    
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  Fig. 6.1    A 66-year-old woman with pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma. ( a ) DECT pancreatic paren-
chymal phase GSI server standard pancreatic carcinoma postprocessing “collage” with 70 keV ( left 
column ), 52 keV ( middle column ), iodine MD ( right column ), axial ( top ), and coronal ( bottom ) images 
demonstrate a large hypovascular mass in the anterior pancreatic head, encasing the gastroduodenal 
artery and abutting the unopacifi ed SMV. The entrance of the obstructed pancreatic and bile ducts into 
the mass is best depicted on the coronal images. The margins appear sharper on the low energy and 
iodine images even though these are source 0.625 mm images. The images can be made to any desired 
thickness, and other image variables such as viewing keV, FOV, material decomposition basis pair, 
imaging plane, window, and level can be instantaneously adjusted. ( b ) GSI server collage demonstrat-
ing alteration in appearance of simulated monoenergetic images as the energy increases from 40 ( top 
left  to 140 ( bottom right ) keV. The window and level have been kept constant at 400/40 in order to 
show that the increased contrast/brightness is solely due to the change in viewing energy. Note that as 
the energy decreases, the amount of image noise increases. Our previous research has found that opti-
mum pancreatic adenocarcinoma simulated monoenergetic viewing is in the low 50 keV range. ( c ) 
Same patient approximately 13 weeks later during neoadjuvant therapy with FOLFIRINOX. A metal-
lic stent has been placed into the bile duct, and the tumor appears slightly smaller but continues to 
encase/abut the SMV. This patient was eventually resected with R0 margins         
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6.2     Pancreas Adenocarcinoma 

 Pancreatic adenocarcinoma is a devastating disease and is projected by 2030 to be 
the second leading cause of cancer mortality [ 2 – 6 ]. Because survival can be 
improved with surgical intervention, particularly for small or lower stage tumors 
(Fig.  6.3 ), early detection and characterization is very important. Multiphasic mul-
tidetector CT (MDCT) plays a major role in this evaluation [ 4 ,  5 ], but there are still 
recognized shortcomings. Despite state of the art MDCT imaging, the sensitivity for 
detection of pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma for lesions less than 2 cm is decreased [ 7 ]. 

c

Fig. 6.1 (continued)

  Fig. 6.2    A 61-year-old man with tiny pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma. We have designed our 
DECT pancreatic parenchymal phase GSI server standard pancreatic carcinoma postprocessing 
“collage” to contain 70 keV ( left column ), 52 keV ( middle column ), iodine MD ( right column ), axial 
( top ), and coronal ( bottom ) images. The 1.2 cm pancreatic adenocarcinoma in the anterior head 
region ( arrows ) is better visualized on the low energy 52 keV ( middle column ) images compared to 
the 70 keV ( left column ) images. The best defi nition of the margins is on the iodine image however. 
Our research has consistently shown the highest contrast to noise ratios on iodine MD images       
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  Fig. 6.3    A 60-year-old man with noncontour-altering isoattenuating pancreatic mass. ( a ) The 
lesion is not seen on single energy CT portal venous phase ( right ), but is visualized in the posterior 
pancreatic head region on dual energy pancreatic parenchymal phase ( left ). The lesion was also not 
well depicted on endoscopic ultrasound, and EUS FNA was negative for neoplasm on two occa-
sions within 1 month after the DECT scan. ( b ) Pancreatic parenchymal phase GSI server “collage” 
with 70 keV ( left column ), 52 keV ( middle column ), iodine MD ( right column ), axial ( top ), and 
coronal ( bottom ) images reveal the tiny lesion in the mid aspect of the medial pancreatic head, 
adjacent to the stent. The margins are better depicted on the low energy and iodine images. This is 
borne out by the quantitative measurements on the 0.625 mm source images, which show higher 
absolute lesion contrast at low energies on ( c ). At resection, this lesion was a moderately differenti-
ated pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma, T3N0         
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In addition, four to 27 % [ 8 – 10 ] of pancreatic cancers are isoattenuating (Fig.  6.4 ) 
to the adjacent pancreatic parenchyma, especially when small [ 9 ,  10 ]. These lesions 
may be discovered only by detection of secondary signs on imaging, such as seg-
mental dilation of the pancreatic duct [ 10 ,  11 ].   

 Pancreatic adenocarcinoma is characteristically hypoattenuating relative to the 
adjacent parenchyma and is best depicted during the pancreatic parenchymal phase 
MDCT [ 12 ]. Complete assessment for vascular invasion and distant metastatic dis-
ease requires venous phase images [ 4 ,  13 ]; thus, state of the art single energy or 
standard pancreatic MDCT involves at least two acquisition image sets. Preliminary 
investigations utilizing dual energy CT [ 1 ,  14 ] and single energy low kVp imaging 
[ 15 ,  16 ] have demonstrated improved conspicuity of hypovascular pancreatic ade-
nocarcinomas at lower viewing or acquisition energy levels. In our practice at pres-
ent, DECT is acquired through the upper abdomen during the pancreatic parenchymal 
phase of a multiphasic exam, and single energy DECT is acquired through the abdo-
men and pelvis in portal venous phase. In efforts to reduce radiation exposure, 
Brook et al. [ 17 ] recently described a split bolus spectral DECT protocol that takes 
advantage of low (60 keV) energy DECT simulated monenergetic image viewing 
during hepatic venous phase while providing parenchymal attenuation values simi-
lar to a standard MDCT pancreatic parenchymal phase in patients with a variety of 
pancreatic lesions. Other investigators have reported improved detection and stag-
ing of focal pancreatic lesions using other types of images available only with 
DECT, such as iodine material density [ 18 ] images, or during novel modes of DECT 

c

Fig. 6.3 (continued)
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image acquisition such as CT perfusion [ 19 ] and portal venography [ 20 ]. Although 
DECT acquisitions have been applied during a single venous phase [ 1 ], during the 
pancreatic parenchymal phase of a multiphasic abdominal protocol [ 14 ,  18 ], during 
a single split bolus single acquisition [ 17 ], and during alternative timing schemes, 

a

b

  Fig. 6.4    A 64-year-old woman with isoattenuating pancreatic adenocarcinoma. ( a ) Multiphasic 
pancreatic single energy CT (pancreatic phase left, portal venous phase right) obtained at the refer-
ring hospital demonstrates a very poorly defi ned mass in the anterior pancreatic head. ( b ) Multiphasic 
pancreatic dual energy CT was performed. Pancreatic adenocarcinoma GSI server collage demon-
strates the margin of the small mass in the anterior head region adjacent to the high density bile duct 
stent. Note the diminished artifact associated with the stent on the iodine MD images. The dilation 
of the main pancreatic duct to the level of the mass is best seen on the coronal images; this view is 
particularly helpful when the lesions are iso- or near-iosattenuating       
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the principles resulting in production of advantageous image data apply no matter 
the timing. These will be described based on the category of dual energy image and 
the various types of pancreas neoplasms in more detail below.  

6.3     Low Energy Applications 

 Macari et al. [ 1 ] fi rst showed that conspicuity of pancreatic adenocarcinoma was 
greater using 80 kVp compared to blended 120 kVp images on dual source DECT 
obtained in portal venous phase. In this study, the weighting for the blended images 
was 0.3 for 80 kVp and 0.7 for 140 kVp. Chu et al. [ 21 ] identifi ed that blended 
images with a weighting factor of 0.5 were preferred for evaluation of pancreatic 
diseases. Patel et al. [ 14 ] fi rst showed the potential of rapid kV switching DECT 
acquired during pancreatic parenchymal phase to evaluate pancreatic adenocarci-
noma lesion conspicuity in a cohort of 65 patients, and found a statistically signifi -
cant increase of lesion contrast, a near doubling of the Hounsfi eld unit (HU) 
difference between tumoral and nontumoral tissue, on CNR-optimized keV images 
compared to the 70 keV image, the image energy typically used for routine PACS 
viewing (Fig.  6.5 ). The CNR-optimized keV calculation feature on the independent 
workstation and client server of the rapid kV switching DECT system workstation 
generates this value for each individual subject based on ROIs within tumoral and 
nontumoral tissue, and the mean optimized keV for the population in that early 
study was 52 keV. Note that with the rapid kV switching type of dual energy acqui-
sition, there is no blended image and no generation of separate 80 and 140 kVp 
image sets for diagnosis. In a second study by the same group, a similar gain in 
conspicuity using low viewing energy was found for small pancreatic adenocarcino-
mas, an important and clinically relevant improvement, as smaller lesions might not 
alter the contour of the gland [ 18 ]. The use of lower simulated monoenergetic view-
ing energy (52 keV) in this study provided the best objective image quality mea-
sures (CNR, lesion contrast) for multiple readers. Also in that study, four of fi ve 
lesions that were suspected clinically based on secondary fi ndings of main pancre-
atic duct dilation were identifi ed using low energy and iodine MD images combined 
with 70 keV [ 18 ] (Fig.  6.6 ). Others have also shown an improvement in pancreatic 
ductal adenocarcinoma detection by combining low keV imaging with a split bolus 
IV contrast administration technique [ 17 ] or by combining dsDECT 80 kVp images 
with a CT perfusion technique [ 19 ].   

 Improvement in lesion detectability was demonstrated by using monoenergetic 
70 keV images compared to single energy images obtained at 120 kVp for a popula-
tion of patients with small insulinomas (Fig.  6.7 ), where sensitivity for the preop-
erative diagnosis of insulinoma increased from 69 % with single energy CT to 87 % 
with DECT [ 22 ]. Not only important for evaluation of the primary pancreatic 
lesions, lower energy image viewing can enhance visualization of hypervascular 
liver lesions (Fig.  6.8 ). This has become important, because in clinical practice up 
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to fi ve metastases may be resected during initial debulking surgeries in patients with 
metastases from pancreatic neuroendocrine tumors. Other early experiences with 
low energy viewing of pancreatic endocrine neoplasms [ 23 ] and cystic pancreatic 
lesions [ 24 ] have been presented in abstracts. Visualization of nodules and 

a
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septations within cystic pancreas neoplasms (Fig.  6.9 ) was highest using CNR-
optimized simulated monoenergetic keV (mean 51 keV for the population) and a 
gray-scale color fi lter compared to 70 keV without color fi lter, 70 keV with color 
fi lter, and CNR-optimized keV without fi lter [ 24 ]. Dual-energy technology appears 
promising for improved evaluation compared to single energy CT because of low 
viewing energy conspicuity gains for solid pancreatic lesions as well as improved 
visualization of complexity within cystic masses. Finally, creation of CT angio-
grams from the lower keV source images provides more robust surface rendered 
images for referring surgeons.     

6.4     Material Specific Applications 

 Material specifi c images may enhance visualization for lesion detection or create 
opportunities to identify material contents of tumors (whether cystic or solid) or 
within complex pancreatic collections. Because iodine MD images typically have 
higher CNRs, small or isoattenuating pancreatic ductal adenocarcinomas and cystic 
pancreatic neoplasms may be best seen on these images. Review of iodine images 
yielded additional information in 50 % of cases in a population of 44 patients with 
focal pancreatic disease and proved useful for identifying the relationship of tumors 
to peripancreatic vessels [ 21 ]. In Lin’s study of patients with small insulinomas the 
use of iodine MD images  together  with low energy images resulted in a further 
increase in detection from 87 % with DECT low energy image viewing alone and 
87 % with iodine MD image viewing alone to 95.8 % [ 22 ] (see Fig.  6.7 ). In 
McNamara’s study of patients with small pancreatic ductal adenocarcinomas, sub-
jective lesion conspicuity and reader confi dence were highest with iodine MD 
images [ 18 ]. The very low objectively measured image noise levels and statistically 

  Fig. 6.5    A 40-year-old man with small pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma resected after four 
cycles of neoadjuvant therapy, portal vein graft required. ( a ) Pancreatic parenchymal phase ( left ) 
and portal venous phase ( right ) PACS images at presentation ( top , single energy CT) and after 
neoadjuvant therapy with FOLFIRINOX ( bottom , dual energy CT). A small heterogeneous hypo-
vascular mass abuts the right margin of the superior mesenteric vein at the inferior pancreatic head 
level. Note that the lesion is not well distinguished on portal venous phase but is apparent on the 
pancreatic phase on the DECT. A biliary stent is in place. ( b ) Same patient DECT pancreatic 
parenchymal phase GSI server “collage” with 70 keV ( left column ), 52 keV ( middle column ) and 
iodine MD ( right column ) 2.5 mm images. The borders of the small mass are better seen on the 
52 keV and iodine MD images, and the extent of involvement of the right lateral wall of the supe-
rior mesenteric vein (SMV) is more clearly seen. Volumetric regions of interest were drawn in the 
tumor and nontumoral tissue ( bottom row ) demonstrating the greater absolute lesion contrast on 
the 52 keV image compared to the 70 keV image. The 70 keV image is the simulated monoener-
getic image energy that in our clinical practice most closely resembles images obtained at 120 kVp 
for single energy CT       
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  Fig. 6.6    A 72 year old woman with presenting with secondary signs of pancreatic cancer ( a ) Portal 
venous phase single energy CT image obtained at the referring hospital demonstrates dilation of the 
pancreatic duct in the tail/body region. There is slight heterogeneity in the anterior neck ( arrow ). 
The duct was not dilated downstream (towards the papilla) from this point. ( b ) Multiphasic pancre-
atic DECT was obtained for further evaluation. GSI server standard pancreatic carcinoma postpro-
cessing “collage” with 70 keV ( left column ), 52 keV ( middle column ), and iodine MD ( right column ) 
2.5 mm reformatted images demonstrate the tiny round subcentimeter pancreatic adenocarcinoma 
at the site of duct cut off, better seen on the coronal image ( bottom row ). There is marked differential 
enhancement of the gland upstream in the body and tail region from downstream in the head region. 
The patient underwent EUS fi ne needle aspiration biopsies which were negative, demonstrating 
only chronic infl ammation. ( c ) Same patient 12 weeks later. GSI server collage demonstrates that 
the hypovascular mass in the pancreatic neck has now grown to greater than 2 cm. The relationship 
of the mass to the main pancreatic duct is better seen on the coronal images. ( d ) On the same mul-
tiphasic CT exam, the single energy CT portal venous phase images revealed a well-circumscribed 
hypodensity in the interlobar region of the liver ( arrow ) that was new and therefore highly suspi-
cious for distant metastatic disease. ( e ) GSI server collage through the level of the suspicious liver 
lesion reveals rim-like enhancement, indicating metastatic disease. This image presentation uses a 
gray scale color “perfusion” fi lter to enhance visualization of hyperenhancing lesions such as hepa-
tocellular carcinomas or metastatic gastrointestinal stromal tumors           
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Fig. 6.6 (continued)
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greater CNR likely contributed to the favorable rating of these images (see Fig.  6.2 ). 
It is important to point out that the ability to create complimentary iodine MD and 
lower viewing energy images with the same DECT acquisition distinguishes this 
method from simple image acquisition utilizing a lower tube voltage single energy 
CT, which has been previously shown to enhance visualization of focal pancreatic 
lesions in phantom [ 16 ] and patient [ 15 ,  25 ] studies. 

 Iodine MD images represent only one type of material density image available 
using DECT. Virtual unenhanced images (discussed in greater detail elsewhere in 
other chapters) typically refer to water MD images that are created through three- 
material decomposition using dual source dual energy scanners or through material 
basis pair decomposition using rapid kV switching scanners. National Institute of 
Standards and Technology (NIST) x-ray attenuation curves are available for other 
human tissue materials such as blood and mucin, therefore, with dual-energy CT a 
potential exists to evaluate the contents of focal pancreatic lesions to differentiate 
mucin-containing cystic pancreatic neoplasms from other pancreatic cystic lesions 
(Fig.  6.10 ), or to identify blood versus residual enhancing pancreas in necrotic pan-
creatic collections. The use of dedicated metal artifact reduction algorithms, or sim-
ply viewing iodine MD or 140 keV images provides more optimal viewing of the 
pancreas around metallic bile duct stents or surgical clips that may be present from 
prior hepatic or pancreatic resections, similar to reduction of metal artifacts around 
joint prostheses [ 26 ].   

e

Fig. 6.6 (continued)
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6.5     Isoattenuating Focal Pancreatic Masses 

 Because small, noncontour-altering isoattenuating lesions remain a challenge for 
state of the art single energy MDCT, one real opportunity for DECT is to identify 
these types of lesions (see Figs.  6.3  and  6.4 ). This increased detectability provided 
by DECT was shown in the multireader study by McNamara et al. [ 18 ], where four 
of fi ve subjects who did not have an identifi able or measurable mass on prospective 
clinical interpretations using only the 70 keV images had tumors identifi ed on lower 
(52 keV) energy and iodine MD images combined with the 70 keV images. A simi-
lar phenomenon was described by Lin et al. [ 22 ], where nontypical (iso- or 

a
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  Fig. 6.7    A 66-year-old man with tiny pancreatic endocrine neoplasm. ( a ) DECT pancreatic 
parenchymal phase GSI server standard pancreatic carcinoma postprocessing “collage” with 
70 keV ( left column ), 52 keV ( middle column ), iodine MD ( right column ), axial ( top ), and coronal 
( bottom ) images work well for evaluation of hyperenhancing solid lesions as well. The subcenti-
meter hypervascular mass in the pancreatic tail region is well seen on both axial 2.5 mm ( top ) and 
coronal 2.25 mm ( bottom ) reformatted images. ( b ) Same level axial images with smaller fi eld-of- 
view. ROI analysis again shows that there is greater tumor to nontumoral tissue difference at low 
energy ( middle ) compared to the 70 keV image ( left )       
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hypoattenuating) small pancreatic endocrine neoplasms not detected with 70 keV 
were seen with combined low energy and iodine MD images. Additionally, the dif-
fi culty in detection of isoattenuating tumors may be addressed with DECT perfu-
sion pancreas imaging as described by Klauss et al. [ 19 ]. In their study, all 24 

a
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  Fig. 6.8    A 61-year-old man with advanced pancreatic endocrine neoplasm. ( a ) Portal venous 
phase single energy axial CT image demonstrates large caudate hypovascular mass, with addi-
tional disease seen in the lateral and anterior segments. With pancreatic endocrine neoplasms, liver 
metastases are better depicted on either pancreatic parenchymal or in this case late hepatic arterial 
phase since the patient had undergone distal pancreatectomy. ( b ) Same patient DECT acquisition 
in late hepatic arterial phase. We designed the GSI server collage highlighting hyperenhancing 
lesions to contain 70 keV ( upper left ), 52 keV ( upper right ), iodine (-H 2 O) material density ( lower 
left ), and 52 keV with gray scale color “perfusion” images. The latter readily depicts the metastatic 
tumor burden in the liver, much greater than that seen on portal venous phase. Although not neces-
sary for this patient with extensive metastatic disease, this visualization technique can be very 
helpful for rapid assessment of smaller lesions       
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  Fig. 6.9    A 40-year-old woman with incidental discovery of a cystic pancreatic lesion discovered 
during renal stone evaluation. Multiphasic dual energy pancreatic CT was performed. GSI server 
collage optimized to evaluate pancreatic cystic lesions contains 70 keV ( upper left ), 52 keV ( upper 
middle ), mucin (-iodine) material density ( upper right ), material density ( lower left ), 52 keV with 
gray scale color “French” fi lter ( middle bottom ), and iodine (-H 2 O) ( right bottom ) images. Note that 
in this mucinous cystic neoplasm which contained dysplastic cells on pathologic evaluation after 
resection, there are multiple septations and nodules better visualized by the red coloration compared 
to the yellow mucin background on the “French” fi lter low energy image. The mucin in the cyst has 
a slightly higher quantitative value than the water in the stomach on the mucin (-iodine) MD image; 
on the mucin (-H 2 O) image the value in the lesion is more negative than the water in the stomach       

pancreatic ductal adenocarcinomas were detected using perfusion maps, whereas 
four (20 %) had no mass visible on either pancreatic parenchymal or portal venous 
phase conventional single energy MDCT.  

6.6     Post Processing and Image Visualization 

 Using DECT software, it is possible to view the lower keV images and 70 keV 
images side by side with iodine material density (MD) images, a practice which also 
enhances lesion detection due to the lower contrast to noise ratios (CNR) of iodine 
MD images [ 27 ]. Color coding or iodine threshold imaging techniques can poten-
tially help radiologists rapidly assess images, particularly for oncology patients. 
While these techniques have been described largely for other abdominal organs and 
disease processes, applications in the pancreas, such as for depiction of cystic pan-
creatic masses are usable today. The ability to create, view, and quantify lower 
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energy images, iodine and other material density images, and multimaterial decom-
position images using dual energy CT provides advantages in clinical practice com-
pared to low kVp single energy CT abdominal imaging techniques alone. In several 
studies radiologists have demonstrated subjective preference for blended images or 
simulated monoenergetic images at 70 or 77 keV [ 17 ,  18 ] which appear similar to 
120 kVp single energy CT images, but the highest objective image quality measures 
(such as tumoral to nontumoral contrast difference, and contrast to noise ratios) as 
well as subjective lesion conspicuity and reader confi dence are found for the low 
energy and iodine DECT image sets. Furthermore, near perfect to very high multi-
reader kappa statistic values for DECT image analysis by practitioners with variable 
levels of experience [ 18 ] indicate that these types or images are ready to be utilized 
in daily clinical practice. The use of postprocessing to enhance daily workfl ow is 
important to continue to investigate, however, seamless incorporation into existing 
PACS and rapid selection of optimum postprocessing protocols (Fig.  6.11 ) for indi-
vidual patient requirements is absolutely mandatory.      

  Fig. 6.10    A 77-year-old man with side branch IP MN. Pancreatic parenchymal phase DECT GSI 
server collage with 70 keV ( upper left ), 52 keV ( upper right ), mucin (-iodine) material density 
( lower left ), and 52 keV with gray scale color “French” fi lter ( lower right ) images. There is a simi-
lar appearance of cyst contents and water in the stomach on the simulated monoenergetic images. 
However, the quantifi cation is slightly different on the mucin (-iodine) material density image, and 
the colorization shows that the contents of the cyst are clearly different than that of the gastric 
water. Although the EUSFNA aspirate revealed a CEA of 241,000, this lesion was a benign side 
branch type IPMN upon pathologic inspection following central pancreatectomy       
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  Fig. 6.11    A 73-year-old woman with pancreatic head adenocarcinoma and pancreatic tail serous 
cystadenoma. ( a ) Pancreatic parenchymal phase GSI server pancreatic adenocarcinoma “collage” 
with 70 keV ( left column ), 52 keV ( middle column ), iodine MD ( right column ), axial ( top ), and 
coronal ( bottom ) images at the level of the pancreatic head adenocarcinoma ( top  and  middle row ) 
and pancreatic tail serous cystadenoma (axial images  bottom row ) demonstrate the better depiction 
of the hypovascular adenocarcinoma at low energy and on iodine MD images. The internal archi-
tecture of the microcystic lesion is best seen on the iodine images as well. ( b ) Applying the “pan-
creatic cyst” GSI server “collage” to the serous cystadenoma, the complexity of the tiny cysts 
renders the lesion more solid appearing, similar to the liver parenchyma on the 52 keV images with 
gray scale color “French” fi lter ( bottom right )         

a 
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  7      Dual Energy CT in Gastrointestinal 
Tumors 

             Paul     Apfaltrer     

7.1             Introduction 

 Radiological imaging of the gastrointestinal tract provides useful diagnostic informa-
tion regarding a wide variety of benign and malignant tumors. Although MRI, due to 
its superior soft tissue contrast options, is considered superior for characterization of 
various soft tissue lesions, in clinical practice computed tomography (CT) often will 
be the fi rst and only imaging technique. CT has still an important role in the detection 
and diagnosis of gastrointestinal tumors and represents clinical practice for evaluating 
adjacent organ invasion, distant metastasis, and peritoneal seeding. A recent develop-
ment in CT has been the introduction of dual-source technology. On such CT systems, 
two X-ray tubes can be operated at different tube potentials, making “dual-energy 
scanning” possible [ 1 ]. Dual-energy CT (DECT) imaging implies the acquisition of 
CT data with two different X-ray spectra, and it can be obtained through several com-
mercially available hardware platforms [ 2 ]. DECT applications are based on two dis-
tinct capabilities: material differentiation and material identifi cation and quantifi cation. 
Material differentiation means obtaining material-specifi c images with separation, 
and material identifi cation and quantifi cation mean accurate assessment of the pres-
ence and amount of, for example, iodine in a target lesion [ 3 ]. 

 These foregoing technical advances in CT imaging, in particular, the possibility of 
DECT imaging, yielded to clear advantages in tumor detection, lesion characteriza-
tion, and evaluation of response to therapy in oncological imaging. The technology 
opens up the possibility of advanced assessment and documentation of therapy 
response by concurrent quantifi cation of tumor size and iodine uptake and proposes 
a unifying solution to the issues related to multiphase scanning, contrast medium 
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volume, and radiation dose [ 3 ,  4 ]. The combination of low-energy images and iodine 
as well as the different applications of postprocessed DECT images has the potential 
to change the way oncologic patients are assessed and monitored. The raw data 
derived from DECT may be mathematically manipulated to generate postprocessed 
datasets, including material-specifi c iodine, virtual monochromatic (VMC), and vir-
tual nonenhanced (VNE) images [ 5 ]. Because the behavior of iodine at different 
energies is known, iodine may be extracted from an image to generate a set of simu-
lated unenhanced images, thus eliminate the need for separate unenhanced datasets 
with consequently reduced radiation dose and examination time for the patients [ 5 ]. 

 The potential applications of DECT when evaluating the abdomen are numerous. 
Clinical applications seek to use the technical characteristics of DECT and recent 
developments toward quantitative and functional imaging, particularly in the con-
text of material-specifi c imaging, underline the increasing importance of DECT in 
oncology [ 2 ]. However, studies using DECT in radiological imaging of the gastro-
intestinal tract are rare, as until recently, the main two focuses for abdominal onco-
logical imaging using DECT were the detection and characterization of focal liver 
lesions and second oncological imaging of pancreatic cancer. Recent studies sug-
gest that DECT has the potential to improve the differentiation between benign and 
malignant tissue in gastrointestinal cancers, but more prospective clinical evidence 
will be needed in this context.  

7.2     Esophageal and Gastric Malignancy 

 Esophageal carcinomas are mostly asymptomatic in early stages and most patients 
are referred to diagnostic procedures at an advanced stage [ 6 ]. However, some 
patients may exhibit dysphagia, bleeding, or other symptoms. Occasionally, early 
esophageal cancers can be detected by serendipity or by screening of asymptomatic 
patients in high-risk groups. Accurate staging is crucial to assess the therapeutic 
regimen and the possibility for cure by operative tumor removal [ 6 ]. It is of impor-
tance to exclude distant metastases and to ensure a response to radiation therapy and 
chemotherapy if these are used in a curative approach before surgery. Regardless of 
the morphology of the tumor, CT typically reveals marked circumferential thicken-
ing of the esophageal wall. Infi ltrating carcinomas are usually manifested on barium 
studies by irregular luminal narrowing with mucosal nodularity, ulceration, and 
abrupt, shelf-like proximal and distal borders [ 7 ]. The standard diagnostic tools in 
this tumor entity are endoscopic ultrasonography (EUS) for local assessment of the 
T and N statuses and CT for additional searching for distant metastases. Biopsy 
remains the gold standard for identifying malignant disease and T staging relies on 
the histopathologic examination of resected tissue [ 6 ]. Squamous cell carcinomas 
tend to be located in the upper or mid-esophagus, whereas adenocarcinomas pre-
dominantly are located in the distal esophagus and have a marked tendency to 
invade the gastric cardia and fundus. EUS as well as integrated PET/CT with 
2-[18F]-fl uoro-2-deoxy-D-glucose (FDG) has emerged as an important and recom-
mended part of routine staging of patients with esophageal cancer in international 
guidelines [ 8 – 10 ]. Knowledge of tumor extent and its relationship with vascular 
structures is important for treatment planning. Ongoing research is performed if 
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DECT may also help confi rm the morphologic and enhancement characteristics of 
esophageal cancer. In particular, DECT may be used for direct visualization of 
iodine uptake within tumor in color-coded fashion, which may allow a reliable 
quantifi cation of tumor enhancement. 

 Gastric carcinoma is one of the most common tumors and generally has a poor 
prognosis. It is classifi ed according to histologic characteristics [ 6 ] with two major 
subgroups of microscopic growth pattern, the so-called intestinal type and the nonin-
testinal or diffuse type [ 6 ,  11 ]. The extent of stomach wall invasion by the tumor 
spread to the lymph nodes and the presence of distal organ metastases determine the 
stage of the tumor [ 12 ]. Gastric adenocarcinoma usually arises from the distal esopha-
gus or the esophagogastric junction and fi rst spreads locally, mostly through the gas-
tric wall. Standard diagnostic tools in the assessment of gastric carcinomas are EUS 
and CT or staging laparoscopy [ 6 ]. Both CT and PET are useful for assessment of 
treatment response following preoperative chemotherapy and for detection of recur-
rence after surgical resection [ 12 ]. MRI, despite its better soft tissue contrast and 
direct multiplanar imaging capability, is less preferred than CT due to prolonged scan-
ning time and higher cost [ 12 ]. Perfusion CT has been proposed for measurement of 
angiogenesis and tumor perfusion [ 13 ,  14 ] Preliminary studies with perfusion CT of 
gastric cancer have shown that the blood volume is signifi cantly increased in gastric 
cancer compared to that of normal stomach mucosa [ 12 ,  15 ]. As DECT allows quan-
tifi cation of intravenously injected iodinated contrast media in tumors, and therefore 
may be considered as a surrogate marker for perfusion and tumor vascularity, DECT 
may also provide additional information for preoperative staging and assessment of 
treatment response, respectively (Fig.  7.1 ). However, studies validating the usefulness 
of DECT in for individualized treatment of gastric cancer are eagerly awaited.  

 Gastrointestinal stromal tumors (GIST) represent an extremely rare neoplasm 
which is increasingly recognized as a distinct tumor entity of soft tissue tumors. The 
majority of these gastrointestinal tumors are located in the stomach and small intes-
tine and compose 1–3 % of malignant gastrointestinal tumors [ 16 ,  17 ]. Metastases 
are most common in the liver, mesentery, and peritoneum. On imaging, small GISTs 
are mostly well-defi ned solid mass with homogenous enhancement; larger tumors 
may show areas of hemorrhage, cystic/necrotic areas, and heterogeneous enhance-
ment (Fig.  7.2 ). After contrast administration neovascularity may be seen within the 
tumor [ 18 ]. Therapeutic options for GIST include radical surgery for primary 
tumors and targeted therapy with tyrosine kinase inhibitors imatinib or sunitinib for 
metastatic disease [ 19 – 21 ]. Radiologic appearances can change drastically after 
therapy and knowledge of such imaging features is benefi cial in managing these 
patients. With the recent introduction of targeted therapy for imatinib, clinical man-
agement and prognosis of GIST patients have improved signifi cantly. Response to 
imatinib is characterized by decreased enhancement, resolution of the enhancing 
tumor nodules, and a decrease in tumor neovascularity, and these changes are usu-
ally seen within 1 month of initiation of chemotherapy [ 18 ]. Since the introduction 
of these molecularly targeted drugs, there has been increasing concern about the use 
of traditional tumor response criteria (e.g., WHO or RECIST), as several studies 
have indicated that response to treatment is not equivalent to a change in tumor size 
[ 22 ,  23 ]. Choi et al. have proposed the measurement of CT attenuation values as a 
potential indicator of GIST response in patients undergoing targeted therapy. 
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According to the Choi criteria, tumor density is determined by drawing regions of 
interest (ROI) circumscribing the margin of the tumor on portal venous-phase CT 
images [ 19 ,  24 ,  25 ]. Choi et al. have demonstrated that a decrease in tumor size of 
>10 % or a decrease in tumor density of >15 % had a sensitivity of 97 % and a speci-
fi city of 100 % in detecting patients with good response to treatment with imatinib 
evaluated by PET-CT in metastatic GIST [ 18 ,  26 ]. Decreased density of responding 
GIST on CT pathologically correlates with the development of tumor necrosis on 
histopathology and cystic or myxoid degeneration; however, GIST response may 
result in increased density because of intratumoral hemorrhage, which is a rare but 
well-known effect observed during imatinib therapy [ 19 ,  27 ,  28 ] (Fig.  7.2 ).  

 DECT allows selective quantifi cation and visualization of iodine-related attenua-
tion (IRA) differences [ 19 ] which facilitates the generation of VNE CT images and 
can be used to improve the lesion conspicuity [ 29 ]. As previously described, VNE CT 
data calculated from DECT might potentially eliminate the need for acquisition of a 
separate unenhanced dataset, which could result in a considerable decrease in radia-
tion exposure to patients [ 19 ] (Fig.  7.2 ). Several studies on abdominal (renal and liver) 
DECT have shown good correlation between VNE and TNE CT Series [ 30 – 32 ]. 

a b

  Fig. 7.1    A 69-year-old male with biopsy-proven adenocarcinoma of the stomach shown on axial 
non-contrast-enhanced CT images ( a ) and fused color-coded iodine maps ( b ) ( arrows ). The DECT 
shows excellent intralesional iodine uptake within tumor in color-coded fashion, which makes a 
reliable quantifi cation of enhancement. The region of interest displays higher contrast enhance-
ment and iodine density within the tumor (126.9 HU; 5.7 mg/ml) compared to normal gastric wall 
(84.5 HU; 3.3 mg/ml), respectively ( b )       

  Fig. 7.2    True nonenhanced images (TNE) single-energy CT ( a ) and DECT ( b – e ) of a patient with 
metastatic GIST. TNE ( a ) and virtual nonenhanced images ( b ) similarly demonstrate intrameta-
static hemorrhage of the liver metastasis in the left liver lobe ( arrowheads ). Virtual 120 kV image 
( c ) is unable to differentiate between the intrametastatic hemorrhage and enhancing parts of the 
metastasis. Iodine map ( e ) as well as the fused iodine map ( d ) demonstrates the enhancing and 
well-perfused parts of the metastasis       
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 It could be recently demonstrated that DECT is a promising imaging modality 
for the assessment of treatment response in GIST, as IRA may be a more robust 
response parameter than Choi criteria [ 19 ]. DECT is capable of visualizing and 
quantifying typical patterns of GIST lesions. Further, DECT analysis is a promising 
predictor of tumor progression if compared to established response criteria. A recent 
analysis by Meyer et al. [ 23 ] also indicated that DECT allows a better prediction of 
therapeutic benefi t in advanced GIST patients treated with tyrosine kinase inhibitors 
than established response criteria. However, the most important predictive bio-
marker of therapeutic benefi t in this study was absence of progression, no matter 
which response evaluation criteria were applied.  

7.3     Duodenal Carcinoma and Other Tumors 
of the Small Intestine 

 Small bowel neoplasms, such as adenocarcinoma, carcinoid tumor, lymphoma, or gastro-
intestinal stromal tumors, represent a small percentage of gastrointestinal cancers, how-
ever do have poor prognosis compared with other gastrointestinal malignancies [ 33 ]. 

 Adenocarcinoma is the most common primary malignancy of the small bowel and 
accounts for 40 % of cancers with predominant location in the duodenum and proxi-
mal jejunum, with the incidence decreasing distally [ 33 ,  34 ]. In general, adenocarci-
nomas are more frequently found in the jejunum rather than in the ileum, except in 
patients with Crohn disease who are at higher risk for this specifi c tumor [ 35 – 37 ]. 

 Carcinoid is the second most common malignancy, accounting for approximately 
20–25 % of all small bowel lesions. Carcinoid tumors are more common in the 
ileum than in the jejunum or duodenum, and lesions may be multiple and/or meta-
static at the time of diagnosis [ 33 ]. 

 The third and fourth most common neoplasms are non-Hodgkin lymphoma 
(NHL) and GIST, respectively. NHL is more common in patients with celiac disease 
and in patients with acquired immune defi ciency syndrome (AIDS), and particu-
larly prevalent in developing countries [ 33 ]. 

 Malignant neoplasms of the mesenteric small bowel are rare conditions, which 
are often discovered at an evolved stage, resulting in a poor prognosis. Consequently, 
early detection of small bowel neoplasms is desirable but still challenging unless 
appropriate imaging methods and protocols are used [ 35 ]. CT and MRI imaging 
have a well-known potential for providing comprehensive information, including 
intraluminal, mural, and extraintestinal evaluation. The association of CT scanning 
with luminal distension of the small bowel and intravenous administration of iodin-
ated contrast material is the basic concept behind two specifi c techniques, namely, 
CT enteroclysis and CT enterography [ 35 ,  38 ,  39 ]. Briefl y, CT enteroclysis, which 
is based on direct infusion of enteral contrast agent into the mesenteric small bowel 
through a naso-jejunal tube, provides optimal luminal distension. By contrast, com-
puted tomography enterography is based on oral administration of enteral contrast 
agent [ 35 ]. MR enteroclysis is an emerging technique for the evaluation of the mes-
enteric small bowel, which provides excellent image quality and suffi cient disten-
tion of the entire mesenteric small bowel. 
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 On standard CT images acquired at 120 kVp, it might be diffi cult to discriminate 
between physiological and abnormal enhancement of the small bowel wall. 
However, as low kVp images display greater density of contrast agent than standard 
images, DECT might help to determine the presence of subtle infl ammation when 
data are viewed at 80 kVp [ 1 ]. Similarly, in patients with suspected small bowel 
ischemia, the low 80 kVp images may aid in visual assessment of small bowel 
enhancement and hence perfusion [ 1 ]. 

 Malignant neoplasms of the mesenteric small bowel are rare conditions, which are 
often discovered at an evolved stage, resulting in a poor prognosis. DECT might help 
in the task of early detection of small bowel neoplasms; however, this needs to be fur-
ther evaluated by outcome-based, unbiased, and well-designed prospective studies.  

7.4     Colorectal Cancer 

 Colorectal cancer remains a major cause of morbidity and mortality worldwide, 
with approximately 609,000 deaths per annum [ 40 ]. Survival of patients with 
colorectal cancer depends primarily on disease stage. The 5-year relative survival 
rate is 90 % for localized cancers but only 12 –19 % for cancers with distant metas-
tases [ 41 ,  42 ]. Traditionally, colorectal cancers have been classifi ed by clinicopatho-
logical features, including tumor location, TNM stage, differentiation, and grade. 
However, this may not provide suffi cient information with respect to tumor profi ling 
toward a more targeted treatment approach. Colorectal cancers are heterogeneous 
with respect to genetic and epigenetic mutations and may be classifi ed by molecular 
characteristics [ 40 ,  43 ,  44 ]. 

 Imaging plays an important role in the assessment of colorectal cancer, including 
diagnosis, staging, selection of treatment, assessment of treatment response, sur-
veillance, and investigation of suspected disease relapse [ 40 ]. Concurrent with 
advances in the treatment of colorectal cancers, there have been major advances in 
imaging, with the development of new imaging modalities, functional imaging tech-
niques, and contrast media and the proposal of alternative tumor response criteria 
[ 42 ,  45 ,  46 ]. Utilization of different imaging modalities in diagnosing of colorectal 
cancer varies between countries and institutions. Recent developments in imaging 
technologies and validation of newer imaging techniques may lead to signifi cant 
improvements in the management of patients with colorectal cancers. Diagnostic 
techniques such as diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI), fl uorodeoxyglucose posi-
tron emission tomography (FDG-PET), and dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic 
resonance imaging (DCE-MRI) are increasingly used and have shown to be clini-
cally useful in tumor characterization [ 47 – 50 ]. Newly developed techniques such as 
perfusion CT and MRI spectroscopy allowing insights in tumor biology have shown 
promising results; however, they are not yet validated for clinical practice [ 7 ,  8 ]. 
Recently, DECT has been investigated for direct visualization of iodine uptake 
within tumor in color-coded fashion, which makes a reliable quantifi cation of 
enhancement [ 51 ] (Fig.  7.3 ). Using redcolor-encoding iodine overlay images gener-
ated by DECT, Chen et al. were able to demonstrate the extra colonic spread of the 
tumor [ 51 ]. The fact that cancers show enhancement of approximately 40 HU on 
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single-energy CT during the portal phase strengthens the idea that enhancement of 
colorectal cancers may be used for their detection, especially when conspicuity can 
be increased [ 52 – 54 ]. In a feasibility study, Boellaard et al. could show that colorec-
tal cancers are visible on the contrast-enhanced DECT without bowel preparation or 
insuffl ation [ 52 ]. Because of the patient-friendly nature of this approach, further 
studies should explore its use for colorectal cancer detection in frail and elderly 
patients. As technological improvements in CT continue to evolve, this will further 
extend clinical applications.   

    Conclusion 
 DECT is an innovative imaging technique that can have a considerable effect on 
the care of oncologic patients. The possibility of obtaining different material-spe-
cifi c datasets in oncology has considerable potential for improving tumor detec-
tion and characterization while concurrently shortening the examination time and 
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  Fig. 7.3    A 67-year-old male with biopsy-proven adenocarcinoma of the rectum shown on axial 
and coronal non-contrast-enhanced CT images ( a ,  c ) and axial and coronal fused color-coded 
iodine maps ( b ,  d ) ( arrows ). DECT iodine images help differentiate simple nonenhancing hetero-
geneity, shows excellent delineation of the mass ( arrows ), and provides information on increased 
iodine uptake of the tumor       
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reducing the radiation dose [ 1 ,  2 ,  31 ,  32 ]. Additionally, imaging-based therapy 
monitoring has gained a central role in oncologic imaging and a DECT-based 
therapy monitoring concept may allow for objective, easy, and fast evaluation of 
the tumor size and contrast-medium uptake in one step and may have a promising 
role in monitoring therapy response [ 2 ]. Various whole-body applications are con-
ceivable for routine oncological monitoring; however, studies investigating DECT 
for the gastrointestinal tract are rare, as until recently, the main two focuses for 
abdominal oncological imaging using DECT were the detection and characteriza-
tion of focal liver lesions and second oncological imaging of pancreatic cancer. 
Recent studies suggest that DECT has the potential to improve the differentiation 
between benign and malignant tissue in gastrointestinal cancers, but more pro-
spective clinical studies are warranted to assess the clinical benefi t.     
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8.1             Introduction 

 The advent of multidetector row CT (MDCT) in the early 2000s has dramatically 
changed the imaging approach to genitourinary disease, especially renal masses 
imaging. By exploiting the increased coverage along the z-axis and taking full 
advantage of the rapid image acquisition, genitourinary  MDCT  protocols relies on 
scanning the kidney and urinary tract with a multiphasic approach, before and after 
contrast medium administration [ 1 – 3 ]. 

 With the expanding use of MDCT, the number of  renal lesions  that is incidentally 
discovered has increased. While a defi nite diagnosis can be confi dently posed for most 
of them, a number of renal lesions remain indeterminate following MDCT  examinations 
[ 1 – 6 ]. Under such circumstances, further imaging tests are typically prescribed, ensu-
ing in an increase of healthcare costs, radiation exposure, and patient’s anxiety. 

 By addressing most of the drawbacks of conventional MDCT imaging,  dual energy 
MDCT  can improve the diagnosis of renal lesions and, potentially, may represent a 
paradigm shift from a merely attenuation-based to a material-specifi c spectral imag-
ing investigation. In this chapter, we provide an overview of currently available clini-
cal applications of dual energy MDCT in the evaluation of renal lesions.  

8.2     Renal Lesions: From Conventional to Dual Energy MDCT 

  Multi - detector row computed tomography  ( MDCT ) has become the optimal imag-
ing modality for characterizing and staging renal lesions [ 1 – 3 ]. Routine MDCT 
imaging protocols for renal lesion characterization include an unenhanced 
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followed by contrast-enhanced acquisitions acquired at one to three different time 
points after the injection of contrast material, including corticomedullary, nephro-
graphic, and excretory phases of enhancement (approximately 40 s, 90 s, and 
8 min after injection of contrast agent, respectively) [ 1 – 6 ]. The nephrographic 
phase should always be acquired [ 1 – 6 ] and represents the ideal time point for 
identifying and, along with the unenhanced phase, for characterizing renal lesions 
based on the evaluation of lesion enhancement [ 2 – 5 ]. Corticomedullary and 
excretory phases are often acquired to provide additional valuable information for 
the presurgical planning and assessment of the collecting system anatomy [ 2 – 6 ]. 
Nevertheless, an important consideration to this multiphase technique is the high 
radiation exposure to patients [ 1 – 6 ]. 

 As the use of MDCT expanded, an increasing number of  renal lesions  were ser-
endipitously discovered. While the majority of them represent benign  renal cysts , 
not all incidental renal lesions are benign [ 1 – 5 ,  7 ,  8 ]. Up to 61 % of renal cell carci-
nomas (RCCs) are asymptomatic and are discovered incidentally during abdominal 
CT performed for other clinical indications [ 9 ]. Therefore, differentiating incidental 
benign renal lesions from those that are potentially malignant is an important and 
common clinical task [ 1 – 5 ,  7 – 11 ]. Nonetheless, this task is frequently challenged 
by a variety of technical factors inherent to a conventional MDCT technique. These 
include an inadequate acquisition protocol (most commonly the absence of unen-
hanced images), potential spatial misregistration due to multiphase examinations as 
well as equivocal levels of renal lesions contrast-enhancement (attenuation increase, 
10–20 HU) [ 12 – 15 ]. 

  Dual energy MDCT  enables novel and unique applications to address some of 
the challenges associated with  conventional MDCT  techniques and has the potential 
to dramatically change the clinical approach to renal lesions imaging [ 16 – 33 ]. The 
possibility of substantially reducing radiation dose exposure by decreasing the num-
ber of imaging phases (with virtual unenhanced images reconstruction and subse-
quent omission of standard unenhanced acquisition) in genitourinary protocols has 
represented the initial clinical application of dual energy MDCT in imaging  renal 
lesions  [ 18 – 27 ]. The detection and quantifi cation of materials allow the radiologist 
to calculate lesion iodine uptake in single-phase nephrographic images [ 14 ,  26 ,  34 ]. 
Further, recent developments in dual energy technology permit to synthesize virtual 
monochromatic images by applying a spectral separation to polychromatic source 
data. This has the potential to provide more accurate and more reproducible attenu-
ation measurements [ 35 – 37 ].  

8.3     Dual Energy MDCT Applications for Renal Lesions 
Imaging 

 Dual energy MDCT applications employed for imaging renal masses can be catego-
rized into methods for displaying “energy-specifi c” data or providing “material- 
specifi c” information. While “energy-specifi c” techniques rely on providing MDCT 
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quantitative information in Hounsfi eld units (HU), “material-specifi c” applications 
also allow for providing the radiologist with direct measures of material densities 
(in mg/mL). 

8.3.1     Energy-Specific Applications 

8.3.1.1     Technical Considerations 
 On the basis of material decomposition and the knowledge of mass attenuation 
of materials,  dual energy MDCT  enables the creation of  virtual monochromatic 
images  by applying a mathematic model to the source polychromatic data 
obtained from acquiring data with two energy spectra [ 35 ,  36 ,  38 ]. Depending 
on the MDCT system used to acquire the dual energy data, the approach to base 
material decomposition slightly differs. Notably, for dual energy MDCT data 
acquired with a single-source fast kV switching technique, the base material 
decomposition is performed in the data domain. By comparison, for dual energy 
MDCT data acquired with a dual-source MDCT system, material decomposi-
tion analysis is performed in the image domain. This is primarily because the 
projection data from the low- and high-energy projections collected by the dual-
source system in helical mode are not coincident with each other [ 35 – 39 ]. For a 
given photon energy, virtual monochromatic images (whose energy is reported 
as keV instead of kV) mimic those images that would result from a true mono-
chromatic x-ray source [ 35 – 39 ]. The advantage of a monochromatic beam is 
that it is less susceptible to beam-hardening phenomena and therefore has the 
potential to provide more accurate and more reproducible  attenuation measure-
ments  over those obtained with a conventional MDCT technique [ 35 – 39 ].  

8.3.1.2     Clinical Applications 
 Preliminary data demonstrated that virtual monochromatic datasets can overcome 
renal cyst pseudoenhancement within an energy level range of 80–140 keV (Fig.  8.1 ) 
[ 38 ]. This yields an unequivocal diagnosis of simple  renal cysts , eliminating the 
need of additional work-up [ 37 ].  

 By exploiting a real-time interactive display of monochromatic images at a 
dual energy workstation, the radiologist can interrogate the change in attenua-
tion of a lesion over a range of discrete energies, a process that is not feasible 
with  conventional MDCT  [ 35 ,  36 ]. In particular, with the use of dedicated soft-
ware applications, keV spectral attenuation curves can be generated by plotting 
the attenuation values (in HU) of a material at different monochromatic ener-
gies, ranging from 40–140 keV. With this technique, specifi c tissue character-
ization is achievable based on known mean attenuation characteristics of 
different materials, especially those with higher atomic numbers [ 35 ,  36 ]. 
Enhancing solid  renal lesions  can be potentially differentiated from nonenhanc-
ing cysts on a single-phase nephrographic image based on spectral attenuation 
curves. Of note, solid tumors uptaking iodine show a steep increase in 
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attenuation with progressive lower energies (upward curve), whereas 
 nonenhancing cysts do not modify their attenuation across the explored 
 monochromatic scale (fl at curve) (Figs.  8.2  and  8.3 ).     

8.3.2     Material-Specific Applications 

8.3.2.1    Technical Considerations 
 Material-specifi c images can be obtained from dual energy data, either after the recon-
struction of high- and low-energy images (“image-domain decomposition”) or before 
images are reconstructed from high- and low-energy sinograms (“data- domain” or 
“projection-space decomposition”) [ 23 ,  35 – 43 ]. Image-domain decomposition is 
used for material analysis of images obtained with the dual-source MDCT system, 
whereas data-domain decomposition is used for material analysis of  dual energy 
MDCT  images obtained with fast kV switching MDCT platform [ 23 ,  35 – 43 ]. 

 Information from dual energy datasets allow for the analysis of material composi-
tion in a voxel-by-voxel fashion based on either a “three-material-decomposition” 

a

c

b

  Fig. 8.1    ( a ) Conventional noncontrast, postcontrast, ( b ) conventional, and ( c ) 80 keV virtual 
monochromatic nephrographic images in a 45-year-old man with low attenuation intra- parenchymal 
lesion of the left kidney. In the unavailability of a ( a ) conventional noncontrast scan, the lesion is 
called indeterminate on the basis of ( b ) conventional postcontrast nephrographic imaging. The ( c ) 
80 keV virtual monochromatic nephrographic image allows for minimizing pseudoenhancement, 
hence warranting a defi nite diagnosis of simple cyst       
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b

a

  Fig. 8.2    ( a ) Contrast-enhanced 70 keV virtual monochromatic nephrographic phase transverse 
image with ( b ) corresponding spectral attenuation curve calculation in a 64-year-old man with 
high-attenuation lesion of the left kidney. There is possible concern of lesion enhancement; how-
ever, in the absence of unenhanced imaging, a certain diagnosis cannot be made as the lesion may 
represent either an enhancing lesion or a high-attenuation cyst. ( b ) ROIs are placed on the renal 
lesion ( red  ROI), normal renal parenchyma ( yellow  ROI) and within the gallbladder ( azure  ROI). 
By plotting the attenuation values of a material at different monochromatic energies, ranging 
from 40 to 140 keV, the corresponding spectral attenuation curve is generated for the three ROIs 
at various keV values. The renal lesion shows a relatively steep, upwardly sloping curve ( red 
curve ) at lower keV, which resembles that of enhancing normal renal parenchyma ( yellow curve ) 
while substantially differing from that of the nonenhancing gallbladder fl uid ( azure curve ), The 
analysis of these spectral curves allows one for concluding that the renal lesion represents an 
enhancing solid tumor       
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principle for image domain decomposition or a “two-material-decomposition” prin-
ciple for data-domain decomposition [ 23 ,  35 – 43 ]. With a three-material- 
decomposition analysis, the absorption characteristics of three idealized materials, 
such as fat, soft tissue, and iodine, are used at two energy levels to create a spectral 

b

a

  Fig. 8.3    ( a ) Contrast-enhanced 70 keV virtual monochromatic nephrographic phase transverse 
image with ( b ) spectral attenuation curve calculation in a 57-year-old man with low-attenuation 
lesion of the left kidney. ( b ) ROIs are placed on the renal lesion ( red  ROI), normal renal paren-
chyma ( yellow  ROI) and within the gallbladder ( azure  ROI). By plotting the attenuation values of 
a material at different monochromatic energies, ranging from 40 to 140 keV, the corresponding 
spectral attenuation curve is generated for the three ROIs at various keV values. The renal lesion 
shows a fl at curve ( red curve ) at lower keV, which resembles that of the nonenhancing gallbladder 
fl uid ( azure curve ), while substantially differing from that of enhancing normal renal parenchyma 
( yellow curve ). The analysis of these spectral curves allows one for concluding that the renal lesion 
represents a nonenhancing cyst       
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iodine extraction image series; the iodine contribution to the image can be subtracted, 
thus generating a virtual unenhanced images or, alternatively, can be overlaid in dif-
ferent percentages on gray-scale information, thus creating a color-coded  iodine map  
[ 23 ,  35 – 43 ]. By comparison, when a two-material decomposition algorithm is uti-
lized, the absorption characteristics of two basis materials (i.e., iodine and calcium, 
or iodine and water) having substantially different effective atomic number and 
mass- attenuation coeffi cients are used to obtain two sets of images (“material- density 
images”) [ 23 ,  35 – 43 ]. Specifi cally, if iodine and water are the selected base materi-
als, iodine- and water-density images are obtained (Figs.  8.4  and  8.5 ).    

8.3.2.2    Clinical Applications 
 Along with baseline attenuation measurements, the evaluation of lesion morphologic 
and structural features represents a critical step in the characterization of a renal mass 
[ 1 – 9 ,  19 ]. Of note, when a  renal lesion  shows enhancement in the concurrent presence 
of intralesional calcifi cations, and possibly macroscopic fat, it should be considered 
suspicious for malignancy [ 1 – 9 ,  19 ].  Virtual unenhanced images  have demonstrated 
to be quantitatively and qualitatively comparable to conventional unenhanced images 

a

c

b

  Fig. 8.4    Dual energy material decomposition analysis, including ( a ) conventional nephrographic, 
( b ) virtual unenhanced, and ( c ) color-coded iodine map, in a 57-year-old man with a nonenhancing 
cystic lesion of the left kidney. Note that enhancement, by means of color signal devoid, is confi -
dently ruled out in the lesion on the ( c ) color-coded iodine map       
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[ 14 ,  16 – 19 ,  21 – 23 ,  25 ,  28 ,  31 ,  32 ]. An accumulating body of evidence in literature has 
shown that virtual unenhanced images represent a clinically feasible surrogate of con-
ventional noncontrast images for various anatomic regions throughout the abdomen 
and, specifi cally, allow for reliable assessment of pre-contrast renal lesion attenuation 
[ 14 ,  16 – 19 ,  21 – 23 ,  25 ,  28 ,  31 ,  32 ]. Furthermore, virtual unenhanced images are able 
to depict a broad range of different structural features that may be found in a renal 
lesion, including areas of low attenuation (e.g., fat, cystic components, or necrosis), 
intermediate attenuation (e.g., solid component or debris), high attenuation (e.g., 
hemorrhagic or protein-rich content), as well as calcifi cations [ 16 ,  19 ,  21 – 23 ,  25 ,  28 , 
 31 ,  32 ]. Thereby, virtual unenhanced imaging allows for omitting the acquisition of 
conventional noncontrast images, translating into achieving in daily clinical practice a 
30 % mean dose saving for triphasic and up to 50 % for biphasic renal MDCT proto-
cols. This may be particularly benefi cial to decrease the cumulative radiation dose in 
patients requiring long-term  MDCT  follow-up (i.e., young patients with complex cys-
tic renal lesions) [ 14 – 17 ,  19 ,  22 ,  23 ,  25 ]. 

a

c

b

  Fig. 8.5    Dual energy material decomposition analysis, including ( a ) conventional nephrographic, 
( b ) virtual unenhanced, and ( c ) color-coded iodine map, in a 64-year-old man with renal cell car-
cinoma of the left kidney. Note that enhancement, by means of color signal, is confi dently identi-
fi ed in the lesion on the ( c ) color-coded iodine map       
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 A daily question oftentimes the radiologist is faced in clinical practice is the dif-
ferential diagnosis between benign high-attenuation cysts (Bosniak category II) and 
solid enhancing lesions (most importantly renal cell carcinoma) on contrast- 
enhanced images, if the measured attenuation of a renal lesion is higher than the 
attenuation of simple fl uid (>+20 HU). High-attenuation cysts (due to hemorrhagic 
or protein-rich content) are homogeneous, well-defi ned lesions without evidence of 
enhancement [ 1 – 9 ,  19 – 49 ]. The latter is the diagnostic clue for differentiating a 
high-attenuation cyst from an enhancing solid  renal neoplasm , especially when an 
enhancing renal mass is small, well-defi ned, and homogeneous in attenuation. 
Under these circumstances, if a noncontrast acquisition is not available, the patient 
must undergo either: (a) an ultrasound (which is often not defi nitive, especially if 
the attenuation of the lesion is greater than +40 HU because it contains blood or 
proteinaceous debris), (b) an additional delayed CT acquisition to assess for “de- 
enhancement” or, more commonly, (c) a repeated study with either  MDCT  or MRI 
which includes both unenhanced and contrast-enhanced acquisitions [ 49 ]. Iodine- 
specifi c dual-energy images (color-coded iodine overlay or iodine-density images) 
allows for a color-coded display of the iodine distribution within the explored vol-
ume [ 17 – 23 ,  25 – 28 ,  30 ,  36 – 39 ,  47 ,  50 ]. The direct visualization of iodine signal 
within the mass permit to distinguish a nonenhancing cyst from a solid enhancing 
lesion on a single-phase color-coded iodine image. Of note, as  renal cysts  are avas-
cular, color-coded iodine-specifi c images show a cyst as devoid of iodine signal 
(Fig.  8.4 ). By comparison, enhancing solid renal masses demonstrate iodine signal 
within the lesion (Fig.  8.5 ) [ 17 – 23 ,  25 – 28 ,  30 ,  36 – 39 ,  47 ]. 

 Color-coded iodine overlay images can also provide further benefi ts over con-
ventional MDCT imaging for the evaluation of enhancement in subcentimeter renal 
masses. This subset is usually prone to substantial variability in region-of-interest 
(ROI) placement, especially on renal tumors that are isodense to the renal paren-
chyma on noncontrast images [ 1 – 9 ,  15 ,  26 ,  39 ,  42 ,  43 ]. As the presence of enhance-
ment within a renal lesion can be determined without the need for MDCT number 
measurements on both unenhanced and contrast-enhanced images, one can refrain 
from unenhanced images acquisition and postprocessing (Fig.  8.6 ) [ 19 ,  22 ,  26 ,  28 ]. 
It has been demonstrated that renal lesions can be accurately characterized in a 
single-phase dual energy protocol, with image interpretation time and radiation 
exposure that are signifi cantly decreased [ 14 ,  19 ,  22 ,  25 ,  26 ,  28 ].  

 More recently,  dual energy MDCT  also enables a direct quantifi cation of iodine 
concentration (in mg/mL) in a lesion with a single ROI on color-coded iodine 
images [ 14 ,  26 ,  34 ]. This represents an alternative approach to conventional attenu-
ation measurements for the determination of lesion enhancement, relying on the 
assumption that iodine does not naturally occur in measurable concentrations in the 
healthy renal tissue; the only way it can be present is through exogenous administra-
tion [ 14 ,  26 ,  34 ]. A burgeoning evidence in literature has been suggesting that iodine 
quantifi cation may be superior to conventional attenuation measurements, espe-
cially in discriminating minimally enhancing tumors, such as papillary subtypes of 
renal cancer, from high-attenuation cysts [ 14 ,  26 ,  34 ]. Of note, a lesion iodine 
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concentration greater than 0.5 mg/mL has been suggested as highly indicative of 
renal lesion iodine uptake (Fig.  8.6 ) [ 14 ,  26 ]. 

 While large ROIs are typically adopted for ascertaining the presence of enhance-
ment in  renal lesions  showing homogeneous texture, multiple small ROI measure-
ments, which have to be obtained from all portions of the lesion and similarly placed 
on both the unenhanced and contrast-enhanced images, are required for complex 
cystic or necrotic lesions [ 2 – 6 ]. This approach is often tedious, depends on reader’s 
experience, and is affected by the inclusion of small areas of necrosis or cystic 
changes. While conventional enhancement measurements are affected by the inclu-
sion of necrosis or cystic areas because it is the averaged value of all areas within 
the ROI, the iodine concentration is the summed value of enhancing areas alone and 
thus this value is not affected by the inclusion of necrosis or cystic areas within the 
ROI [ 26 ]. Therefore, independent of the solid or cystic tumor texture, it is possible 
to accurately assess the iodine uptake by drawing a single large ROI on color-coded 
iodine image [ 14 ,  26 ]. This allows elimination of all confounding factors in  enhance-
ment  evaluation and to signifi cantly reduce reading time. 

 Another clinical scenario where color-coded iodine overlay images may be of 
clinical use is the imaging surveillance after percutaneous thermal ablation of a 
renal mass. In such a clinical context,  conventional MDCT  imaging is used periodi-
cally to assess the effectiveness of the treatment and to determine the presence of 
complications, such as tumor recurrence [ 51 – 54 ]. Of note, the presence of tissue 

a

c

b

  Fig. 8.6    ( a ) Conventional noncontrast, postcontrast, ( b ) conventional nephrographic, and ( c ) 
color-coded iodine map images are shown in a 65-year-old man with multiple, bilateral renal 
lesions. There is possible concern of lesions enhancement, especially for two lesions arising from 
the medial aspect of the right ( arrow ) and the left ( arrowhead ) kidney. The use of ( c ) color-coded 
iodine map allows for confi dently identifying iodine content (1.4 mg/mL) within the lesion (RCC) 
located in the right kidney ( arrow ), while ruling out any enhancement in the lesion of the left kid-
ney ( arrowhead )       
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enhancement and nodular growth are the two imaging features commonly used to 
identify remaining viable tissue after ablation of a  renal tumor  [ 51 – 54 ]. Nevertheless, 
changes due to the prior ablation treatment, such as perinephric hematoma and 
stranding, can complicate the identifi cation of tumor recurrence at MDCT [ 51 – 54 ]. 
By virtue of the selective representation of iodine-containing voxels,  dual energy 
MDCT  iodine density and color-coded iodine overlay images may represent a 
problem- solving tool in this clinical context (Fig.  8.7 ).     

8.4     Pitfalls 

 A number of potential  pitfalls  has, however, to be cautiously considered when  dual 
energy MDCT  is adopted for imaging the renal mass. 

 Owing to the inherent limitations of the employed algorithms used to discriminate 
among materials having similar attenuation coeffi cient energy dependencies (e.g., iodine, 

a

c

b

  Fig. 8.7    ( a ) Conventional noncontrast, postcontrast, ( b ) conventional nephrographic, and ( c ) 
color-coded iodine map images are shown in a 61-year-old man who underwent cryoablation of an 
RCC of the left kidney. On postcontrast ( b ) conventional nephrographic images, there is concern 
of enhancement in the cryoablation bed ( arrow ), which could not be excluded in the potential 
unavailability of ( a ) conventional noncontrast images. By selective display of iodine-containing 
voxels, color-coded iodine map ( c ) image permits one to clearly rule out any tumor recurrence 
within the ablation site, as a devoid of signal is seen ( arrow )       
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iron, and calcium), it oftentimes happens that lesions containing either high concentration 
of hemoglobin or coarse calcifi cation may be misinterpreted as displaying iodine content 
on iodine maps (Fig.  8.8 ) [ 16 ,  21 ,  22 ]. On the other hand, the inability to distinguish 
between iodine and either calcium or iron in a renal mass using this technique could make 
the characterization of  RCC  challenging at times [ 16 ,  21 ,  22 ].  

 Although robust data supports the clinical use of virtual unenhanced datasets as 
a method of containing the radiation dose burden to patients [ 16 ,  21 ,  22 ], an incom-
plete subtraction of iodine contrast can oftentimes occur, especially with some of 
the early dual energy scanners (i.e., due to limited separation of the two energy 
spectra) as well as in the presence of extremely high iodine concentrations (e.g., 
during peak of nephrographic parenchymal enhancement) [ 16 ,  21 ,  22 ]. 

 Despite the theoretical monochromatic nature, currently available virtual mono-
chromatic datasets at suggested optimal energy levels (e.g., 80–140 keV for over-
coming renal cyst pseudoenhancement) can suffer from residual beam-hardening 
effects especially in large patients [ 35 ,  37 ]. This implies that in this patient subset, 
higher monochromatic energy levels (≥90 keV) should be selected in order to fully 
correct for renal cyst pseudoenhancement [ 35 ,  37 ]. 

 Finally, as for other abdominal clinical settings, an appropriate patient selection 
may be of critical importance when dual energy MDCT is performed on a routine 
daily basis. Specifi cally, it has been shown that beyond certain patient body sizes 

a

c

b

  Fig. 8.8    ( a ) Conventional noncontrast, postcontrast, ( b ) conventional nephrographic, and ( c ) 
color-coded iodine map images are shown in a 58-year-old man with a Bosniak category II com-
plicated cyst of the right kidney. A calcifi ed septation is identifi ed on conventional ( a ,  b ) imaging. 
Note the spurious signal within the septation seen on the ( c ) iodine map       
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(e.g., greater than 250 lb), the increased noise and beam-hardening artifacts occur-
ring with the low energy data make the dual energy scan mode highly inadvisable 
because substantial image quality degradation may occur for all reconstructed dual 
energy datasets [ 55 ].  

8.5     Future Perspectives 

 Future perspectives for  dual energy MDCT renal lesions  imaging may be opened up 
by the implementation of iodine-specifi c dual energy imaging differentiating between 
different subtypes of  RCC , determining the tumor grade, and assessing the response 
to targeted therapy in metastatic RCC [ 14 ]. The adoption of iodine quantifi cation as 
imaging biomarker of tumor viability may provide additional information over CT 
numbers in the depiction of tumor texture heterogeneity in RCC as well as in dem-
onstrating early changes to therapy that go beyond macroscopic tumor shrinkage [ 14 , 
 26 ]. Additional applications may be derived from the calculation of effective atomic 
numbers and dual energy indexes from density maps [ 35 ,  36 ,  39 ].  

    Conclusions 
  Dual energy MDCT  provides radiologists with a promising, powerful technology 
that has the potential to improve the imaging-based diagnosis and, potentially, 
the management of  renal masses , while the radiation dose exposure to patients is 
substantially decreased. 

 In the near future, dual energy MDCT may enable paradigm shift for renal 
lesions CT imaging, from a merely attenuation-based to a material-specifi c spec-
tral imaging investigation in which iodine, due to its physical properties, can be 
used as a “biological tracer” of  iodine uptake .     
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      Abbreviations 

   DECT    Dual–energy computed tomography   
  kV    Kilovoltage   
  VNC    Virtual noncontrast   

9.1           Introduction 

 All patients suspected of having a primary soft tissue or bone sarcoma at our institu-
tion receive comprehensive imaging. Plain radiographs, ultrasounds, and conven-
tional tomography (CT) are usually the initial imaging investigation in assessing 
“lumps and bumps.” Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is the most comprehensive 
modality for assessing tumor extent and has excellent soft tissue contrast resolution 
[ 1 ,  2 ]. Positron emission tomography (PET) scans can assess for metabolic activity 
in a lesion and assess treatment response [ 1 ,  3 – 5 ]. Once the appropriate imaging 
investigations have been performed, the patients are discussed in a multidisciplinary 
team meeting comprised of surgical orthopedic oncologists, medical oncologists, 
radiation oncologists, musculoskeletal radiologists, and pathologists. Subsequently, 
the majority of these patients undergo pretreatment percutaneous biopsy at our 
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institution. Imaging plays a key role in developing a management plan and an 
appropriate approach for biopsy, surgery, chemotherapy, or radiotherapy as required. 

 There have been signifi cant technological advances in the imaging of bone and 
soft tissue tumours, particularly with modern CT and MRI scanners. Oncologic 
orthopedic surgical techniques have also progressed from limb amputation to “limb 
sparing surgery.” This often involves wide surgical margins around the tumor and 
adjuvant chemotherapy and/or radiotherapy, with the aim of preserving the patient’s 
limb and function [ 3 ,  4 ,  6 ,  7 ]. 

 The advent of DECT has resulted in a paradigm shift and reinvigoration of the 
utilization of CT in musculoskeletal (MSK) imaging. Currently in MSK imaging, 
DECT is most commonly used in the detection of uric acid deposits in the assess-
ment of gout [ 6 ,  8 – 10 ]. DECT provides promising clinical applications and 
enhanced capabilities in oncological imaging, particularly in primary diagnosis. It 
has been recognized that there are clear advantages of DECT in tumor detection and 
lesion characterization within the genitourinary, abdominal, and chest body regions 
[ 8 ,  9 ,  11 ,  12 ]. Through the application of two distinct energy settings, it is possible 
to differentiate various body substances on the basis of material decomposition [ 11 , 
 13 – 17 ]. Differentiation and characterization of materials are based on the principle 
that substances with high and low molecular weight composition demonstrate dif-
ferent attenuation behaviors at different energy levels [ 8 ,  14 ,  18 ,  19 ]. The technique 
works particularly well for compounds with a large atomic number by taking advan-
tage of the photoelectric effect [ 11 ,  14 ,  17 ,  18 ,  20 ,  21 ]. The photoelectric effect 
predominates at the low kV spectrum because the attenuation value increases expo-
nentially based on the principle that the photoelectric effect is nearly proportional to 
the third power of the atomic number of the compound and inversely proportional 
to the third power of the energy level used. A dual energy index value can be calcu-
lated for each tissue based on the differentiation of attenuation values at the low and 
high kV spectrum, which is based on the differences in their atomic weight compo-
sition [ 11 ,  14 ,  15 ,  17 ,  20 ,  21 ]. A greater difference in the dual energy index values 
provides better characterization and differentiation of the materials in question [ 6 , 
 11 ,  15 ,  22 ]. 

 The data derived from DECT can be manipulated with specialized software on 
advanced workstations to analyze tissues with different properties. Applications 
directly relevant to musculoskeletal oncology will be discussed in this chapter. 

 Musculoskeletal DECT applications are well established for the assessment of 
gout, bone marrow edema, and the ability to reduce beam-attenuating artifacts sec-
ondary to metal prosthesis using monoenergetic functionality [ 23 ,  24 ]. Studies have 
also assessed the usefulness of DECT in assessing tendons and ligaments with posi-
tive results [ 11 ,  25 ]. 

 At our institution, we utilize a 128-slice dual source DECT system (SOMATOM 
Defi nition Flash, Siemens Healthcare), which uses two different x-ray sources 
simultaneously. This eliminates misregistration of data or errors due to patient 
movement between acquisitions. Both tubes are operated at different voltages, 
80 kV or 100 kV, and 140 kV, with a tin fi lter. The postprocessing software (Syngo 
Via Dual Energy, Siemens Healthcare) allows the user to obtain additional 
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information about the chemical composition of body tissue. CT images taken simul-
taneously with two different kV levels from the same patient and of the same ana-
tomical region are utilized. The differences in the energy dependence of the 
attenuation coeffi cients of different materials are exploited. Materials behave differ-
ently at different energies, depending on the elements of which they are composed 
[ 9 ,  26 ]. These images are combined and analyzed to visualize information about 
anatomical and pathological structures. Color-coded cross-sectional images and 
three-dimensional (3-D) surface-rendered models can be produced and viewed 360° 
around any axis. In this chapter, we will explore different application classes with 
different parameters and algorithms that are clinically relevant to the assessment of 
soft tissue and bone lesions in the musculoskeletal system.  

9.2     Clinical Applications in Musculoskeletal Oncology 

9.2.1     The Great Mimicker—Gout Application 

 Gout is a metabolic condition that results from longstanding hyperuricemia, lead-
ing to deposition of monosodium urate (MSU) crystals [ 11 ]. The gouty urate 
tophus is a hallmark of chronic gout [ 6 ,  26 – 28 ]. The tophus consists of nodular or 
mass-like aggregates of urate crystals that are surrounded by vascularized granula-
tion tissue and infl ammatory infi ltrate. The gouty tophus is essentially a foreign 
body granulomatous response to MSU crystals [ 14 ,  17 ]. Tophi can be seen in peri-
articular subcutaneous tissues, intraarticular space, tendons, ligaments, cartilage, 
bone, bursae, and other synovial spaces. Intraosseous tophi can present as cysts or 
focal sclerotic lesions, if calcifi ed [ 11 ]. Faint calcifi cation can be present in 50 % 
of tophi [ 2 ,  15 ,  29 ]. 

 Gout, often termed the “great mimicker,” most frequently presents at the fi rst 
metatarsophalangeal joint with the second most common site being at the knee [ 2 , 
 29 – 32 ]. However, gout can present anywhere in the musculoskeletal system. Gout 
is the most common crystal deposition arthropathy and is a common condition 
within the general population [ 2 ,  30 – 33 ]. The incidence and prevalence of gout has 
increased in recent decades [ 2 ,  29 ,  31 ,  33 ]. 

 Uncommon manifestations of a common disease, such as gout, occasionally 
present as a soft tissue mass suspected to be sarcoma or neoplasia. Upadhyah and 
Saifuddin recently reported 27 cases of gout that were initially referred to their 
institution as suspected soft tissue sarcoma [ 2 ,  29 ,  34 ,  35 ]. Cases of gout mimicking 
other tumors have also been reported [ 2 ,  34 – 39 ]. In particular, gout and synovial 
sarcoma have been reported to mimic each other [ 2 ,  36 – 40 ]. This is not surprising 
as these two distinct conditions share key imaging characteristics such as periarticu-
lar location (or location close to a tendon or bursa) and calcifi cation [ 2 ,  39 ,  40 ]. 
Indolent nonaggressive erosions can be seen in both gout and synovial sarcoma and 
thus cannot be used as a reliable differentiating imaging feature [ 7 ,  39 ,  40 ]. 

 Limited evidence in the literature, including a defi ciency of validation in large 
studies, has resulted in lack of consensus regarding the specifi city of established 
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signs of chronic gout, including the classic well-defi ned punched out erosions with 
overhanging edge [ 2 ,  40 ,  41 ]. Furthermore, the sensitivity of these radiographic 
signs has been reported to be low [ 12 ,  29 ,  41 ]. Upadhyah and Saifuddin have 
reported tendon involvement as a nonrecognized imaging feature of gout, which is 
similar to our institution’s experience [ 11 ,  29 ,  42 ]. 

 MRI is considered the gold standard imaging modality for assessing soft tissue 
masses [ 8 ,  15 ,  19 ,  42 ]. Tophi characteristically show homogeneous, low to interme-
diate signal intensity on T1-weighted images. Signal intensity on T2-weighted 
images is variable and depends on the degree of hydration of the tophus and its 
calcium concentration [ 11 ,  15 ,  29 ,  43 ]. Gadolinium-enhanced images demonstrate 
an intense enhancement of tophus due to proliferative hypervascular synovitis and 
hypervascular granulation tissue surrounding the tophus [ 15 ,  29 ,  43 ]. However, 
none of these MRI imaging features is specifi c for gout. Various conditions that 
resemble gouty tophi, in terms of MRI signal characteristics, include rheumatoid 
arthritis, calcium pyrophosphate disease, xanthofi bromas, benign fi broblastic 
tumors, amyloidosis, pigmented villonodular synovitis, synovial osteochondroma-
tosis, hemophilic arthritis, and granulomatous arthritis such as tuberculosis and fun-
gal infections [ 13 ,  15 ,  16 ]. The role of MRI at our institution is to assess for features 
of conditions considered in the differential diagnosis such as the presence of hemo-
siderin, which is considered to be nearly pathognomonic of PVNS [ 13 ,  16 ,  20 ,  21 ]. 

 Ultrasound has been reported to be specifi c for imaging MSU crystal deposits on 
hyaline cartilage, known as the “double contour sign” [ 20 ,  21 ]. However, this sono-
graphic sign is of little value in the assessment of soft tissue and bony masses. On 
ultrasound, the gouty tophus has variable echotexture and consists of inhomoge-
neous material surrounded by a small anechoic rim, with or without posterior acous-
tic shadowing depending on the presence of calcifi cation. Doppler ultrasound may 
demonstrate peripheral hyperemia [ 15 ,  20 ,  21 ]. The sonographic differential diag-
nosis of gouty tophi is nonspecifi c and can be observed in other subcutaneous nod-
ules [ 15 ,  22 ]. At our institution, the role of ultrasound in evaluating soft tissue mass 
is primarily to distinguish between solid and cystic masses and to guide tissue 
biopsy. 

 A small study of 4 patients suggested conventional CT could detect MSU crys-
tals as round or ovoid hyperdense opacities [ 22 ]. However, conventional CT lacks 
the ability to reliably distinguish MSU crystals from calcium based on attenuation 
values [ 6 ,  22 ]. 

 By contrast, DECT has the key advantage in its ability to differentiate MSU crys-
tals from soft tissue and calcifi c/osseous mineralization [ 6 ,  11 ,  26 ]. After loading the 
two different data sets obtained simultaneously on the DECT into the postprocessing 
software, an image-based three-material decompositional algorithm of the datasets is 
subsequently performed to separate calcium from monosodium urate, using soft tis-
sue as the baseline. Reliable classifi cation of the chemical composition of scanned 
tissues is achieved via material-specifi c differences in attenuation between the high 
and low tube voltage acquisitions. Calcium, which is a high molecular weight 
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compound ( Z  = 20), has signifi cantly higher attenuation values on 80 kVp as com-
pared to 140 kVp due to the photoelectric effect which allows for accurate material 
decomposition with post process algorithms. Whereas, low atomic number compo-
nents such as uric acid composed of hydrogen, oxygen, carbon, nitrogen, and sodium 
( Z  = 1,  Z  = 8,  Z  = 6,  Z  = 7 and  Z  = 11) do not have a signifi cantly higher attenuation 
value on 80 kVp as compared to 140 kVp images [ 6 ,  11 ,  26 ]. This allows specifi c 
separation of MSU from calcium utilizing a color-coded map highlighting the mate-
rial in question, for instance, highlighting uric acid in green, cortical calcium in blue, 
and trabecular calcium in pink [ 6 ,  27 ]. DECT provides good diagnostic accuracy for 
the detection of MSU deposits in patients with gout. The sensitivity and specifi city of 
DECT against a combined reference standard (polarizing and electron microscopy of 
synovial fl uid) for diagnosing gout has been reported as 0.90 (95 % CI 0.76–0.97) 
and 0.83 (95 % CI 0.68–0.93), respectively [ 27 ,  44 ]. 

 However, only one study has directly compared DECT with gold standard histol-
ogy [ 29 ,  44 ]. In this study, gouty tophi were obtained from the cadaveric feet of a 
single patient with tophaceous gout. Histological analysis of gouty tophi was then 
correlated with DECT. This case report suggests that DECT highlights dense tophi 
corresponding to approximately 15 – 20 vol% urate in the tophus. This study sug-
gests that DECT detection is strongly infl uenced by the variable dense packing of 
the MSU crystals in the central zone of the tophus. CT simulations performed in this 
study indicate that mixtures of MSU with water with more than 20 % MSU will 
exceed the detection threshold of the specifi c gout algorithm used in this study. The 
detection thresholds drop to 15 % MSU if MSU is embedded in soft tissue and to an 
even lower concentration if embedded in tendon. More extensive studies assessing 
the specifi city and sensitivity of MSU crystals against the gold standard of histology 
are required at this time. 

 Upadhyah and Saifuddin noted that the nonspecifi c imaging features of soft tis-
sue masses, even those with a differential diagnosis that includes gout, can make it 
diffi cult to reassure clinicians, often leading to recommendation for image-guided 
biopsy [ 2 ,  29 ]. They also alluded to the role of DECT in replacing the need for 
needle biopsy. At our institution, we recommend DECT assessment, prior to biopsy, 
for any mass located around a joint, tendon, or bursa when gout is considered in the 
differential diagnosis. Following consultation with the referring orthopedic oncolo-
gist, a biopsy is performed if the DECT is negative for MSU crystals and annulled 
when MSU crystals are detected. We present four cases from our institution in 
Figs.  9.1 ,  9.2 ,  9.3 ,  9.4 , and  9.5 . The differential diagnoses in these cases include 
bilateral intraosseous distal tibial giant cell tumor (Fig.  9.1 ), soft tissue sarcoma 
(Figs.  9.2  and  9.3 ), giant cell tumor of the tendon sheath (Fig.  9.4 ), and localized 
intraarticular form of pigmented villonodular synovitis (Fig.  9.5 ). We have found 
DECT to be an effi cient, specifi c, and noninvasive problem-solving tool for differ-
entiating gouty tophi from other benign and malignant soft tissue and bony masses. 
DECT can prevent unnecessary biopsy, reduce delays in diagnosis, and minimize 
morbidity resulting from misdiagnosis.       
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  Fig. 9.1    A 56-year old man presented with bilateral medial malleolus acute pain without history 
of trauma. Erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) was negative. There was no history of gout, 
malignancy, or infection. Plain radiographs demonstrated intraosseous mass and the patient was 
subsequently referred to the orthopedic oncology surgeon for work-up and biopsy. Frontal radio-
graphic images ( a ) of bilateral ankles in a patient; ( b ) sagittal, axial, and coronal CT images of the 
right ankle demonstrate well-marginated lucent lesions in the medial aspect of the distal tibial 
metaphysis and distal tibial plafond with sclerotic margins. The patient was referred to a sarcoma 
surgeon for work-up and biopsy. ( c ) coronal STIR, ( d ) coronal T1, and ( e ) axial fat saturated T1 
post intravenous gadolinium MR images of the right ankle revealed the mass is hyperintense on 
STIR and isointense on T1 with predominantly peripheral and mild internal enhancement. ( f ) Bone 
scan shows increased radiotracer uptake in both these ankle lesions. Coronal ( g ), axial ( h ), and 
sagittal ( i ) reformatted images from DECT analysis demonstrate monosodium urate deposits 
within these masses, consistent with intraosseous gout. Uric acid level that was measured after the 
DECT scan was elevated. No biopsy was performed and the patient was treated conservatively             
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  Fig. 9.2    A 54-year old man presented with a growing lump in the anterior aspect of the right knee 
without history of injury. Axial T1 ( a ), axial T2 ( b ), axial fat-saturated T2 ( c ), axial fat-saturated 
T1 before ( d ) and after ( e ) administration of intravenous gadolinium, sagittal T2 ( f ), sagittal fat- 
saturated T1 ( g ), sagittal MPGR ( h ) MRI sequences demonstrated a 2.7 cm (transverse) ×1.3 cm 
(anteroposterior) ×2.5 cm (craniocaudal) subcutaneous mass that erodes into the anterior cortex of 
the patella. The mass demonstrates hypointense signal on T1, intermediate signal on T2, and het-
erogeneous enhancement without signifi cant blooming on gradient-echo sequence. The MRI fea-
tures of the mass are nonspecifi c, with broad differential diagnoses that include gouty tophus and 
a soft tissue sarcoma. We recommended dual energy CT         

g h

Fig. 9.2 (continued)

9.2.2     Pigmented Villonodular Synovitis (PVNS) 

 Benign synovial proliferative lesions are commonly encountered in musculoskeletal 
clinical practice. PVNS is an umbrella term that encompasses benign proliferative lesions 
involving the synovium of the joint, bursa, and tendon sheath. PVNS can present as a 
diffuse intraarticular, localized intraarticular, or localized extraarticular mass [ 2 ,  30 ,  32 ]. 

 Synovial biopsy and histopathology provide the defi nitive diagnosis of PVNS [ 2 , 
 30 ,  32 ]. Synovial proliferation with scattered multinucleate giant cells, macro-
phages, fi broblasts, xanthoma cells, and variable amounts of hemosiderin are pres-
ent. Hemosiderin is helpful, but not a prerequisite for histological diagnosis [ 2 ]. 
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  Fig. 9.3    Axial CT images of bilateral knees ( a ) and sagittal CT images of the right knee ( b ) show 
a mineralized right prepatellar mass with associated erosion of the anterior cortex of the patella 
Sagittal ( c ) sagittal reformatted image with DECT characterization confi rms the mineralization as 
monosodium urate deposits (color coded as  green ), which is composed of C, H, N, and O are pres-
ent within the prepatellar mass. Calcium, a heavy, high atomic number element with high attenua-
tion of the low kV beam is color coded as blue. Trabecular bone is color coded as pink, ( d ) 
3-dimensional volume-rendered coronal reformatted DECT of the right knee (R) shows the prepa-
tellar tophaceous gout and the nonaffected left knee         
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Fig. 9.3 (continued)

Furthermore, the extent of hemosiderin deposition is variable. Hemosiderin is usu-
ally a much more prominent feature of diffuse intraarticular PVNS [ 2 ]. Consequently, 
we will focus on the diffuse intraarticular form of PVNS for the remainder of this 
section. 

 The histopathology of the diffuse intraarticular form of PVNS can appear similar 
to an aggressive sarcoma such as synovial sarcoma, rhabdomyosarcoma, and epi-
theloid sarcoma. These features include an extremely large cell size, invagination of 
the cytoplasm into the nucleus (which resembles large nucleoli), and an increased 
number of mitoses [ 2 ,  36 ,  38 ]. There is a large disparity in prognosis and treatment 
between PVNS and sarcoma. PVNS can be treated with synovectomy, however, 
sarcomas require removal of the tumor with clear margins, occasionally necessitat-
ing limb amputation [ 2 ,  36 ,  38 ]. Correlation of the histological features of the tissue 
biopsy with the imaging fi ndings of a diffuse synovial process plays an important 
role in guiding the pathologist to the correct diagnosis. 

 MRI is the best imaging modality to detect this condition, due to the presence of 
hemosiderin in these lesions [ 1 ,  2 ]. On T2-weighted images, low signal intensity 
predominates due to preferential shortening of the T2 relaxation time caused by 
hemosiderin. Gradient-echo sequence signifi cantly accentuates this effect, resulting 
in enlargement of the low signal intensity areas known as “blooming” [ 2 ,  3 ]. The 
blooming effect is considered to be nearly pathognomonic of PVNS, although syno-
vial hemangioma and hemophiliac arthropathy can give similar fi ndings due to 
intraarticular hemorrhage and synovial hemosiderin deposition [ 3 ,  4 ,  6 ,  7 ]. 

 CT demonstrates synovial thickening and extrinsic erosion of bone on both sides 
of the joint in diffuse intraarticular PVNS. CT scans without contrast may show 
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gFig. 9.4 (continued)

increased attenuation coeffi cient relative to that of muscle, due to hemosiderin con-
tent in the soft tissues [ 2 ,  8 ]. However, increased density is nonspecifi c and may 
refl ect increased attenuation of other metals such as silicon, amyloid, copper, hem-
orrhage, calcium, or MSU crystals. 

 DECT has been utilized in the assessment of iron deposition within the liver; 
however, to our knowledge, there has been no published study on the use of DECT 
for detecting hemosiderin in soft tissue or bone lesions [ 8 ,  9 ,  11 ,  12 ]. 

9.2.2.1     “Hemosiderin/Iron” Application 
 The Liver VNC application enables the visualization of iodine contrast medium 
concentration in the liver without an additional noncontrast scan, even in the 

  Fig. 9.4    A 57-year old man with history of ulcerative colitis, hypertension, and gout pre-
sented with a mass that arises from the medial aspect of the right foot. ( a ,  b ) Ultrasound 
demonstrated a hyperemic 1.7 cm mass inferior to the medial malleolus that is contiguous 
with the medial aspect of the subtalar joint and deep to the tibialis posterior tendon. ( c ) 
Coronal and ( d ) axial CT images showed mineralization in this mass, associated with mild 
erosion involving the juxta-articular aspect of the medial subtalar joint. Note is made of min-
eralization in a similar area on the contralateral left foot and mineralization in a right Achilles 
peritendinous mass. After DECT analysis, coronal ( e ), axial ( f ), and 3-D volume-rendered ( g ) 
images confi rmed mineralization as monosodium urate deposits. 3-D volume-rendered DECT 
images of both feet demonstrate the presence of monosodium urate within the peritendinous 
mass contiguous with the right tibialis posterior tendon, and deposits elsewhere in both feet 
including a peritendinous mass associated with the right Achilles tendon         
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  Fig. 9.5    A 55-year old man presented with left anterior knee pain. ( a ) Axial fat saturated PD FSE 
and ( b ) sagittal T1 FSE MRI images demonstrate an intra-articular mass contiguous with the ante-
rior horn of the medial meniscus that is low signal on T1, T2, and fat saturated PD sequences, with 
a working diagnosis of pigmented villonodular synovitis. DECT axial ( c ), sagittal ( d ), and ( e ) 3-D 
volume-rendered images demonstrate monosodium urate within the intraarticular mass       
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presence of irregular fatty infi ltration of the liver or necrotic areas. The basis for this 
approach is a three-material decomposition algorithm with the three components 
being iodine contrast medium, fat, and soft tissue [ 11 ,  14 ]. 

 For the purpose of detecting iron in a biopsy-proven diffuse intraarticular 
PVNS involving the hip, we modifi ed the parameters in the Liver VNC applica-
tion, by substituting iron/hemosiderin for iodine. Figure  9.6  demonstrates the 
altered key parameters. “Rel. CM,” the parameter that contains the ratio of relative 
change in attenuation at 80 kV/100 kV and 140 kV for the material in question, in 
this case being iron/hemosiderin, is changed from 2.24 (which was for iodine) to 
1.56 at 100 and 140 kV. “Fat,” the parameter that contains typical HU-values of 
body fat, is altered to -100 for both 80 kV AND 140 kV. “Tissue,” the parameter 
that contains typical HU-values of soft tissue, is changed to 50 HU for both 80 kV 
and 140 kV. Iodine BHC, which activates beam-hardening correction for iodine 
contrast enhancement and allows clearer visualization of calcifi ed plaques and 
stents, is switched off because the material in question is hemosiderin/iron and no 
longer iodine.     

9.2.3     Assessment of Vascular Masses 

9.2.3.1     Body Bone Removal Application 
 The large attenuation differentiation between iodine (vascular component) and 
adjacent bone at low-energy levels allows us, with one sequential acquisition, to 
better delineate bone from adjacent vessels with one click utilizing the Syngo Via 

  Fig. 9.6    Based on a 
modifi ed Liver VNC 
application where 
hemosiderin or iron has 
replaced iodine, the Syngo 
Siemens Dual Energy 
software tool demonstrates 
three-material 
decomposition of fat, soft 
tissue, and iodine/
hemosiderin       
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  Fig. 9.7    A 66-year old man with squamous cell carcinoma involving the left base of tongue had a ( a ) 
staging PET scan that revealed diffuse and avid uptake in the left hip. Clinical examination revealed an 
irritable left hip. ( b ) Plain pelvic radiograph shows well-defi ned erosions in the left femoral head and 
neck. ( c ) Axial fat suppressed T1, ( d ) axial T2, ( e ) axial gradient echo, ( f ) coronal T1, and ( g ) coronal 
STIR images of the left hip demonstrate femoral erosions, synovial thickening with low signal intensity 
on T1 and T2 weighted images with “blooming” on gradient-echo images. DECT axial ( h ) and coronal 
( i ) images demonstrate hemosiderin deposit (color-coded as  green ) in the medial aspect of the left hip 
joint space that correlates with the “blooming” hypointensities seen on MRI. Assigning different color 
coding for the hemosiderin deposits ( j ) can make the lesion more conspicuous         
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DECT vascular application. This is a faster and more accurate method than single 
energy techniques that require the need for a noncontrast scan and bone/vessel 
motion registration software [ 45 ]. This improves visualization of vascular tumors 
and provides better delineation of the vascular supply of the lesion using dual energy 
techniques. This also reduces onerous demand placed on technicians in postpro-
cessing and reformatting the images to send to the PACS archival system (Fig.  9.8c ).   
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Fig. 9.7 (continued)
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9.2.3.2     “Iodine Overlay” Liver VNC Application 
 Assessment of the relative vascularity of masses can be accurately assessed through 
tissue enhancement and iodine concentration on iodine maps. The distribution of 
iodine correlates with local perfused blood volume and vascular density, thereby 
assessing for angiogenesis and possible degree of malignancy in soft tissue masses. 
This allows for assessment of the mass as being benign or malignant or a surrogate 
biomarker for assessing treatment response [ 8 ,  14 ,  18 ,  19 ]. Iodine may increase the 
depiction and characterization of hypoattenuating lesions through an increase in the 
contrast between the lesion and the normal adjacent parenchyma on the basis of dif-
ferences in tissue iodine content [ 11 ,  14 ,  18 ]. 

 The relatively high atomic weight number and relatively high K-edge (33.2 keV) 
of iodine result in large changes in attenuation when two different x-ray energies are 
used to image the lesion in comparison to water, fat, and soft tissue [ 11 ,  14 ]. At the 
low kV spectrum, the photoelectric effect dominates as previously described. The 
attenuation of iodine increases exponentially as we approach closer to the k edge of 
iodine at the low kV energies of 70 and 80 kV. Given this principle, through dedi-
cated post processing algorithms we not only can measure and segment iodine con-
tent but can also completely subtract iodine from adjacent soft tissue [ 6 ,  9 ,  25 ,  46 ]. 
Subtracting out iodine allows the creation of virtual noncontrast (VNC) images, 
thereby eliminating the need for a noncontrast acquisition. This reduces radiation 
exposure for the patient, while at the same time allowing for assessment of masses 
with a single scan [ 23 ,  24 ]. This is achieved via three-material decomposition in 
image space using modeled absorption characteristics of three materials. The con-
centration of iodine within the imaged vascular structures and masses can be quanti-
fi ed in milligrams of iodine per milliliter of tissue (Fig.  9.9a ) or superimposed as an 

  Fig. 9.8    A 80-year female presented with an enlarging mass in the left forearm after open reduc-
tion and internal fi xation (ORIF) of proximal to mid ulnar fracture ( a ) and sensory defi cit consis-
tent with ulnar nerve distribution involving the fi fth digit. ( b ) Axial oblique DECT post intravenous 
contrast showed an enhancing ovoid mass that lies medial to the ulnar plate and screws. 
Monoenergetic function was used to reduce streak artifacts, allowing easy visualization of the 
mass. ( c ) 3-D surface-rendered DECT images after application of bone body removal application 
demonstrate the vascular anatomy of the mass. The mass is continuous with the proximal ulnar 
artery, possibly an interosseous branch of the ulnar artery. ( d ) Ultrasound demonstrated a complex 
cystic mass with highly mobile internal echoes adjacent to the proximal right ulnar artery. Color 
doppler showed swirling pattern of fl ow consistent with a pseudoaneurysm, most likely iatrogenic 
and related to prior ORIF of the midulnar fracture       
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overlay color “iodine map” that only depicts regions of iodine uptake (Fig.  9.9b ) 
[ 11 ,  25 ]. The ability to quantify and map iodine distribution and create VNC images 
using DECT for musculoskeletal tumors may add depth and insight over routine 
conventional characterization of soft tissue and bony masses (Fig.  9.10 ).     

9.2.4     Monoenergetic Functionality 

 The monoenergetic application calculates images that are equivalent to images 
acquired with a monoenergetic X-ray beam of a single selectable energy. This is 
achieved in image space by the extrapolation of the polychromatic DECT beams 
(80 and 140 kV) into single keV ranging from 40 to 190 keV. By adjusting the 
energy level of the image output, we can optimize the contrast between different 
materials by taking advantage of the magnitude of the different single energy 
levels. 

 DECT monoenergetic imaging can be utilized to improve tumor conspicuity in 
malignant hypervascular tumors [ 9 ,  26 ]. Image contrast at lower energies (80 kV) is 
signifi cantly higher than at higher energies (140 kV) [ 11 ]. This has been demon-
strated to be useful in the setting of early arterial enhancing lesions, such as HCC, 
hypervascularized metastases, and hypodense liver lesions in the abdomen [ 47 – 49 ]. 
The DECT technique works particularly well for compounds with large atomic 

a b

  Fig. 9.9    A 77-year old man presents with a lesion at the planter aspect of the fi rst metatarsopha-
langeal joint of the left foot, which is not painful and slowly increasing in size. The Liver VNC 
application allows ( a ) the measurement of iodine within the mass and ( b ) an iodine overlay map or 
volume rendering (VRT) images that demonstrate the vascularity of the mass       
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numbers by taking advantage of the photoelectric effect and the k-edge of iodine. 
Substances with higher molecular weight show exponential increases in attenuation 
behaviors at different energy levels [ 14 ,  17 ]. 

 The use of low-energy images in oncologic CT imaging may improve lesion 
detection by improving contrast between a hypervascular lesion, a hypovascular 
lesion, and normally enhancing parenchyma [ 11 ]. Additional benefi ts of mooener-
getic functionality, includes reduced image noise at higher kV values. 

 Hemosiderin deposits can be found in various soft tissue masses such as pig-
mented villonodular synovitis and giant cell tumor of bone [ 14 ,  17 ,  42 ]. Hemosiderin 
deposition, in theory, would allow for enhanced detection of various musculoskel-
etal soft tissue masses on DECT utilizing monoenergetic functionality. Pigmented 
villonodular synovitis has a higher image contrast at lower energies when compared 
with higher energies given its higher atomic weight compared to adjacent soft tis-
sues depending on the concentration of iron within the soft tissues (Fig.  9.11 ).  

a b

  Fig. 9.10    A 73-year old man presented with a subcutaneous pretibial mass confi rmed as on 
biopsy as a poroma, a benign skin tumor derived from sweat glands. The purpose of DECT was to 
assess for enhancement of the lesion and for involvement of underlying musculature or bone. Liver 
VNC application demonstrates avid enhancement within the solid portion of the mass and with 
expected background muscle and bone enhancement. We reported no evidence of involvement in 
the underlying tibialis anterior musculature or bony involvement. The mass was subsequently 
excised with clear margins and did not breach the deep fascia or extend into the underlying muscle 
or adjacent bone. Clicking the Mixed on/Off icon on the Application subtask card allows the user 
to switch between the ( a ) virtual non-contrast result volume and the ( b ) mixed CT volume       
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9.2.4.1     Spectral Curve Analysis 
 A useful function available within the monoenergetic application is the ability to 
display spectral information (Figs.  9.11c  and  9.12 ). DECT has been shown to be 
useful in identifying properties of malignant transition areas, in particular micro-
scopic invasion or simple bone marrow edema, by utilizing spectral curve analysis 
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  Fig. 9.11    Axial DECT images of the same patient in Fig.  9.7  shows ( a ) increased attenuation at 
low keV and ( b ) decreased attenuation at high keV. This is consistent with a high molecular weight 
compound, such as hemosiderin. ( c ) Spectral analysis curve of the same patient with PVNS. After 
drawing an elliptical region of interest (ROI) on the tissue of interest, clicking on the monoener-
getic plus Spectral Information icon plots and calculates the estimated CT-attenuation value, 
iodine contrast to noise ratio versus photon energy, and slope of the curve for a region of interest. 
A diagram with two curves is displaced. The white curve ( left scale ) shows the calculated 
CT-attenuation value (HU) depending on the monoenergetic photon energy (keV). This curve dif-
ferentiates between regions with different contrast media uptake. The blue curve ( right scale ) 
shows the calculated contrast to noise ratio (CNR) for iodine, depending on the energy level (keV). 
The curve is normalized to its maximum value. This curve optimizes the CNR for the present 
patient diameter and X-ray tube currents. In addition, the keV-region that is optimal for imaging of 
metal prostheses is indicated by the label “PI” and two  vertical dashed blue lines        
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in malignant bone tumor intramedullary invasion in a rabbit model [ 50 ]. Analysis of 
the spectral curve was done by comparing the slopes of the spectral curves between 
40 keV to 70 keV, as the slope is steepest within this range based on preliminary 
observations [ 50 ]. Through dual energy CT scanning, the polychromatic beams can 
be reconstructed between 40 and 190 keV, as previously described, which allows for 
the opportunity to detect subtle differences between two types of tissues. The gen-
eration of spectral curves from the DECT refl ects the changes in CT attenuation 
values based on the elemental composition of tissues [ 51 ]. Different types of tissues 
have different types of spectral curves [ 52 ]. This produces characteristic fi ngerprints 
for different types of tumors based on their atomic weight composition. It is, there-
fore, feasible that similar principles apply to musculoskeletal soft tissue masses.  

 In the monoenergetic plus application, we can determine the energy value of the 
image output. The default value is 70 keV. Lower energy levels are useful for visu-
alization of iodine and high atomic weight compounds. Higher energy levels are 
useful for visualization of soft tissues and low molecular weight compounds, as the 
attenuation of low molecular weight compounds increases mildly at the high kV 
levels [ 11 ,  14 ]. Literature has demonstrated that a wide spectrum of optimal mono-
chromatic energies ranging from 95 to 150 keV can decrease beam-hardening arti-
facts and, thus, improve the image quality in the presence of metal prosthesis [ 53 ].   

9.2.5     Bone Marrow Edema 

 The presence of hemorrhage and increased interstitial fl uid within the bone marrow 
cavity characterizes bone marrow edema and results in small but measureable 
increases in CT attenuation values. Bone marrow edema is also associated with a 
wide variety of pathological processes including benign and malignant bone and 
soft tissue tumors [ 54 ]. MRI is sensitive for the detection of bone marrow edema as 
regions of low signal on T1 weighted sequence and high signal on T2 weighted 
sequence. This refl ects the increase in fl uid content of the marrow cavity. However, 
access to MRI can be limited and its use is contraindicated in some patients [ 55 ]. 

 Detection of bone marrow edema utilizing conventional single energy computed 
tomography (SECT) has been attempted, and although attenuation based algorithms 
remove many bone structures, SECT methods are still unable to remove fi ne tra-
becular bone with suffi cient quality to reliably reveal density changes in the bone 
marrow [ 55 ]. 

 Given its relatively high atomic number ( Z  = 20) and high dual energy index 
value, the calcium in trabecular bone can be successfully removed in DECT images 
using a process termed virtual noncalcium subtraction technique (VNCa) [ 56 ]. 

 This technique subtracts calcium from cancellous bone, which allows better 
delineation and detection of bone marrow edema. This can be easily visualized with 
color-coded maps of the bone marrow edema and allows for more accurate quanti-
fi cation between normal and abnormal areas. We have found that virtual noncalcium 
subtraction can increase the conspicuity of bone tumors that are associated with 
bone marrow edema (Fig.  9.13 ).    
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Fig. 9.12 (continued)

  Fig. 9.12    A 58-year old male who presents with a right thigh mass for several months without 
pain or other symptoms. ( a ) Axial fat suppressed T1, ( b ) axial fat suppressed postintravenous 
gadolinium, ( c ) sagittal T1, and ( d ) sagittal fat-suppressed T1 postintravenous gadolinium images 
demonstrate an intermuscular fat containing mass posterior to the rectus femoris muscle that mea-
sures 9.5 cm in the craniocaudal direction, 1.3 cm anterior–posterior, and 3.2 cm in the transverse 
plane. This mass fully suppresses without evidence of soft tissue enhancement, consistent with a 
lipoma. DECT ( e ) axial, ( f ) sagittal, ( g ) coronal (with indicated region of interest), and ( h ) spectral 
analysis curve demonstrate a mass that demonstrates low attenuation at low keV and high attenu-
ation at high keV, consistent with a low molecular weight compound such as fat. This mass was 
surgically removed and confi rmed as a lipoma         
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9.3     Game Changer in Musculoskeletal Tumor Imaging 

 At our institution, DECT is increasingly being recognized by members of the mus-
culoskeletal, bone, and soft tissue tumor group as a promising new and useful 
problem- solving tool in the work-up of soft tissue and bone tumors that presents 
from the entire province. DECT is unique amongst imaging modalities in its 

  Fig. 9.13    A 66-year old female presents with pain in her right groin for 6 months. ( a ) Bone scan 
demonstrates mild increased uptake in the right femoral head and neck. MRI demonstrates a well- 
marginated lytic nonexpansile lesion in right femoral head and neck with preservation of primary 
compressile trabeculae that is ( b ) low on T1 and ( c ) high on T2 with mild reactive synovitis. 
( d ) Virtual noncalcium-subtracted images and ( e ) corresponding color-coded three-material 
decomposition (calcium, water and fat) images show the presence of marrow edema which corre-
lates to the low T1 and high T2 region on MRI. The imaging features of the lesion were consistent 
with an intraosseous hemangioma, which was confi rmed with percutaneous biopsy         
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Fig. 9.13 (continued)

material differential capability in which patients are scanned with two distinct beam 
energies. In conventional CT imaging, materials with different chemical composi-
tions can be represented by the same or very similar densities, making differentia-
tion and classifi cation of different types of tissues very challenging. DECT exploits 
the attenuation measurements acquired with different energy spectra and more 
importantly knowledge of the changes in attenuation between the two spectra to 
differentiate and classify tissue composition. This has signifi cant implications for 
musculoskeletal tumor imaging. Despite the excellent ability of MRI to detect and 
characterize soft tissue and bone tumors, the majority of lesions remains nonspe-
cifi c. The correct histological diagnosis reached on the basis of imaging studies 
alone is low, reportedly ranging from one quarter to one third of cases. DECT tech-
nology continues to evolve with future generation DECT scanners having the ability 
to scan at much lower and higher kV energy levels, which in turn allows for greater 
separation between low-energy and high-energy spectra with the use of more 
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effi cient detectors. The improvement in technology will allow more accurate char-
acterization of the chemical composition of compounds. DECT has the potential to 
signifi cantly improve the diagnostic specifi city of musculoskeletal tumor imaging 
and be a game changer in our armamentarium of imaging techniques.     
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